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REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS SUMMARY OF PUBLIC MEETING 
HELD ON April 4, 2001

On April 4, 2001a public meeting was held at the NRC Headquarters, Two White Flint North, 
Rockville, MD to discuss and review the initial implementation of the revised reactor oversight process.  
An agenda, attendance list, and information exchanged at the meeting are attached.  
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8. Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline (NEI 99-02 Revision 1) (Draft)
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NRC Public Meeting 
Reactor Oversight Process 
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April 4, 2001 
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Agenda 
April 4, 2001 

Public Meeting 

1. Discussion of Physical Protection Significance Determination Process.  
2. Discussion of Initiating Event Performance Indicator pilot activity.  
3. Discussion of Pilot Testing Replacement for Unplanned Power Changes performance indicator 
4. Discussion of removal of t/2 for surveillance failure in Unavailability Performance Indicator 
5. Discussion of reporting Reactor Core Insolation Cooling (RICI) system in the Safety System 
Functional Failure performance indicator.  
6. Discussion and update on industry trends 
7. Discussion of coordination of reporting requirements 
8. Discussion of Problem Identification and Review Inspection activities 
9. Discussion of Lessons Learned Workshop issues 
10. Update on revision 1 to NEI 99-02 
11 .Review and approval of Frequently Ask Questions.
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DRAFT

UNIT POWER REDUCTIONS PER 7,000 CRITICAL HOURS 

Purpose 
This indicator monitors the number of unit power reductions of greater than 20 percent of full 
power due to administrative control problems; personnel errors; maintenance problems; design, 
construction, installation, or fabrication problems; or equipment failures. It may provide leading 
indication of risk-significant events but is itself not risk-significant. The indicator is calculated 
per 7,000 critical hours to monitor the number of plant power changes for a typical year of 
operation.  

Indicator Definition 
The number of unit power reductions of greater than 20 percent of full power due to 
administrative control problems; personnel errors; maintenance problems; design, construction, 
installation, or fabrication problems; or equipment failures during the previous four quarters per 
7,000 critical hours.  

Data Reporting Elements 
The following data are reported for each reactor unit: 

" the number of unit power reductions of greater than 20 percent of full power due to 
administrative control problems; personnel errors; maintenance problems; design, 
construction, installation, or fabrication problems; or equipment failures in the previous 
quarter 

"* the number of critical hours in the previous quarter 

Calculation 
The indicator is determined using the values for the previous four quarters as follows: 

(number of unit power reductions in the previous 4 qtrs) value= .... i- -- ---- i[ r -r ---- -i-- •6 -• - -------. X 7,000 hrs 

-----(number of critical hours in the previous 4 qtrs)hs 

Clarifying Notes 
7,000 hours is used because it represents one year of reactor operation at about an 80% 
availability factor.  

2,400 critical hours is the minimum number of critical hours in four consecutive quarters for 
which an indicator value is calculated. Rate indicators can produce misleadingly high values 
when the denominator is small; for critical hours under 2,400, a single shutdown can produce a 
value that crosses the green-white threshold. Therefore, the displayed value will be N/A. All 
data elements must nevertheless be reported.  

Administrative control problems comprise management, supervisory, and procedural 
deficiencies. Examples include poor planning, lack of or breakdown in supervisory control, 
inadequate coordination, poor communications, inadequate procedures, and ineffective 
corrective actions.  
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DRAFT

Personnel errors are errors of omission or commission by licensed reactor operators, non
licensed plant staff, and contract personnel.  

Maintenance problems are deficiencies in the full range of activities necessary to maintain plant 
equipment operating as originally installed, including maintenance, testing, surveillance, 
calibration, chemistry, and radiation protection. Such deficiencies generally lead to inadequate 
upkeep or repair of plant equipment or systems or inadequate programs to monitor equipment 
and plant performance as necessary to prevent failures. This category also include failures of 
mechanical equipment for which a cause cannot be specifically identified.  

Design, construction, installation, or fabrication problems are deficiencies in the listed activities 
that are not typically classified as an individual personnel error.  

Equipment failures are random failures of electronic piece parts or failures due to environmental 
conditions such as lightning, high winds, etc.  

Unit power reductions that are not counted are (1) those that are scheduled prior to startup of a 
new fuel cycle following a refueling outage (i.e., mid-cycle maintenance outages and the next 
refueling outage); (2) those that are directed by the load dispatcher under normal operating 
conditions due to load demand and economic reasons or for grid stability or nuclear plant safety 
concerns arising from external events outside the control of the nuclear unit; (3) anticipatory 
unit shutdowns or power reductions due to external events, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, or 
range fires, that threaten the safety of the nuclear unit or its transmission lines; (4) certain 
proceduralized unit shutdowns or power reductions in response to known environmental 
problems, such as accumulation of marine debris or biological contaminants in certain seasons 
(each situation is different and should be identified to the NRC for a determination as to 
whether it should be counted); (5) those that are included in the unplanned scram indicator; (6) 
unit shutdowns or power reductions that are a necessary part of normal plant operations, such 
as those conducted to perform surveillance testing or rod pattern changes in BWRs, unless 
they also include activities to address design, construction, fabrication, or installation, errors; 
equipment problems; or personnel, procedural, or supervisory errors; and (7) end-of-cycle 
coastdown.  

Unit shutdowns and power reductions that are counted are all those not excluded by the above 
paragraph.  

The intent of this indicator is to count all power reductions that are due to licensee performance 
issues and to exclude those that are a part of normal plant power production.
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General guidance applicable to all graphs for industry level trending

1. Graphs should be organized by cornerstone. Each cornerstone should be on a separate 
web page. There will be multiple graphs for each cornerstone.  

2. Within each cornerstone, there will be long term graphs (>4 years) with annual data by FY, 
and there will be short term graphs (<4 years). These should be separated into long term 
and short term on the web site.  

3. For most of the ROP Pis, long term graphs will be developed later since there is no data to 
support long term trends. For scrams and SSFFs, INEEL will be contracted to develop long 
term graphs derived from other data beyond that submitted as part of the ROP. These data 
and graphs are planned to be supplied in MS Excel, but can be supplied in a variety of 
formats as needed.  

General guidance for short term graphs for ROP PIs 
4. There will be short term graphs showing 4 years of data by quarter (16 quarters). Start at 

Q1 1998 for display purposes for all PIs, but display only those quarters where there is data 
for over 80 plants.  

5. Graphs should be bar charts, with best values at the bottom and worst value at the top 
6. Values should be placed on top of the bars; no tables with data are required 
7. No best fit trendlines are required for the short term graphs. In the future, we may consider 

putting the max, median, and min values on a sliding scale for each bar on the chart, or in a 
table below each chart.  

8. Add a link below each graph for specific explanations/comments similar to the current format 
for the plant-specific PIs. There should be a separate link from the graph to a separate 
document that gives more detailed explanation for each graph (Tom Boyce will supply this).  

9. No titles are required on the x axis or y axis since the overall title of the graph is self
explanatory.  

10. Max scale for the y-axis should be set at the green-white threshold for the plant-specific PIs.  
If this is not possible, use judgement and pick easy numbers like 5,10, .5,.10, etc.  

11. If a plant has no data, that plant should not be counted in the denominator.  

Calculation guidance for each PI (23 charts total-includes 1 on hold): 

Initiating Events Cornerstone (3 charts) 
Scrams: Raw counts of scrams by QTR/total industry critical hours x7000 hours 
Scrams with LOHR: Raw counts of scrams with LOHR by QTR/# plants 
Unplanned Power Changes: Raw counts of unplanned power changes by QTR/total industry critical 
hours x7000 hours 

Mitigating Systems Cornerstone (10 charts) 
SSFF: Raw counts by QTR/#plants with complete data 
SSU (applies to all 4 systems): 
Numerator: Raw count by QTR of unavailable hours (all 3 data elements)/#required hours by QTR 
Denominator: #plants with complete data 

Barrier Integrity (2 charts) 
Sum of all plant % of T.S. activity each QTR (max of 3 months in each QTR)/#plants with data 
Sum of all plant % of T.S. leakage each QTR (max of 3 months in each QTR)/#plants with data 
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Emergency Protection (3 charts) 
ERO Drill Performance: sum of all plant #classifications/sum of all plant #classification opportunities 
xl00 by QTR: (add all plant-specific numerators and divide by total for all denominators, then 
multiply xl 00)(don't divide by #plants) 
ERO Drill Participation: sum of all plant #key ERO members participating/sum of all plant #key ERO 
members xl00 by QTR: (add all plant-specific numerators and divide by total for all denominators, 
then multiply xl 00)(don't divide by #plants) 
ANS: sum of all plant # successful tests/sum of all plant #tests xl 00 by QTR: (add all plant-specific 
numerators and divide by total for all denominators, then multiply xl00)(don't divide by #plants) 

Occupational Radiation Safety (1 chart) 
OR: raw count by QTR of 3 data elements/#plants 

Public Radiation Exposure (1 chart) 
PRS: raw count by QTR/#plants 

Physical Protection (3 charts) 
PASEPI: 3 step calculation:(Note: This chart is on hold because the PI definition is changing. Below 
is supplied to document the current thinking) 

(1) Raw counts of CCTV compensatory hours by quarter/raw count of total #cameras (Ask 
Don for # cameras) 
(2) Raw count of IDS compensatory hours by QTR/raw count of total #IDS zones (Ask Don 
for #IDS zones) 
(3) Industry PI = [(1) + (2)]/2 

Personnel Screening Program: raw count of #failures to report by QTR/#plants 
Physical Protection FFD: raw count of #failures to report by QTR/#plants



4/3/01.-Prop~osed -substitute ntiag1e for NEI 99-02-( old underlined) 

Page 139: Compensatory posting: (beginning with the second bullet) 

" Postings of IDS segments for false alarms in excess of security 
program limits would be counted in the PI. In the absence of a 
false alarm limit in the security program. qualified 
individuals can disposition the condition.  

"* Some postings are the result of non-equipment failures, which may 
be the result of test/maintenance conditions. For example, in a 
situation where a part of the IDS is taken out-of-service to check a 
condition for false alarms (not in excess of security program 
false alarm limits) no compensatory hours would be 
counted. (Deleted sentence) If the equipment is determined to 
have malfunctioned, it is not operable and maintenance/repair is 
required, the hours would count.  

"* (Same) 
"* (Same) 
"* (New bullet) Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) cameras are not routinely 

used as a CCTV for perimeter assessment and therefore do 
not count for the PI unless the site would be required to 
expend compensatory man-hours if the PTZ became 
inoperable.  

"* (Same) 

Page 140: 

"* (First bullet) In a situation where security personnel are already in 
place at continuously manned remote location security booths 
around the perimeter of the site and there is a need to provide 
compensatory coverage for the loss of IDS equipment, security 
persons already in these booths can fulfill this function. If they 
are used to perform the compensatory function, the hours 
are included in the PI. All persons required to provide 
compensation are counted. If more persons are assigned 
than required, only the required compensatory man-hours 
would be counted.  

"• (Same) 
"* Same with typo corrected in last line:.. .would result in 

Page 152: Clarifying notes: (second paragraph) 
Only reports of significant programmatic failures of the 
implemented regulatory requirements are included in the PIs for 
access authorization or fitness-for-duty.  
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
15.12 MS01 Question: Introduced 10/31 CornEd 

MS02 1. Should support system unavailability be counted in the monitored safety system unavailability PI if analysis or 12/5/00 - NEI, 
MS03 engineering judgement has determined that the support system can be restored to available status such that the monitored Licensee proposed 
MS04 system remains available to perform its intended safety function? response added.  

3/2/01 
2. Do the criteria for determining availability described in NEI 99-02, Revision 0, page 26 lines 31-40 apply to this Discussed. FAQ 

situation? to be discussed as 
Licensee Proposed Response: part of SSU focus 

group.  
_ 1N0. i ,ing~both testin iioV•-V am ons, the criteria descri e in NEI 99-02, ,9 
"should a y,n these case , ysis or s nd gineering judgme t m be used to dete e the effect of s po 
system na ila 'lity on the mon itored syste ." A 
If the analysis or e eerinj judgqent det that the unav Iil of e support systen does not * pr te 
ability ofthe onit edsstm t ended safety fuvion,t ee support syste una ili should not 
be counted in e nitored fyst . o xample, if engine .ganalyv*sed termines thataUl e un vai lly of a 

emergency di sel generator 1 pe orm its* iten ted function,/tle unavailabilif ot the support s s-ter would• ot be counted in e e ergency di sel enerator I. e ee g analysis must gs ; the length of tine 

Sbetween anev ~ft and the tne thq vetlt y edto be availabl, to s ~port the, afeV function of the e p•t o ••-stf 

ventilation system, and the probability of success for the restoration actions. Restoration actions should be contained in 
a written procedure and must not require diagnosis or repair. The engineering analysis must provide a high degree of assurance that the unavailability of the ventilation support system does not impact the ability of the emergency diesel 
generator to perform its safety function. This treatment is consistent with maintenance rule and PRA.  

2. No. In NEL 99-02, Revision 0, page 26, lines 31-40, criteria for exclusion of planned unavailability for testing activities of monitored systems are described. The criteria established in this section describe required actions or barriers which must be in place during testing so that unavailability of the mioitoredasystem is not counted in the monitored system Pi.

FAQ LOG DRAFT 04/03/01



FAQ LOG

FAO Lou 16
Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
16.1 IE01 Question: 

Response: 

16.2 MS03 Question: Introduced 12/6 Catawba 
The Nuclear Service Water (NSW) system provides assured suction supply to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system under 2/5/01 - Response 
certain accident scenarios. During a postulated seismic event concurrent with a loss of offsite power (LOOP), the normal added by NEI.  

_ d, non-seis 1 sources are assumed t unavailable.  
entaeive 

Fl w testing is o ed under he p 's Ge c Le er 89-13 pro as ure adequate flow. The alignment use Appr val.  
this testing rende thi flowpath ailable to Ifill assured supp ctio . However, the nc rma conde te so e 
rer ains available.  

Re ently a reactor p curred urin e ance of this tes The te as terminated but e t e, urce 
lin itations during en recover), the normal e ring alignment i herefore, the ass ed AF supply 
rer iined unavail le r an exte ided period. ow ver, during Fevent, the AýNW stem started into aticall n a valid 
aul start signal A/4 -lo SG 1ev 1 in 1/4 SGs, 1 ss bo min f edwater pumps an continued to opt rate for a period of 
tw( daysto steam gene ator lnees dra 1g on thenormal cond nsa supply.  

Previously, whenever the assured supply has been unavailable, whether for testing or other alignments, the entire AFW 
system has been deemed unavailable based on a hypothetical design basis event scenario. However, the real world event 
described above results in the dichotomy of calling a system unavailable because its assured supply is unavailable while it 
was in fact fulfilling its design basis function. Under the NEI 99-02 guidelines, how should unavailability be addressed in 
conditions where the assured supply is un vailable with the normal supply available? 
Response: 
The purpose of the safety system unavailaoility indictor is to monitor the readiness of important safety systems to perform 
their safety functions in response to off-normal events or accidents. Since the assumed suction supply to the AFW system is 
credited for off-normal events or accidents, the unavailable time should be counted unless the system could have been 
promptly restored by a dedicated operator stationed for that purpose during the testing

2
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FAQ LOG DRAFT 0/30 
FAO LoLF 16
Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
16.3 MSO1 Question: Introduced 12/6 IP2 

MS02 Concerning removal of fault unavailable hours NEI 99-02 states: "Fault exposure hours associated with a single item may be 
MS03 removed after 4 quarters have elapsed from discovery..." 2/5/01 -NEI 
MS04 response added.  

In the case we are considering, the hours were discovered in the third calendar quarter. When do the four elapsed quarters 
begin? At the start of the fourth calendar quarter? and end at the conclusion of next year's third quarter? 3/2/01 

Tentative 
If the period of calculation of the indicator value was only fpur calendar quarters beginning the quarter after they occurred, Approval.  
and the fault unavailable hours are reported in the quarter in which they occurred, what's the point in removing them after 
they are no longer a factor in the calculation of the indicator? 

"Fadr-x e- urs are remotd byMb ge report that pr idls a revision to orte e 
aff cted quarter). e change rý po should include comment to doc, ent *s action." 
Re iponse: 
Th. fault exposur ho s should )e reported for d uarter data and ay re oved with the submit 1 f th ex y 
thi d quarter data rovi ed the c teri for rfa i ault exposure h s are et., 

Al safety system av ability erfob ance d tors calculate ýa iii for 12 quarters. Teefor e situation 
rOlL describe wou~ no, exist. ý o t /F 

16.4 BIO0 Q estion: Introd ced 12/6 VY 
N •C Perform fe idicator BI-( 1 -m- nitors the. inter •:jf theftel cladding. We re rquired to r ,opo the maxmmnm 

mon vity in mignuz-oCuies gram se ent Io -131 an res eenta- NIe 
technical specification limit response added.  

FAQ 226 asks if licensees with limits more restrictive than the technical specification limit should use the more restrictive 3/2/01 
limit or the TS limit. The FAQ answer states that the licensee should use the most restrictive regulatory limit unless it is Tentative 
"insufficient to assure plant safety." If administrative controls are imposed "... to ensure that TS limits are met Approval.  
and to ensure the public health and safety, that limit should be used for this PI." 

Vermont Yankee has a Basis for Maintaining Operation (BMO) that is in effect that limits the Reactor Coolant System to 
0.05 uCi/gm 1-131 dose equivalent This BMO, 98-36, entitled "Effect of Main steam Tunnel and Turbine Building HELBs 
on the HVAC Rooms," is concerned with Control Room habitability and the regulatory dose limits to the operators. It states 
that there is no concern with increased radiological dose to the public from the VY HELB off-site dose analyses in FSAR 
Section 14.6.  

FAQ 226 mentions the concern for both assuring plant safety and public health and safety as the intent for the more 
restrictive administrative controls that may be in effect. NRC Administrative Letter 98-10, which is mentioned in the answer 
to this FAQ, states in the Discussion that the concern is the safe operation of the facility.  

Our question is this: "Is Vermont Yankee required to use the lower administrative limit imposed by the BMO (0.05 uCi/gmn 
1-131 dose equivalent) even though public health and safety is not compromised if this limit is exceeded?" 
Response: 
No. The intent is when administrative limits are required to ensure 10 CFR Part 100 limits are not exceeded.

3
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FAQ LOG DAT0/30
IFAO T~nJ 16

Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
16.5 MS03 Question: Introduced 12/6 Ginna 

Appendix D Discussed. Need 
NEI 99-02 states (p 26) that Planned Unavailable Hours include "...testing, unless the test configuration is automatically to confirm 
overridden by a valid starting signal, or the function can be promptly restored either by an operator in the control room or by compliance with 
a dedicated operator stationed locally for that purpose." Also,(p 40) The control room operator must be "...an operator NUREG 0737 
independent of other control room operator immediate actions that may also be required. Therefore, an individual must be 
'dedicated. "' Ginna Station's Standby Aux Feedwater Pumps do not have an auto-start signal; they are required to be 
manually started by an operator (not a "dedicated" operator) within 10 minutes. Should this be counted as unavailable time? 
Licensee Proposed Response: 
Ginna Station should be allowed to use their Tech Spec requirements (manually started within 10 minutes) as guidance for 
count,_ng Planed Unavailae s for iheSDW pumps during testin e if theStandbyw Sav~rb-lý-e clrpec, thelI-sloulq(!ýýreas not available. /\• ( --- • 

16.6 MS01 Question: NOM *: s is simila to FAQ Log 1 Te pNo. 15.4 ntroduc 
MS02 NEI 99-02 states 2 "Restora on actions mus be c ntained in a n ro edure, must be uncomp icated (-ingi Discused. Need 
MS03 aci on or a few sitpie Actions), and nust not re* e _agnosis or rep r Cr dit or a dedicated lcl olerator be more ifor nation 
MS04 onriy if (s)he is pos tion d at the l rop Er, ghoutthe durao of th tes for the purpose of re,ý n f the train on qu lific ition of 

should a valid de d ccur." I inults and Test pers el are ed to perform v e dare in the R&T 1 ch md 
coi trol room and/ r sta onedo ally luring tin . Do the R&Tth written testpoce ee t e action; req aired 
gn dance of 1NI -02 for being able to restor eq pment to se i e w en nee d Ithus not contin the tes g time as 3/2/01 pla nmed n v ia , le l urs? F7 . / R esponse 
L i , e n s e e P r o ~ s • e p n e , J / ( , r e v i s i o ~n .  

Yese• plant per oe~l are qu-fed ads e�s d to e orm the rs-oration crand are "performing any Twtive 
restoration steps for which they are not qualified. Ginna Station considers the restoration steps of the test procedures to be Approval as 
the "written procedure" for the required "restoration actions". The qualified R&T personnel (rather than a dedicated revised.  
operator) with the test procedures allow Ginna Station to take credit for restoration actions that are virtually certain to be 
successful during accident conditions while performing tests and thus this time should not count towards Planned 
Unavailable Hours.
Question: 
At our ocean plant we periodically recircilate the water in our intake structure causing the temperature to rise in order to 
control marine growth. This process is carried out over a six hour period in which the temperature is raised slowly in order 
to chase fish toward the fish elevator so they can be removed from the intake and thus minimize the consequential fish kill.  
Temperature is then reduced and tunnels reversed to start the actual heat treat Actual time with warm water in the intake is 
less than half of the evolution. A dedicated operator is stationed for the evolution, and by procedure at any point, can back 
out and restore normal intake temperatures by pushing a single button to reposition a single circulating water gate. The gate 
is large and may take several minutes to reposition and clear the intake of the warm water, but a single button with a 
dedicated operator, in close communication with the control room initiates the gate closure. During this evolution, one train 
of service water, a support system for HPSI and RHR, is aligned to the opposite unit intake and remains fully Operable in 
accordance with the Technical Specifications. The second train is aligned to participate in the heat treat, and while 
functional, has water beyond the temperature required to perform its design function. This design function of the support 
system is restored with normal intake temperatures by the dedicated operator realigning the gate with a single button if 
needed. Gate operation is tested before the start of the evolution and restoration actions are virtually certain. The ability of 
the safety systems HPSI and RHR to actuate and start is not impaired by these evolutions. Does the time required to perform 
these evolutions on a support system need to be counted as unavailability for HPSI and RHR?

4

Introduced 12/6 
12/6 Discussed.  
HOLD needs 
more clarity in the 
question 

2/5/01 - need to 
know design basis

San OnotreMS02 
MS04
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FAQ Log 16 
Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  

Licensee Proposed Response: 
No. As described in the question, the ability of safety systems HPSI and RHR to actuate and start is not impaired by these 
evolutions. There are no unavailable hours.  

16.13 MS04 Question: Introduced 12/6 South 
Appendix D 12/6 Discussed. Texas 
NEI 99-02 Revision 0 requires the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system to satisfy two separate functions: HOLD needs 

"* The ability to take a suction from the containment sump, cool the fluid, and inject at low pressure into the RCS detailed 
"* The ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor during a normal unit shutdown for refueling or discussion w/ STP 

maintenance 1/8/01 NEI 

are compleC•-ore Cooling System o ost Westinghous
Pr ect as iq design or ese ctiff -mons m eted by two separat sysems with a share c n eat ex m -seg 

osaddedtorspse io a shul ua'ailifiity be cotmted for South Texas Project?. air SY em wit .a sh aao sos.or 

Responsese: e STP request for Due• to the unique e i ot ea rjcility will beds follows: - SPreviqem - tfo 

S~compl tion.  

* In plant Mode 1, 2 3, and 4 Sou e ect will count 1vailality f the Low Hea I Sal et c on Pump 
and the flowp th ough it's ass ciated eat Exchange o c unt for the P, perfornanci, indicator. 3/2/01 

This equipm t flowpa sat sfies the eq ement to ast f th containment , cool fluid, and Tenta ive 

inject at low re into th RC S". The um-oes contribute to e pe ormiance oa this safety function since Apprsval s 
it can no .kfuction on t conaimnent stnx. .) \revise d.  

0 s4 4.5, • oekeai~alabili • Ru•ýZ e flowpath F7- 

through it's associated RHR Heat Exchanger as the hours to count for the RHR performance indicator. This equipment 
and flowpath satisfies the requirement to "remove decay heat from the reactor during a normal unit shutdown for 
refueling or maintenance". The RHR loop is required to be isolated from the Reactor Coolant System in Modes 1, 2, 
and 3 due to the system design. This requirement prevents the system from performing its intended cooling function 
until plant pressure and temperature are lowered to a value consistent with the system design.  

Overlap times when both functions/systems are required will be adjusted to eliminate double counting the same time periods.  

This position is consistent with the direction published in Frequently Asked Question #149.
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.II

16.14

Response:

Introduced 12/6 Davis
Besse

6

MS03 Question: 
Appendix D Question 
Davis-Besse has an independent motor-driven feedwater pump (MDFP) that is separate from the two trains of turbine-driven 
auxiliary feedwater pumps. The piping for the MDFP (when in the auxiliary feedwater mode) is separate from the auxiliary 
feedwater system up to the steam generator containment isolation valves. The MDFP is not part of the original plant design, 
as it was added in 1985 following our loss-of-feedwater event to provide "a diverse means of supplying auxiliary feedwater 
to the steam generators, thus improving the reliability and availability of the auxiliary feedwater system" (quote from the DB 
Updated Safety Analysis Report).  

The resolution to FAQ 182 was that Palo Verde should count the unavailability hours for their startup feedwater pump.  
1-03wever mce the DB MDFP aike thed Pa e startup feedwater pum is manually initi q not been reorlI 
un o for the du ep n stated on page 69/of MI 99-02 Revisio 

Th. DB MDFP i non safety rel ted, non-seismic and's not Class 1E red r automatically co nec ed to the eme 
die sel generators. Bas upon di scus ions with P o erde, their fee waer pump is Class IE pc wered 
aul omatically con ecte to an EG. 7/ 
Th- DBMDFPis eq edbythe Tec hical e cationstobeo e ibkinxmAdes -3. Howeve ,theTech c cs donot 
re uire the MDFP to b aligned i i th( auxili fee water mode erc nt power. (T he IV DFP is ed in the 
main feedwater ode a startul fee water p hep h ss th 0% power).  

Th - feedwater]-ystm isnesi dey auto fe nly an ste r in nt of a steam 

or feedwater line break. Manual action must be taken to isolate the MDFP from a faulted steam generator.  

The MDFP is included in the plant PRA, and is classified as high risk-significant for Davis-Besse 

Per the DB Tech Specs, the MDFP and bolh trains of turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are required in Modes 1-3.  
The MDFP does not fit the NEI definition of either an "installed spare" or a "redundant extra train" per 
NEI 99-02, Rev. 0, pages 30 - 31.  

Should the Davis-Besse MDFP be reported as a third train of Auxiliary Feedwater, even though it is manually initiated? 

(Note: this FAQ is similar to FAQs 205 and 206 submitted by Crystal River regarding the auxiliary feedwater system)

FAO LOG DRAFT 04/03/01
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
17.2 PP01 Question: Introduced 1/10 NRC 

For sites that do not use CCTV for primary assessment of the perimeter IDS, how is the Indicator Value for the Protected 1/10/2001 
Area Security Equipment Performance Index calculated? Tentative 
NRC Response: Approval - NRC 
For sites that do not use CCTV for primary assessment, as stated in their approved security plan, use only the IDS action to confirm 
Unavailability index for the Indicator Value. The Indicator value will be the IDS Unavailability Index divided by one for acceptability with 
sites where these conditions exist. The exclusion of the CCTV index from the performance indicator calculation should be C. See 
indicated by reporting a CCTV normalization factor of zero and zero CCTV compensatory hours for each affected unit 2/7/01 - NEI 

proposed alternate 

-a' ,-. a Discu, sed.

F__) iz_

U

7
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
18.1 MSO1 Question: Introduced 2/8 Southern 

MS02 Should surveillance testing of the safety system auto actuation system (e.g. Solid State Protection System testing, Engineered 3/2/01 
MS03 Safety Feature testing, Logic System Functional Testing) be considered as unavailable time for all the affected safety Discussed. To be 
MS04 systems? During certain surveillance testing an entire train of safety systems may have the automatic feature inhibited, discussed by SSU 

F...Q...a. ....t.9...`... ..t.V......9.........-I -- .e-------t--- -..-- -- --.------ -..--.----------- ----- --- g --. -- ..................n....b.focus.group-an 

i ora tui on sasly systne (c.. a inhibil anh enaire .rnihl of sae y system s) unavailabile re.otimnf is nogroupd ao 

be considered during• those speci tic portions of the test. provided the Irgins' functionls can be rcstorcd by the emegrgency 
operating procedures This exception to rCjporilgin.i -0avaiality is allowed because of (lhe potential unintended consequences 
on inull iplc safely syslcins that could rcsull by uLfiliz/inog promlpt operator actions to rcstorc the auto act uation svstcin.  

18.2 MSO1 Qt estion: trod iced 2/8 outhem 
MS02 When reporting e system uvai able time re e periodic (such ee y) evolutions that, dtho gh they mayo ]b 3/2/01
MS03 sin ple actions to esto e a safety system, they re t in the safety syste e g vailable for non iore anse al s. Discu sed. To be 
MS04 Is Is level of tra gn availat le tne require) discus ed ySSU 

S~NEI t2 sk fi rce.  

18.3 MS04 Qx estion: C_ 

S._Calvert 
__________ Cliffs 

18.5 IE02 Question: Introduced 2/8 Catawba 

Should the reactor trip described in the scenario below be included as a "Scram with Loss of Normal Heat Removal?" 3/2/01 
Tentative 

A very heavy rainfall caused the turbine bvilding gutters to overflow and water entered the interior of the turbine building. Approval 
Water subsequently leaked onto the main feedwater pump B area and affected the pump speed control circuitry. Feedwater 
pump B speed increased and feedwater pump A speed decreased to compensate. Shortly thereafter feedwater pump B speed 
decreased and feedwater pump A increased. The control room operators placed the feedwater pump turbine master speed 
controller in manual in an attempt to recover from the transient. This action stabilized pump speed.  

The transient caused the digital feedwater control system to place the feedwater regulating valves in manual control. Levels 
in steam generators B, C, and D began to rise.  

A hi-hi steam generator level (P-14) occurred in steam generator B. The P-14 signal tripped both main feedwater pumps, 
generated a feedwater isolation signal, and tripped the main turbine. The reactor tripped upon turbine trip. Main 
feedwater pumps tripped on the P-14 signal as part of the plant design. Feedwater pump B had malfunctioned; however, 
feedwater pump A remained available. Auxiliary feedwater system automatic starts occurred for motor driven pumps 
A and B as well as the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump (all of these responses were as designed).  
Response: 
No, because the MFW system was readily restorable to perform its post trip cooldown function

8
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  

18.6 IE03 Question: Introduced 2/8 FitzPatrick 
An unscheduled power reduction was commenced to clean main condensed water boxes. This decision was a result of Need more 
indications of condenser fouling. Concurrent with this condition was the plant entry into Abnormal Operating Procedure information 
"High Winds, Hurricanes, and Tornadoes" due to sustained winds of > 60 MPH. This resulted in rough Lake Ontario 
conditions. The lake agitation created high levels of suspended crud (silt) which was drawn into the Circ. Water System 
(evidenced by Condenser fouling indications). In response to the safety concerns arising from the external events, and 
minimize the impact of these events on plant operational conditions, a power reduction was taken to clean and restore normal 
condenser operation. Actual power change was not predictable 72 hours in advance. The anticipatory power reduction was 
intended to reduce the impact of external events (high winds creating unsettled lake conditions resulting in silt intrusion) on 
plant operational conditions. Should this downpower be included as a unplanned power change? 
Response: 

Temp PI Q estion/Respone lant/Co.  
No.  
19.1 IE03 Qtteoi3Or es :Bend 

If plant chooses co ect a de icie cy less 72 hours followi discove (a eam leak or of ter c nditio) d reduces 
p1 tpowertoaei tr atione osui e (AL ) d this reduc" 0, ' is not requir b3 thelic n ebases 

19.2 MSO0 Question: Introduced 3/1 Susquehan 
MS02 Page 4 of NEI 99-02 states: "The guidance provided in Revision 0 to NEI 99-02 is to be applied on a forward fit basis...", na 
MS03 however there is also a provision to reset fault exposure hours (page 29) that requires 4 quarters have elapsed since 
MS04 discovery. If reset of fault exposure is applied to historical data submitted under the "best effort" collection method (i.e.  

grandfathered data previously collected under INPO 98-005 guidelines), does this constitute a backfit of the NEI 99-02 
guidance? Additionally, if the reset of fault exposure hours does constitute a backfit, would the station then be required to 
revise all of the historical data to conform with all 99-02 requirements? 
Response:

9
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
19.3 MS04 Question: Introduced 3/1 Susquehan 

(Potential Appendix D question - Question being reworded) na 
Analysis has shown that when RI-IR is operated in the Suppression Pool Cooling (SPC) Mode, the potential for a 
waterhanmuer in the RER piping exists for design basis accident conditions of LOCA with simultaneous LOOP. SPC is 
used during normal plant operation to control suppression pool temperature within Tech Spec requirements, and for quarterly 
Tech Spec surveillance testing. We do not enter an LCO when SPC mode is used for routine suppression pool temperature 
control or surveillance testing because the frequency of operation is minimal, and total run time is limited under 
administrative controls.  

If the specified design basis accident scenario occurs while the RHR system is in SPC mode, there is a potential for collateral 
equipment damage that could subsequently affect the ability of the system to perform the safety function. If the time RHR is 
nin n SP mode must be cm ility, then our station RHR tem indicator wi he 
n s normal xntely300 hours per yr) This would tenit-o-iaskm- Other oble s 
w ch would nsbe •sible until e dicator ed llow at 5.0%. StId ur station count una aila ility for tthe * m , 
w nRHRis op ate in SPC de or tempera ec ntrol or surveil tes * g? 
Re ponse: U 

19.4 IE03 Q estion: Introd ced3/1 1P3 
Th, hydrogen coo r fo the ma ge erator b an eaking at an in rsed a ov normal IP-3 hstorcal tre ds but well 
wil hin limits req g shutdom n an with Iti otential wi a raeo ca se binding in heh Vdroge ooler heat 
exi hanger that c d ssult in a h igh delta temp rate of th generator. For e d aded con ition which has been seen 
in he past an ep ed, an actioL p1 was d lope p ges prepared, tel s procure(, a n ionitoring program 
esta administiv6 limi fstablish w decisi would b en to _____e con including heat 
exchanger replacement. Approximately December 15, 2000, there was a step increase in the hydrogen leak rate although 
still below the administrative limit but approaching it. Because of the upcoming holidays, management decided adequate 
resources may not be available if the leak were to increase further so it was decided to shut the plant down and replace. the 
hydrogen cooler heat exchangers. This decision and the subsequent necessary actions was less than the 72 hour criteria of 
the guidance in NEI-99-02 (12/15 - 12/18). IP-3's concluded based on the NEI-99-02 guidance for PI IE03, specifically at 
FAQ # 6 that the event and IP-3's preparation met that criterion so the shutdown was not counted 

Does this event count? 
Response:

10
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
19.5 MS01 Question: Introduced 3/1 APSC 

NEI 99-02, Revision 0, page 48, line 1 (Clarifying Notes) states: 3/2/01 
"When determining fault exposure hours for the failure of an EDG to load-run following a successful start the last Discussed. NEI 
successful operation or test is the previous successful load-run (not just a successful start). To be considered a action to revise to 
successful load-run operation or test, an EDG load-run attempt must have followed a successful start and satisfied clarify question 
one of the following criteria: and proposed 
0] a load run of any duration that resulted from a real (e.g., not a test) manual or automatic start signal response.  
0 a load-run test that successfully satisfied the plant's load and duration test specifications 
[] other operation (e.g., special tests) in which thi emergency diesel generator was run for at least one hour with at 

least 50% of design load 
When an EDG fails to satisfy the 12/18/24- month 24-hour duration surveillance test, the faulted hours are 

uted based o sfactory load test of the generator as defi in t 

Ts may be inc i , however i the follo ng s ntence, which s 
"For ex •pe, if the EDG is hutdown a surveillance be aus of a failure that oul preve e EI 
from sati fyin the surv ill ce ctfault exposure vaila e h urs would be coi aput •d b d .pon the 
time of t last surveill nce uld have exposed scove ed nlt." 

If 24-hour durat' n s eillance test revealed a faure due to a a R stEV during the e itire 12/18/2 month 
op rating cycle, en' is not cler w ether fa t e osur shoull e calculated b ed n the guidar ce h the three listed 
criteria, or the stedcriter are totallydisegar e the was not reve ed ilthe 24.hou duration 

e s is p arly ar for con tc have b • alyte . ., any monthly 7 
1-hour load- surveillance, ut a ha ene u 24- our duration survei ance test.  
Licensee Proposed Response: 
The three listed criteria are correct and appropriate for determining fault exposure unavailable hours. The 24-hour duration 
surveillance test is a performance test. There is no regulatory basis (unless discussed in an individual plant's FSAR) that an 
EDG be capable of functioning for 24 continuous hours. Nor is there any risk informed basis that an EDG must be capable 
of functioning for 24 continuous hours, as a loss of an offsite electric power system would probably be restored within the 
one-hour period (82% probability for Palo Verde during power operation) discussed in the three listed criteria and EDGs are 
typically redundant equipment 

19.6 MSO0 Question: Introduced 3/1 Prairie 
MS02 (Potential Appendix D Question) QU...ES.T.N Island 
MS03 BEING 
MS04 Response: .............

11
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TeM PI QuestionfResponse Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
.20.,.1 M504 Question4 

QUESTION WITHDRAWN 

Licensee Pr oosed Response: 

20,.2 BI02 Question: Cook 
The dcfinition for thc Reactor Coolant SvsIcm (RCS) Lcakage perfonnance indicator is "Thc maximumi RCS Identified 
Leakage in gallons per minute cach month pcr lhc technical specification limit, and expressed as a percentagoc of tlhc technical 
specification limit." 

i l k ant Unit I • ' i eakage since the Tecll'---1l Specifications ' a i 
Le' ka 'e wit o 3lit for Tota-leak1 - e. Pl. roc ures for RCS leakdge -ilculation requires R-:S 1 akaie iito lle ti• i 
ta -s to be coun d a Unidentifi d LUakage due ýo nou6-RCS sources di/egted o the collection tax s. 11 calculated 
le' age is consid red nidentifi I u i the leakae re' ches an admini "t re Ii it at which point ' evaluatio " pe 1 n c 
to rdeiti 'the lea kage -id calcul ite t e leak rat-. C se uentlv, ldeuihied U, x 7e is unchang'ed intij the ad ii dstrat- eJ 
li it is reached. "s d es not allow tfowed RCS Leala e. Th proedural requirem-nts A4H-ina:i in place 
uniii )limt nodic tioni can be ead •to-re-IvLe non-RCS sour/e from th dra collection tai. Ks. Ri•temafive 
mný fod should be 3sed o trend a lowed RCS I'ak- e for the Bari'f mestone? 
U iensce Pro osdd Rdsponse: 

R.e or(. the maxij.u.. C'S •Totc.l•e.aeate .alcc H•io tn em. inute each o.r li .an proedures instead o..i-c 

cal eate Iif Leakae i 0vulue Nill co r .c i threse con a.ec. ag.~j biuxed Tc6hnical 
unýý its for I-d --eil --at .. 'I--- a-r- ----- ------------- o-t-- c.... -- de consistenc 

L______~te" descibed i Its coniguration. ......... _._._....._..

MS04 Question: 
FAO for Mitigating System MS04 conceming CE Dcsigned NSSS systems. "Alternative historical data correction method to 
conT\crl 2 trains to 4 trains." Calvert Cliffs- Fort( Cahoun. Millstone 2. Pallisadcs. Palo Verdc. San Onofrc. SL Lucic. and
Waterford 3

In FAO # 172. anmrovcd on May 2. 2000 for use by CE nlants. two methods for chanainog historical data From an initial 2
train renort to a revised 4 train rcort were outl.incd. Sn)ccificaltv. the chanac rcnort methodologv was to ncrfonn one of [hc
following chano9es to historical data:

1. Maintain Train I and Train 2 historical data as is. For Train 3 and 4, repeat Train I and Train 2 data.

2. Recalculate and revise all historical data using this gui!ance.

For CE plants incorporating method 1. a non-peifornmance related degradation hi the P1 calculation for Trahis 3 and 4 (and
the ove, rall Plt waq ,IIhmemnentlv nhqerved Thiz deirrdtion cninrred due to 2 decrease in the renuired hnir- in the
denominator as the historical data was replaced by typically, zero (0) or low requied hours reported in the revised data (post
Jan, 2000) in combination with artificially lighi unavailability hours in the numerator (due to the doubling of non-shutdown
cooling related unavailabilitv hours from the historical data), As a result. PI values would generally degrade over time
regardless of performance until the historical data drops fromn the PI calculation. hI some cases., plants projected a fall below

12

CE Plants

the GREEN/WHITE threshold in 2002. even if perfect nerformnance was used in the protection.
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Temp PI Ques ion!Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  

Licensee Proposed Response: 
To address thec calculation anonialv in thie dct~cnninalion of thc RUR P1. a third altern-1atixc isu etdFoth estimation of 
Train 3 and Train 4 data-: 

3) Maintain Train 1 and Train 2 historical data as isK For Train 3 and Train 4, estimate the number of unavailable 
hours and required hours for the historical data period.  

Ifjjj chne ohsoia a are made. then provide commnents with the change repor oietf h anri hc h 
historical data has been. revised.  

(If accepted, the text of FAQ 172 would be revised and reissued as a new FAQ, relplacing FAQ 172) 

20.4 PP()I 

During a recent' R Security tn pecion (TP 71 30.0 1. NRC Contract, we able to defeat t2h hqtrsion =Dcetecti 1 
Sy.,ter (TDS) in kver, I areas. b, usiTi_ assisted inm -s An en.gincerin :, t\o.Aon was issued and orinal Modif atioi/ 
up,.radc action wa• iniiatcd that dimicled ti.e inhlall. ion of addilion•ls'raz wihe to prohibit. allen pls o circu41enj 1 _ 
TDS s,ýsten witoijti. bciii detoct A. I,ý a phiis al oditication to a r eteacboundary, that is des 2nca 0 rohibit thle 
deeat of a Intruon Dtection Syste - nponent consider I/to be a wstmn/ component . iod4 i o; upgrade as 
sti ed inthteClan ing .otes to lEl )9-02 unierN .'cheiduled E uil;• e Tu',d as augmenttd b FA 5f 

R e- onsc . .  );.A phvsic in ification t e odcted are bot id is p idered- toý be ajqatqjuno ificatino jgý 
Sor iibits the .t.fnfP of th sysi n1 conl uts.

Question 
APPENDIX D 
Calvert Cliffs monitors the.....-Svte Unavailability Performance Indicator for PWR RHR usinjg the guidance inNEI -------- --------- --------- -------- --------. --------- ------- -.... . ........... ......... ......... ....... ........ ......... ....... ......... ......... ......... ......... ........ ......... g g ý .... ........  

902.2 ro.v.jded for Combustion Engineeri. fffiC.E desiiqied plants. When a unit is in Mode 6 a. d with water level in the --. -. ------------.o..o .----. -----------... ---. -----.. -.. -.. --... -.. --.. --.-. --.--. ----. ......o.. .. ........ ............................ .... ... ..... .... ....... ... ........ .....'. .... ............... ..................... ............... .. ...... ......  
Refreling Po,2q at jZ23 feet or more above ti~e top of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel, the Technical S--------------- t-- o--------------- ..... ............................................................................................................................................................. ....C ~ 

Spcfctions only. require one Shuitdown oln S C optob prbeadin oprtn Unlike most of the other C 
desuirned ploaltseat Caleert Cliffs. the two SDC loops on each unit have a cono non suction piping, bo lhin.s ag rsu tol9 ermi 
rcguired local lea~krate tcstilg and other mainitenlance activi tie's onl this commoni suction line, bothi trainls of SDC would be
taken out-of-servicc. Recognizing this plant specific design Feature, the Technical Specifications specifically allow this
required t.est.ing and maintenance to be performed without entering the action statcments while the plant is in this particular 
condition. While the SDC trains are unavailable, decay hleat. is removed by natural con, ection to the volume of waler in the
Refucling Pool, Calvert. Cliffs Teclhical Specifications Bases indicates that "a mininium refueling water level of 23 feet

13

Introduced 4/3
Calvert ..C..l..if .Cliffs

aboe Ic tnirradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel provides an adeqnuate available heat sink." In this situation 
should unavailable hours be counted agoainst t~he SDC loop given the plant design at Calvert. Cliffs?
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  

Jt,~pijatc to not count unavailable hours for thle aibo'.c-described situaýt~ioni at Cavert Clitfs. ReniovingtheSDC . -- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- .... .. .. ..... .. .. .. ... .. .  

sucionheaersFroTsevice frO the circum1stances seicalvlowdbthapialeTechnical Specification is a 
Treflction of plant design -rallier than an indicati on of adequate componient or train maintenance practices. Uiiavailable hoQurs .... ............ .... .... ...... ...... .................!:. ..l.a. ... .n.--n .---.------------.-. .-. -.---- !9 = ..--..-.. -.-----.----.-.----..--..-.-..-.- --..-------...---.--..--....--.---..--.-..-.-..... ..--.-.-... ,--.-.--. --.-.. --. ----.  
would be counted while.operatin.g in accordance -with this atplicableT.echnical Specification if a situation occurred that 

1ýqie neigteato statement.

14
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission hasis- revisedii-ý its regulatory oversight processes of 
inspection, assessment and enforcement for commercial nuclear power plants. The new processes 
rely primarily on two inputs: Performance Indicators and NRC Inspection Findings. The purpose 
of this manual is to provide the guidance necessary for power reactor licensees to collect and 
report the data elements that will be used to compute the Performance Indicators.  

An overview of the complete oversight process is provided in NUREG 1649, " e- qN .-"• ý.RG Reactor 
....eetiei.. Oversight Process•gý." More detail is provided in SECY 99-007, 

"Recommendations for Reactor Oversight Process Improvements," as amended in 
SECY 99-007A and SECY 00-049 "Results of the Revised Reactor Oversight Process Pilot 
Proiraenis 

This revisioni is effective- for data, collection as o~f juN 1. 1010 1.
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Summary of Changes to NEI 99-02 
Revision 0 to Revision 1

Page Change 
Thi-ouhout hncorporatcd NRC approved FAQs into the text. priinarily in the Ciarifvujn 

Notes sections 
Th"roughout Delcted FAO sections 
3 Clarified .miudance for correcting oreviouslv submitted pertbrmance mdicaotor 

data 
5 Removed section on aopiicabilitv of NEI 99-012 Revisoion 0 

6R"\ iscd dtscussion of Ergq uctvAkd tionrs 6 ~ ~~~~.g..\..i..s1..'..•j.s... t qqoio...of..r•u9'ltýx.-....Askcd.Qj. ucstion 

14i Clarifies-meaiiiing of "iiormal heat, removal pat-ijf 
2-)g Provided morc detailed discussion of restoration of c'uipmnnt durini testino 
" 1-31 Provided more detailed discussion of treatment of Planned Overhaul Mainten-ance 

Added -Drovision to take credit for op~crator actio to reco-ver fromn 'In equlipment 

malh~inction or ooeratiLn error 
36-S 7 Rlevised dicsion ofte~ctof RTID. sv stn whil in Shutd--own 

53 Clarifies tha• t s.stem. fu.nction des•on.p.s.ccide•nt. . . ans........  

8 1 -U2 Reviscd definition of SSFF to be consistent with rule cham3e to 10 CFR50.72 and 
50.73 and NUREG 10'2 Rev 2 ....................................... ... ...... r.. =.....~y :_.  

123 Clarified wanswcr to FAO 131 to includ instanccs not coc.,cd i that FAQ 

z l Added a,:)oe.,.dx identi:fin- where FAOs were incoroorated in text
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I I INTRODUCTION 

2 This guideline describes the data and calculations for each performance indicator in the Nuclear 
3 Regulatory Commission's (NRC) power reactor licensee assessment process. The guideline also 
4 describes the licensee quarterly indicator reports that are to be submitted to the NRC for use in its 
5 licensee assessment process.  
6 
7 This guideline provides the definitions and guidance for the purposes of reporting performance 
8 indicator data. No other documents should be used for definitions or guidance unless specifically 
9 referenced in this document. This guideline should not be used for purposes other than collection 

10 and reporting of performance indicator data in the NRC licensee assessment process.  
11 
12 Background 

13 In 1998 and 1999, the NRC conducted a series of public meetings to develop a more objective 
14 process for assessing a licensee's regulatory and safety performance. The new process uses risk
15 informed insights to focus on those matters that are of safety significance. The objective is to 
16 monitor performance in three broad areas - reactor safety (avoiding accidents and reducing the 
17 consequences of accidents if they occur); radiation safety for plant workers and the public during 
18 routine operations; and protection of the plant against sabotage or other security threats.  
19 
20 The three broad areas are divided into cornerstones: initiating events, mitigating systems, barrier 
21 integrity, emergency preparedness, public radiation safety, occupational radiation safety and 
22 physical protection. Performance indicators are used to assess licensee performance in each 
23 cornerstone. The NRC will use a risk-informed baseline inspection process to supplement and 
24 complement the performance indicator(s). This guideline focuses on the performance indicator 
25 segment of the assessment process.  
26 
27 The thresholds for each performance indicator provide objective indication of the need to modify 
28 NRC inspection resources or to take other regulatory actions based on licensee performance.  
29 Table 1 provides a summary of the performance indicators and their associated thresholds.  
30 
31 The overall objectives of the process are to: 
32 
33 improve the objectivity of the oversight processes so that subjective decisions and 
34 judgment are not central process features, 
35 
36 e improve the scrutability of the NRC assessment process so that NRC actions have a clear 
37 tie to licensee performance, and 
38 
39 e risk-inform the regulatory assessment process so that NRC and licensee resources are 
40 focused on those aspects of performance having the greatest impact on safe plant 
41 operation.  
42

1



1 In identifying ihose aspects of licensee performance that are important to the NRC's mission, 
2 adequate protection of public health and safety, the NRC set high level performance goals for 
3 regulatory oversight. These goals are: 
4 
5 * maintain a low frequency of events that could lead to a nuclear reactor accident; 
6 
7 * zero significant radiation exposures resulting from civilian nuclear reactors; 
8 
9 no increase in the number of offsite releases of radioactive material from civilian nuclear 

10 reactors that exceed 10 CFR Part 20 limits; and 
11 
12 no substantiated breakdown of physical protection that significantly weakens protection 
13 against radiological sabotage, theft, or diversion of special nuclear materials.  
14 
15 These performance goals are represented in the new assessment framework as the strategic 
16 performance areas of Reactor Safety, Radiation Safety, and Safeguards.  
17 
18 Figure 1.0 provides a graphical representation of the licensee assessment process.  
19 
20 General Reporting Guidance 

21 At quarterly intervals, each licensee will submit to the NRC the performance assessment data 
22 described in this guideline. The data is submitted electronically to the NRC by the 21st calendar 
23 day of the month following the end of the reporting quarter. a sub•.mitl date falis on a 

24 Saturdav. Sunday. or 1ederal holidav, the next federal workim- day b-ecomes the official due date 
25 (in accordance with 10 CFR 50.41,. The format and examples of the data provided in each 
26 subsection show the complete data record for an indicator, and provide a chart of the indicator.  
27 These are provided for illustrative purposes only. Each licensee only sends to the NRC the data 
28 set from the previous quarter, as defined in each Data Reporting Elements subsection (See 
29 Appendix B) along with any changes to previously submitted data.  
30 
31 The reporting of performance indicators is a separate and distinct function from other NRC 
32 reporting requirements. Licensees will continue to submit other regulatory reports as required by 
33 regulations; such as, 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73.  
34 
35 Performance indicator reports are submitted to the NRC for each power reactor unit. Some 
36 indicators are based on station parameters. In these cases the station value is reported for each 
37 power reactor unit at the station.  
38 
39 Issues regarding interpretation or implementation of NEI 99-02 guidance may occur during iki 
40 implementation. Licensees are encouraged to resolve these issues with the Region. In those 
41 instances where the NRC staff and the Licensee are unable to reach resolution, the issue should be 
42 escalated to appropriate industry and NRC management using the FAQ process. In the interim 
43 period until the issue is resolved, the Licensee is encouraged to maintain open communication 
44 with the NRC. Issues involving enforcement are not included in this process.  
45 
46
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1 Guidance for Correctine Previously Submitted Performance Indicator Data 

2 In instances where data errors or a newly identified faulted condition are determined to have 
3 occurred in a orvous repoiii Period.. prexi uSlsubmitted indicator data are amended onfr to 4 t e...`:.e.nL n.e.c.e..s 5:..t........c....r......t..........j.......pEka -.-.-.--- ------------ .s: .• .......... ..c .~~.e.ntx.:.o.a --.--.-.--..-.. -:. ..-----

the extent -necessary to correctly calculate the indicator(si for the current renorin neo.' Ti s 
-......--.------..-.-...........  

5 amended information is submitted using a "chanue report" following the guidance provided on the 
6 NTE performance indicator website (PVeb) in the "edit" mode. For nerftormnance indicators with 

7 a~og dgata evaluation period, e. g.. 1,2 quarters. and depending on which reporting Denod the data 7 ...o... .d.a.a .e?.a[!a.~... ....l..e..[...o.. .d.:..¢ .... . . I...•........ .e ...........!...• ...•. g........ .... . ).•.............•.- ...... . •.-..... ... !................  

8 error affecsl. the am lene data miay go back into the historical dlata period. The values of ....e. ....... ..... ............................................ ...................................... . .............................. ....................................  

9 previous reporting periods are revised, as appropriate, when the amended data is used by the 
0 N-RC to recalculate the affected rperformance indicator. The current report should reflect the new 

1 infomatio, asjdscussd in. the detailed sections of this document. In these cases. the qluarterly 1 j.n...:...r03.a..~i.o.. .•...af!..d a~c• ....s.e..d. j.r .......e.............. .e... ....e..--- .o..-.s...------s..d -..--. e----.-.-. ..--e..--..-...-..........s...----.....---.--.-.r-1 

2 data report should include a comment to `Indicate that the indicator- values 'br- past rep oruing 
3 neriods are different than previously reported. If an LER was reauired and the number is 

4 available at the time of the reoort. the LER reterence is noted.

If a performance indicator data reporting error is discovered, an amended "mid-quarter" report 
does not need to be submitted if both the previously reported and amended performance indicator 
values are within the "green" performance indicator band. In these instances, corrected data 
should be included in the next quarterly report along with a brief description of the reason for the 
change(s). If a performance indicator data error is discovered that causes a threshold to be 
crossed, a "mid-quarter" report should be submitted as soon as practical following discovery of 
the error.  

In Janur 2000. all licensees submitted "hi-storical petformance indicator data" to suonort the L............ 1 ..a.•. 2.. .... '.............a...... o i...e..•.. ..e... .s...........s: .• ...... * .c..... !.•..s.. . ....o..r... I..'.a . .. * ..... a.... .. c * e...... ...n. .. ....a..t..c .) ..........t.........s.... .•• .. .. h.....  

start of the revised regulatory oversight process. This data was used by the NRC to validate 
nerf'ornance. indicator thresholds and to develop licensee inspection schedules for the revised 
orocess. The January submjittai represented a "best effibrf'" to collect a-nd reuOort historical datia.  
Safety ¾sLsten uniavailabil'i vdata reported as Tna1 I olt' he WA-ND o~erfbrmiance indicators was 

allowed to, be used without modification. A supplemental review of the WANO data to ensure it 
met apDlicable NEI 99-02 -uidance was not required for the January rastoncai data subnittal 
Errors in the historical data submission for any perfortance Indicator, found subseruent to.  
.~iauanv 2(00.Q) do, not reoluire correction' exce;pt as diescribed above.

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41

"Chanmcs to data collction rules or practicCs rcouired by the currcnt rc\.ision of-this documen! 1,il not be applied 
retroactivelv to previouslv sunbmitted data. Previously subnitted data ,il, no,.t reqture correction or amnendment 
provided it ,,vas collected and reporied consistent with the NET 99-02 revision and FAO cuidanee in effect at the 
t..e. of s.ubmittal.
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1 Comment Fields 

2 The quarterly report allows comments to be included with performance indicator data. A general 
3 comment field is provided for comments pertinent to the quarterly submittal that are not specific 
4 to an individual performance indicator. A separate comment field is provided for each 
5 performance indicator. Comments included in the report should be brief and understandable by 
6 the general public. Comments provided as part of the quarterly report will be included along with 
7 performance indicator data as part of the NRC Public Web site on the oversight program. If 
8 multiple PI comments are received by NRC that are applicable to the same unit/PI/quarter, the 
9 NRC Public Web site will display all applicable comments for the quarter in the order received 

10 (e.g., If a comment for the current quarter is received via quarterly report and a comment for the 
11 same PI is received via a change report, then both comments will be displayed on the Web site.  
12 For General Comments, the NRC Public Web site will display only the latest "general" comment 
13 received for the current quarter (e.g., A "general" comment received via a change report will 
14 replace any "general" comment provided via a previously submitted quarterly report.) 
15 
16 Comments should be generally limited to instances as directed in this guideline. These instances 
17 include: 
18 
19 9 Exceedance of a threshold (Comment should include a brief explanation and should be 
20 repeated in subsequent quarterly reports as necessary to address the threshold exceedance) 
21 * Revision to previously submitted data (Comment should include a brief characterization of 
22 the change, should identify affected time periods and should identify whether the change 
23 affects the "color" of the indicator.) 
24 * Identification of a design deficiency affecting safety system unavailability (See Safety 
25 System Unavailability discussion on fault exposure unavailable hours) 
26 * Resetting of fault exposure hours (See Safety System Unavailability discussion on 
27 resetting fault exposure hours) 
28 * Unavailability of data for quarterly report (Examples include unavailability of RCS 
29 Activity data for one or more months due to plant conditions that do not require RCS 
30 activity to be calculated.) 
31 
32 In specific circumstances, some plants, because of unique design characteristics, may typically 
33 appear in the "increased regulatory response band," as shown in Table 1. In such cases the unique 
34 condition and the resulting impact on the specific indicator should be explained in the associated 
35 comment field. Additional guidance is provided under the appropriate indicator sections.  
36 
37 The quarterly data reports are submitted to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.4 requirements. The 
38 quarterly reports are to be submitted in electronic form only. Separate submittal of a paper copy 
39 is not requested. Licensees should apply standard commercial quality practices to provide 
40 reasonable assurance that the quarterly data submittals are correct. Licensees should plan to 
41 retain the data consistent with the historical data requirements for each performance indicator.  
42 For example, data associated with the barrier cornerstone should be retained for 12 months, data 
43 for safety system unavailability should be retained for 12 quarters.  
44 
45 The criterion for reporting is based on the time the failure or deficiency is identified, with the 
46 exception of the Safety System Functional Failure indicator, which is based on the Report Date of 
47 the LER. In some cases the time of failure is immediately known, in other cases there may be a

4
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1 time-lapse while calculations are performed to determine whether a deficiency exists, and in some 
2 instances the time of occurrence is not known and has to be estimated. Additional clarification is 
3 provided in specific indicator sections.  
4 
5 App-ie.a bi-iity-of--N~E-i--9-9-42X---R-evi~ian--O 

6 Tle 
7 sil"'ad be utrilizoe. ii t~c piea-ac an-d sufbimiLý. - idict dat a 4e- 2" Týt 8 29.00 gpid b•eyeiý_ Gidaee. .. eeftinedicn..•..÷. !.P9.9-21 .i-a4÷. eý,apiie..n..D .f NEI 99 Q R.. isis..at P 

10 
8 2 . Where 99 e Cuieda pce ooantads ed aind no1 "" 02 thr' ed as:" 9" '.0%, 25%. tii) a=-eei 

93 Shul4bemittal#ofPerform tancer.In 0.diator at-afemae-i~cae~da--simttd-re

124 desred.maneindicator- daasoudb submit~ted gas eiited ýat -ex file (datai streham)oreac unit 
13 att';achi=ed -,toan e-c-re-..-~-emaile- ..ddresseed-+i~ toý, pidatanrc go. 1Thetruc-0 turen s andforma ofs,1 thea del imiteda tet 

15 '1should-- idiatea tlhe gunitd) orwi ch Hat isincluded, the apiale NEIarter, 2eand~ whe ther "ethe 

107 

19 Nuacmertincaludepotn Curiterlyrpri )(Rcanerpra)(R r oh h eomne 

32 an/o C)"(eg. "alm nis ad2 - Q20 - PDaaEe nt(Q ")Licese sol 
12 Finod s calc hlats are rcoundi up or d n submto d data the posen siber of signifi bnfiresacs ush to 
13 Table NC Wihrend re tquirn enta-es are reaolredndsnoteditta att.0%,ch2ed %.nfirand 

237 Submthetiatercep of Pefrmne proerdiator Deeallt ihn2buiesdy.Thaiesei 

24 Prfsormance iondiatringathat sholbe submitted datis aeceimied wthout fileruptao stram formpachingite 

15 estpdonan emle dth the orignaltfie. in Droblem s tion ot and fomatt thole detimited test 
16 aftbile clletio n A pndiaet ox wiThin 4ibusines dats o nu to riialpto thes antal. datafo 

418 

19 Nh umreric qalrteprtin Criepot)frialuntatastadcnasoildenyrptfle) 

20 Frviinal caluations aorevroundsbmted uordownto theamge numeprt)Thtil/uj of sinfiathiues asshwnin 

23 subdittial ofe Performance Indcatich dator is the thi oc quarterData 
23 attachmednt anc luem aresrse t provided atn trohe Thersoructe ndca or fbo the delimiendte 
31 format of the email message title line is "<Plant Name(s)>-<quarter/year>-PI Data Elements (QR 
32 and/or CR)" (e.g., "Salem Units 1 and 2 - 1Q2000 - P11 Data Elements (QR)"). Licensees should 
33 not submit hard copies of the P1 data submittal (with the possible exception of a back up if the 
34 email system is unavailable).  
35 
36 The NRC will send return emails with the licensee's submittal attached to confirm and 
37 authenticate receipt of the proper data, generally within 2 business days. The licensee is 
38 responsible for ensuring that the submitted data is received without corruption by comparing the 
39 response file with the original file. Any problems with the data transmittal should be identified in 

40 anemailto n4 4@iqg~ywithin 4 business days of the original data trasitl 
41 
42 Additional guidance on the collection of performance indicator data and the creation of quarterly 
43 reports and change reports is provided at the NEI performance indicator website (PIWeb).  
44
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1 The reports made to the NRC under the new regulatory assessment process are in addition to the 
2 standard reporting requirements prescribed by NRC regulations.  
3 
4 Frequently Asked Questions 

5 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and responses regarding interpretations of this guideline aire 
6 91arovdad w T-hia PhcAQ el-Poa zthis tý-dla e -7 FN~, ipe; z, 
7 an"',atr a,,--a pa fý e-.Appeaii-'l G :tbrf FA s tha.±t a-. net sspeekc ta a pai--icir perfcra%-afiec 
8 i --iet--r.---AQs.that be posted on the 
9 NRC Website (www.nrc.gov,•NTR:/O\'ERSIGHT/ASSESS/index. htm). .".The-r'A " 

10 this auýJidciac a-3 wci6 a- FAQs posted on the NRC Website represent Ž.FI.. approved 
11 interpretations of performance indicator guidance and should be treated as an e extension of 
12 NEI 99-02.  
13 
14 The NRC Website will identify the date of original posting for FAQs and responses. Unless 
15 otherwise directed in an FAQ response, FAQs are to be applied to the data submittal for the 
16 quarter in which the FAQ was posted and beyond. For example, an FAQ with a posting date of 
17 3/31/2000 would apply to 1st quarter 2000 PI data, submitted in April 2000 and subsequent data 
18 submittals. However, an FAQ with a posting date of 4/1/2000 would apply on a forward fit basis 
19 to 2nd quarter 2000 PI data submitted in July 2000. Licensees are encouraged to check the NRC 
20 Web site frequently, particularly at the end of the reporting period, for FAQs that may have 
21 applicability for their sites.  
22 
23 Questions on this guideline may be submitted by email to .i.elh nei.or g. The email should 
24 include "FAQ" as part of the subject line. The emails should also provide the question and a 
25 proposed answer as well as the name and phone number of a contact person. The proposed 
26 question and answer will be reviewed by NEI staff and will be discussed with NRC staff at a 
27 public meeting. Once approved by NRC, the accepted response will be posted on the NRC 
28 j Website and incorporated into -Ie text of this guideline when the next revision is issued (no more 
29 frequently than once per quarter).
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Figure 1 - Regulatory Oversight Framework
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Table 1 - PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Cornerstone Indicator Thresholds (see Note 1 
Increased Required Unacceptable 
Regulatory Regulatory Performance 
Response Band Response Band Band 

Initiating Events Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical Hours (automatic and >3.0 >6.0 >25.0 
manual scrams during the previous four quarters) 
Scrams with a Loss of Normal Heat Removal (over the previous >2.0 >10.0 >20.0 
12 quarters) 
Unplanned Power Changes per 7000 Critical Hours (over >6.0 N/A N/A 
previous four quarters) 

Mitigating Systems Safety System Unavailability (SSU) All Plants 
(average of previous 12 quarters) <2EDG >2.5% >5.0% >10.0% 

>2EDG >2.5% >10.0% >20.0% 
Hydro Emerg. Power TBD TBD TBD 
BWRs 

HPCI >4.0% >12.0% >50.0% 
HPCS >1.5% >4.0% >20.0% 
RCIC >4.0% >12.0% >50.0% 
RHR >1.5% >5.0% >10.0% 

PWRs 
HPSI >1.5% >5.0% >10.0% 
AFW >2.0% >6.0% >12.0% 
____D__RHR >1.5% >5.0% >10.0% 

Safety System Functional Failures BWRs >6.0 N/A N/A 
(over previous four quarters) PWRs >5.0 N/A N/A

1 
2 Note 1: Thresholds that are specific to a site or unit will be provided in Appendix D when identified.
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Table 1 - PERFORMANCE INDICATORS Cont'd 
Cornerstone Indicator Thresholds (see Note 1) 

Increased Required Unacceptable 
Regulatory Regulatory Performance 
Response Band Response Band Band 

Barriers Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Specific Activity (maximum >50.0% >100.0% N/A 
Fuel Cladding monthly values, percent of Tech. Spec limit, during previous 

four quarters) 
Reactor Coolant RCS Identified Leak Rate (maximum monthly values, percent >50.0% >100.0% N/A 
System f Tech. Spec. limit, during previous four quarters) 

Emergency Drill/Exercise Performance (over previous eight quarters) <90.0% <70.0% N/A 
Preparedness 

ERO Drill Participation (percentage of Key ERO personnel <80.0% <60.0% N/A 
that have participated in a drill or exercise in the previous 
eight quarters) 
Alert and Notification System Reliability (percentage <94.0% <90.0% N/A 
reliability during previous four quarters) 

Occupational Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness (occurrences >2 >5 N/A 
Radiation Safety during previous 4 quarters) 
Public Radiation Safety RETS/ODCM Radiological Effluent Occurrence (occurrences >1 >3 N/A 

during previous four quarters) 
Physical Protection Protected Area Security Equipment Performance Index (over a >0.080 N/A N/A 

four quarter period) 
Personnel Screening Program Performance (reportable events >2 >5 N/A 
during the previous four quarters) 
Fitness-for-Duty (FFD)/Personnel Reliability Program >2 >5 N/A 
Performance (reportable events during the previous four 

I quarters)

2 Note 1: Thresholds that are specific to a site or unit will be provided in Appendix D when identified.  
3
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1 2 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

2 2.1 INITIATING EVENTS CORNERSTONE 

3 The objective of this cornerstone is to limit the frequency of those events that upset plant stability 
4 and challenge critical safety functions, during shutdown2 as well as power operations. If not 
5 properly mitigated, and if multiple barriers are breached, a reactor accident could result which 
6 may compromise the public health and safety. Licensees can reduce the likelihood of a reactor 
7 accident by maintaining a low frequency of these initiating events. Such events include reactor 
8 scrams due to turbine trips, loss of feedwater, loss of off-site power, and other significant reactor 
9 transients.  

10 
11 The indicators for this cornerstone are reported and calculated per reactor unit.  
12 
13 There are three indicators in this cornerstone: 
14 
15 0 Unplanned (automatic and manual) scrams per 7,000 critical hours 
16 0 Scrams with a loss of normal heat removal per 12 quarters 
17 0 Unplanned Power Changes per 7,000 critical hours 
18 
19 UNPLANNED SCRAMS PER 7,000 CRITICAL HouRs 

20 Purpose 

21 This indicator monitors the number of unplanned scrams. It measures the rate of scrams per year 
22 of operation at power and provides an indication of initiating event frequency.  
23 
24 Indicator Definition 

25 The number of unplanned scrams during the previous four quarters, both manual and automatic, 
26 while critical per 7,000 hours3.  
27 
28 Data Reporting Elements 

29 The following data is reported for each reactor unit: 
30 
31 * the number of unplanned automatic and manual scrams while critical in the previous quarter 
32 
33 * the number of hours of critical operation in the previous quarter 
34 
35 Calculation 

36 The indicator is determined using the values for the previous four quarters as follows: 

2Shutdown indicators are being developed and will be included in later revisions.  
3 The transient rate is calculated per 7,000 critical hours because that value is representative of the critical hours of 
operation in a year for a typical plant.

10
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1 

(total unplanned scrams while critical in the previous 4 qtrs) x 7,000 hrs 
(total number of hours critical in the previous 4 qtrs) 

3 
4 
5 Definition of Terms 

6 Scram means the shutdown of the reactor by the rapid addition of negative reactivity by any 
7 means, e.g., insertion of control rods, boron, use of diverse scram switch, or opening reactor trip 
8 breakers.  
9 

10 Unplanned scram means that the scram was not an intentional part of a planned evolution or test 
11 as directed by a normal operating or test procedure. This includes scrams that occurred during 
12 the execution of procedures or evolutions in which there was a high chance of a scram occurring 
13 but the scram was neither pianmed not- intended.  
14 
15 Criticality, for the purposes of this indicator, typically exists when a licensed reactor operator 
16 declares the reactor critical. There may be instances where a transient initiates from a subcritical 
17 condition and is terminated by a scram after the reactor is critical-this condition would count as 
18 a scram.  
19 
20 Clarifying Notes 

21 The value of 7,000 hours is used because it represents one year of reactor operation at an 80.0% 
22 capacity factor.  
23 
24 If there are fewer than 2,400 critical hours in the previous four quarters the indicator value is 
25 computed as N/A because rate indicators can produce misleadingly high values when the 
26 denominator is small. The data elements (unplanned scrams and critical hours) are still reported.  
27 
28 Dropped rods, single rod scrams, or half scrams are not considered reactor scrams.  
29 
30 Anticipatory plant shutdowns intended to reduce the impact of external events, such as tornadoes 
31 or range fires threatening offsite power transmission lines, are excluded.  
32 
33 Examples of the types of scrams that are included: 
34 
35 • Scrams that resulted from unplanned transients, equipment failures, spurious signals, human 
36 error, or those directed by abnormal, emergency, or annunciator response procedures.  
37 
38 ° A scram that is initiated to avoid exceeding a technical specification action statement time 
39 limit.  
40 
41 e A scram that occurs during the execution of a procedure or evolution in which there is a high 
42 likelihood of a scram occurring but the scram was neither planned nor intended.  
43
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Examples of scrams that are not included: 

"* Scrams that are planned to occur as part of a test (e.g., a reactor protection system 
actuation test), or scrams that are part of a normal planned operation or evolution.  

"• Reactor protection system actuation signals that occur while the reactor is sub-critical.  

"* Scrams that occur as part of the normal sequence of a planned shutdown and scram signals 
that occur while the reactor is shut down.  

". Plant shutdowni to comniv with technical specification LCOs. if conducted in accordance 
with normal shutdow\.n procedures which include a manual scram to complete the shutdown.

15 
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1 Data Example

I I F r 2 'F

-. v .-..l-. --.-•v °•°° ...- - _____... .............. __ 9 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1QI98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Qtr 
# of Scrams critical in qtr 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 
Total Scrams over 4 qtrs 2 2 3 5 6 

# of Hrs Critical in qtr 1500 1000 2160 2136 2160 2136 2136 1751 
Total Hrs Critical in 4 qtrs _ 6796 7456 8592 8568 8183 

2Q098 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Indicator value 1.9 2.4 4.1 5.1

-2Thresholds
Green <•3.0 
White >3.0 
Yellow >6.0 
Red >25.0

2 
3

13
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1 SCRAMS WITH A Loss OF NORMAL HEAT REMOVAL

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors that subset of unplanned and planned automatic and manual scrams that 
4 necessitate the use of mitigating systems and are therefore more risk-significant than 
5 uncomplicated scrams.  
6 
7 Indicator Definition 

8 The number of unplanned and planned scrams while critical, both manual and automatic, during 
9 the previous 12 quarters that also involved a loss of the normal heat removal path through the 

10 main condenser prior to establishing reactor conditions that allow use of the plant's normal long 
11 term heat removal systems.  
12 
13 Data Reporting Elements 

14 The following data is reported for each reactor unit: 
15 
16 the number of planned and unplanned automatic and manual scrams while critical in the 
17 previous quarter in which the normal heat removal path through the main condenser was 
18 lost prior to establishing reactor conditions that allow use of the plant's normal long term 
19 heat removal systems 
20 
21 Calculation 

22 The indicator is determined using the values reported for the previous 12 quarters as follows: 
23 
24 value = total scrams while critical in the previous 12 quarters in which the normal heat 
25 removal path through the main condenser was lost prior to establishing reactor 
26 conditions that allow use of the plant's normal long term heat removal systems.  
27 
28 Definition of Terms 

29 AWoltn'! twarcn'1 k!: For ourooses of this promneidc turhe path used for hea~t 
30 remov.al fom the reactor durin normal lant oer�atons. It is the san.e 'or all ,_lants - the path 

31 from the main condenser through th-e main feedwaer systet,. steam uenerators (or reactor vessel).  
32 the m sain steam is.l,,g valves, and, baCk,. to .he ma cond, ser.  
33 
34 Loss of J ..normal heat removalpath: wYhen apm of the foltowin. conditions have occurred and 
35 cannot De easiliv recovered from the control roots without the need for diag.nosis or repair to 
36 restore the normal heat remnoval athde.y--eat-,n.at--e--iemve--the-t -m-ln--c.•e"s" 
37 '•-;c a n;" 'e'!f h ... i. *'n.. ee... .. .  
38 
39 * comn~iete loss of all main feedwater 
40 * i'n~sujfficientL l -ee- main condenser vacuum to remove decayV heat 41 con et ecloo.f.a..t.l..e......ast... cone nse a m it io..n...e . v...al..o...e. s i. anmm...l..i 
41 e comoiete closure of at least one main steam isolation valves in acl m'i sta"ln

14
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.filure k-os- of turbine bypass eappabkk'capacitv that results in isfiin vascoblt 1 * f.i.!...:......ft r i e by a s ,- ...... :...• .......c.. .......•....•a .. £ .•.•.......................• . .:.4.t• .. .......... . .• . .. .•.• .. :......  
2 remaining to maintain reactor temperature and pressure 
3 
4 Scram means the shutdown of the reactor by the rapid addition of negative reactivity by any 
5 means, e.g., insertion of control rods, boron, use of diverse scram switch, or opening reactor trip 
6 breakers.  
7 
8 Criticality, for the purposes of this indicator, typically exists when a licensed reactor operator 
9 declares the reactor critical. There may be instances where a transient initiates from a subcritical 

10 condition and is terminated by a scram after the reactor is critical-this condition would count as 
11 a scram.  
12 
13 Clarifying Notes 

14 Intentional operator actions to control the reactor wat.. er l .'I-.evell ocooldown rate, such as securing 
15 main feedwater or closing the MSIVs, are not counted in this indicator.,a..s .onig as the normal heat 

16 removal nath can be easily recovered fi'om the control room wit-thout the need for diaziosis or 
17 retair to restore the normna heat removal pLath. Once reaching stable oant conditions ,f•olloin, a 
18 scra•m the shutdown of mai feedate orda-ce t l 

19 nLot coun, in tr his indicator.  .1...,. ...L ...... !:!.•3......j........!.4 .i d.c.:. ..t........  

20 
21 Design features to limit the reactor water level, steamn ener-alor w.ater leve l. or cooldown rate, 
22 such as closing the main feedwater valves on a reactor scram, are not counted in this indicatorý,_.ý..  
23 ionL. as .the. a.oral heat removal .ath can. be easil. reco$v,,ered fron the control room -withouit. the 
24 t-eed for diannosis or re-.aur to restore the normal heat removal path Once reachin stable plant 

25 conditions folhow•n,,a a scram. the shutdo\vn of main feedwater pumps in accordance with 
26 o.e.atng.procedures..ould.not cou.t in this indicator-.  

27 
28 Events i- whiclh the norrmal heal removal path through the main- condenser is no-t available and is 
29 n, easiy recoverable from the, contro room without the- n eed for dia.cnosis or re:,air to restore 
30 the no~rma; heat -rem,,oval patlh. are counited jin this indiCa 'tor. -
31 

32 Partial losses of condenser vacuum in which sufficient capability remains to remove decay heat are 
33 not counted in this indicator.  
34 
35 This indicator includes planned and unplanned scrams. Unplanned scrams counted for this 
36 indicator are also counted for the Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical Hours indicator.  
37 
38 Scrams with loss of normal heat removal at low power within the capability of the PORVs are not 
39 counted if the main condenser has not yet been placed in service, or has been removed from 
40 service.  
41 
42 Momentary operations of PORVs or safety relief valves are not counted as part of this indicator.

15
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1 
2

Thresholds 
Green <52.0 
White >2.0 
Yellow >10.0 
Red >20.0

3 
4 
5

18

Data Examples 

Scrams with Loss of Normal Heat Removal 

3Q/95 4Q195 1Q/96 2Q196 3Q/96 4Q/96 1Q/97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q1/98 Prev. Qrtr 

# of Scrams with loss of Normal 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Heat Sink in previous quarter 
Total Scrams over 12 qtrs ____0 0 

1_ _ 1_ _ _ 1 1 1 12Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 

Indicator value I 1 1 0 0

Scrams with Loss of Normal Heat Removal 

20/98 3Q/98 Quarter 40/98 P rev. Q 

0
GREEN 

4 WHITE 

6 
Indicator 

8.  

10 

12 Nee> 
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1 UNPLANNED POWER CHANGES PER 7,000 CRITICAL HOURS 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors the number of unplanned power changes (excluding scrams) that could 
4 have, under other plant conditions, challenged safety functions. It may provide leading indication 
5 of risk-significant events but is not itself risk-significant. The indicator measures the number of 
6 plant power changes for a typical year of operation at power.  
7 
8 Indicator Definition 

9 The number of unplanned changes in reactor power of greater than 20% f.full-power, per 7,000 
10 hours of critical operation excluding manual and automatic scrams.  
11 
12 Data Reporting Elements 

13 The following data is reported for each reactor unit: 
14 
15 9 the number of unplanned power changes, excluding scrams, during the previous quarter 
16 
17 e the number of hours of critical operation in the previous quarter 
18 
19 Calculation 

20 The indicator is determined using the values reported for the previous four quarters as follows: 
21 

(total number of unplanned power changes over the previous 4 qtrs) 
22 value total number of hours critical during the previous 4 qtrs 7,000 hrs 

23 
24 
25 Definition of Terms 

26 Unplanned changes in reactor power are changes in reactor power that are initiated less than 72 
27 hours following the discovery of an off-normal condition, and that result in, or require a change in 
28 power level of greater than 20% ofqfull power to resolve. Unplanned changes in reactor power 
29 also include uncontrolled excursions ofareater than 20% of fuil i:n facact-rpower that occur in 

30 response to changes in reactor or plant conditions and are not an expected part of a planned 
31 evolution or test.  
32 
33 Clarifying Notes 

34 If there are fewer than 2,400 critical hours in the previous four quarters the indicator value is 
35 computed as N/A because rate indicators can produce misleadingly high values when the 
36 denominator is small. The data elements (unplanned power changes and critical hours) are still 
37 reported.

19



1 The 72 hour period between discovery of an off-normal condition and the corresponding change 
2 in power level is based on the typical time to assess the plant condition, and prepare, review, and 
3 approve the necessary work orders, procedures, and necessary safety reviews, to effect a repair.  
4 The key element to be used in determining whether a power change should be counted as part of 
5 this indicator is the 72 hour period and not the extent of the planning that is performed between 
6 the discovery of the condition and initiation of the power change.  
7 
8 li develoinimg a plan to conduct a power reduction. additional contingency p-ower reductions may 

9be-incorporated. These additionial p~ow\er reductions are not counted if they are i'molemented to 

10 address the initial condition.  
11 
12 Eau'liiumenz rbim encountered during-L a planned oppwer reductmion sreater- than 210'ý ( that alone ... ............. .,.. ......., ......o...o......e......... ..... ....o. ....... .....e. .... ....: .t .... ..., ...................e..d .. ....... ......... ............c...1.........=.:..........t...................... ......;... ........ ... -..........:...  

13...etired a power reduction of 20% or more to repair are not counted as, part o(..f this 
13 max ha--ve r-OLeq. - ............  
14 inidicator i'f thex' are repajired during the planned power reduction. However. if durina the 
15 ,!Mptementation of a nanned power reduction. pN•er is reduced by more than 200'b of fut! power 
16 heyonid the pl'anned reduct6(io' then an uinplanined p)ower changýYelhas occurr-ed.  

17 
18 Unplanned power changes and shutdowns include those conducted in response to equipment 
19 failures or personnel errors and those conducted to perform maintenance. They do not include 
20 automatic or manual scrams or load-follow power changes.  
21 
22 Apparent power changes that are determined to be caused by instrumentation problems are not 
23 included.  
24 
25 L.- a ••m ectsnp.aened power changes a--einhdle runbacks and power oscillations greater Lhan 2 5 •_. ...... • ...............................  

26 20% of .111 power.  
27 
28 Anticipatory power reductions intended to reduce the impact of external events such as hurricanes 
29 or range fires threatening offsite power transmission lines, and power changes requested by the 
30 system load dispatchers, are excluded.  
31 
32 Anrficmated power changzes gr-eater than 20% '',in response to expected prgbiemis (such as~ 
33 accumulation o ,marine debris and bio'Eouical contaminants in certain seasons) which are 
34 nrocec.:uranzed bbut cannot be predicted greater than 72 hours in advance max not need to be 

35 Count.fed ýf they are n!_ot reactive to the sudden di.scovery of off-normal conditions. The 
36 circum11stanlces of each situLati!on are differe;nt and sh ould be identified4 to the NRC -In a FAQ so that 
37 a deeinto a emace concernina w'hether the11 powyer channe sh1ould be counted.  

38 
39 Power ban tues to make rod pnattern adIustments are excluded.  
40 
41 Powxer chnanues directed 'by the toad dispatcher u ndýer norinal oper_,atina ,.conditions due to lo-ad ---------- --- -- -------.g .* .d .[ ~ e :• ~ e .• • . y . .1 ! ..e.. ... .... .*- ------------*.p . .h • • .!.• ....... .o.. ....... ... . o. .. .. .-... . .0.g ....... ..; ý .............dj.3. .u . .. • .! .. ....  

42 dem'and and economic reasons, and for grid stability or nuclear plant safety concerns arising from 
43 ex-tern-al events outside the control of the nuclear unit are not included in this indicator. How-oxever.  
44 ,jr reductions due to equipment failures that are under the control of the nuclear uit are 
45 incl ded.in this.indicator.  

46 
47 Licensees should use the power indication that is used to control the npant to det r mine' if a 
48 £lmne of greater than 20ý, of fill power has occurred:

20
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Data Example 

Unplanned Power Changes per 7,000 Critical Hours 

2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1 Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Qtr 

# of Power Changes in previous qtr 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 3 
Total Power Changes in previous 4 qtrs 1 1 1 2 3 5 6 8 

# of Hrs Critical in qrtr 1500 1000 2160 2136 2160 2136 2136 1751 
Total Hrs Critical In previous 4 qtrs 6796 7456 8592 8568 8183 

2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 

Indicator value 2.8 4.1 4.9 6.8

Thresholds 
Green <•6.0 
White >6.0 
Yellow N/A 
Red N/A

Unplanned Transients per 7,000 Critical Hrs
Quarter 4Q/98 Prev. Q

3Q/982Q/98 
0.0 
1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

7.0 

8.0 

9.0 

10.0

2 
3

24
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0 
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1 2.2 MITIGATING SYSTEMS CORNERSTONE 

2 This section defines the performance indicators used to monitor the performance of key selected 
3 systems that are designed to mitigate the effects of initiating events, and describes their 
4 calculational methods.  
5 
6 The definitions and guidance contained in this section, while similar to guidance developed in 
7 support of INPO/WANO indicators and the Maintenance Rule, are unique to the regulatory 
8 oversight program. Differences in definitions and guidance in most instances are deliberate and 
9 are necessary to meet the unique requirements of the regulatory oversight program.  

10 
11 While safety systems are generally thought of as those that are designed to mitigate design basis 
12 accidents, not all mitigating systems have the same risk importance. PRAs have shown that risk is 
13 often influenced not only by front-line mitigating systems, but also by support systems and 
14 equipment. Such systems and equipment, both safety- and non-safety related, have been 
15 considered in selecting the performance indicators for this cornerstone. Not all aspects of licensee 
16 performance can be monitored by performance indicators, and risk-informed baseline inspections 
17 are used to supplement these indicators.  
18 
19 SAFETY SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY 

20 Purpose 

21 The purpose of the safety system unavailability indicator is to monitor the readiness of important 
22 safety systems to perform their safety functions in response to off-normal events or accidents.  
23 
24 Indicator Definition 

25 The average of the individual train unavailabilities in the system. Train unavailability is the ratio 
26 of the hours the train is unavailable to the number of hours the train is required to be able to 
27 perform its intended safety function.  
28 
29 The performance indicator is calculated separately for each of the following four systems for each 
30 reactor type.  
31 
32 BWRs 
33 
34 0 high pressure injection systems -- (high pressure coolant injection, high pressure core 
35 spray, feedwater coolant injection) 
36 * heat removal systems - (reactor core isolation cooling) 
37 a residual heat removal system 
38 * emergency AC power system 
39 
40 
41 
42

25



1 PWRs 
2 
3 0 high pressure safety injection system 
4 0 auxiliary feedwater system 
5 a emergency AC power system 
6 0 residual heat removal system 
7 
8 Data Reporting Elements 

9 The following elements are reported for each train for the previous quarter: 
10 
11 0 planned unavailable hours, 
12 * unplanned unavailable hours, 
13 0 fault exposure unavailable hours, and 
14 * hours the train was required to be available for service.  
15 0 number of trains in the system 
16 
17 
18 Sources for identifying unavailable hours can be obtained from system failure records, control 
19 room logs, event reports, maintenance work orders, etc. Preventive maintenance and surveillance 
20 test procedures may be helpful in determining if activities performed using these procedures cause 
21 systems or trains to be unavailable. These procedures may also assist in identifying the frequency 
22 of such maintenance and test activities.  
23 
24 Calculation 

25 The system unavailability is determined for each reporting quarter as follows: 
26 
27 Train unavailability during previous 12 quarters: 
28 
29 (planned unavailable hrs) + (unplanned unavailable hrs) + (fault exposure unavailable hrs) 

(hours train required during the previous 12 quarters) 

30 
31 System unavailability is the sum of the train unavailabilities divided by the number of system 
32 trains.  
33 
34 The indicator for each of the monitored systems is the average system unavailability over the 
35 previous 12 quarters.  
36 
37 For some multi-unit stations the calculation for the emergency diesel generator value could be 
38 affected by a "swing" emergency diesel generator for either unit or other units. (See Emergency 
39 AC Power section for further details.) 
40
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1 Definition of Terms 

2 Planned unavailable hours: These hours include time the train was out of service for 
3 maintenance, testing, equipment modification, or any other time equipment is electively removed 
4 from service and the activity is planned in advance.  
5 
6 Unplanned unavailable hours: These hours include corrective maintenance time or elapsed time 
7 between the discovery and the restoration to service of an equipment failure or human error that 
8 makes the train unavailable (such as a misalignment).  
9 

10 Fault exposure unavailable hours: These-afe--est-imat-ed hours that a train was in an undetected, 
11 failed condition. (This item is explained in more detail in the Clarifying Notes.) 
12 
13 Hours required are the number of hours a monitored safety system is required to be available to 
14 satisfactorily perform its intended safety function.  
15 
16 A train consists of a group of components that together provide the monitored functions of the 
17 system and as explained in the enclosures for specific reactor types. Fulfilling the design basis of 
18 the system may require one or more trains of a system to operate simultaneously. The number of 
19 trains in a system is determined as follows: 
20 
21 for systems that primarily pump fluids, the number of trains is equal to the number of parallel 
22 pumps or the number of flow paths in the flow system (e.g., number of auxiliary feedwater 
23 pumps). The preferred method is to use the number of pumps. For a system that contains an 
24 installed spare pump, the number of trains would equal the number of flow paths in the 
25 system.  
26 
27 * for systems that provide cooling of fluids, the number of trains is determined by the number of 
28 parallel heat exchangers, or the number of parallel pumps, whichever is fewer.  
29 
30 * emergency AC power system: the number of class lE emergency (diesel, gas turbine, or 
31 hydroelectric) generators at the station that are installed to power shutdown loads in the event 
32 of a loss of off-site power -- This includes the diesel generator dedicated to the BWR HIPCS 
33 system.  
34 
35 a,- iaeml /euI!, or ccci.de.s: These are events specified in a niant's desiun, and iicensina bases.  
36 *vT-callv ,1-hc e.went are specified in a plant's safety anaivsis repo.-tt howeve, other 
37 eesa .KToA econsidered (eng. Appendix R analysis).  
38 
39 Note: Additional guidance for specific systems is provided later in this section.

27



1 
2 Clarifyin! Notes 

3 The systems have been selected for this indicator based on their importance in preventing reactor 
4 core damage or extended plant outage. The selected systems include the principal systems needed 
5 for maintaining reactor coolant inventory following a loss of coolant, for decay heat removal 
6 following a reactor trip or loss of main feedwater, and for providing emergency AC power 
7 following a loss of plant off-site power.  
8 
9 Except as specifically stated in the indicator definition and reporting guidance, no attempt is made 

10 to monitor or give credit in the indicator results for the presence of other systems at a given plant 
11 that add diversity to the mitigation or prevention of accidents. For example, no credit is given for 
12 additional power sources that add to the reliability of the electrical grid supplying a plant because 
13 the purpose of the indicator is to monitor the effectiveness of the plant's response once the grid is 
14 lost.  
15 
16 Some components in a system may be common to more than one train, in which case the effect of 
17 the performance (unavailable hours) of a common component is included in all affected trains.  
18 
19 Unavailable hou~rs for a mu-itti-function system should4 be couinted onlv during, those times ~vlhein 

20 ary ftinction monitored by this indicator is required to be available.  
21 
22 Trains qa-e general.y. considered to be avai.able dtrinp•.. .eriodic system or eqie reaign.e.Q.n•.s 

23 oswýat) comnonet or flow paths as pnar of normaal Opermhons.  2 ........s.....a.. ...... :.. •..•.... . .. t.. ....r......................a.. ........a.... ...1 . ............ .•.. 4.• . .• . . •.........  

24 
25 it is vossible for a train to be consicdered onerable vet unavailable oer the auidance in this section.  
26 T•.. • n.• rose of this ind.icator is to moni.tor the r.eadiness of.im.]nortant safe.ty..vstems.to .er ob. .  

27 tl'er saf'ety function in resoonse to off-no-rmal events or accidents.  2 7 A •: i... .. .......a .. ..;.. ... .....•......m. i.•...e.. .....s.•... •.... .... t....L ...... ....... z ... .... .... ..•.• * ... e.. •.. -*------- --- --

28 
29 Planned Unavailable Hours 
30 Planned unavailable hours are hours that a train is not available for service for an activity that is 
31 planned in advance. The beginning and ending times of planned unavailable hours are known.4 

32 Causes of planned unavailable hours include, but are not limited to, the following: 
33 
34 ° preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance on non-failed trains, or inspection 
35 requiring a train to be mechanically and/or electrically removed from service 
36 
37 0 planned support system unavailability causing a train of a monitored system to be 
38 unavailable (e.g., AC or DC power, instrument air, service water, component cooling 
39 water, or room cooling) 
40 
41 testing, unless the test configuration is automatically overridden by a valid starting signal, 
42 or the function can be promptly restored either by an operator in the control room or by a 
43 dedicated operator' stationed locally for that purpose. Restoration actions must be 

4 Accumulation of unavailable hours ends when the train is returned to a normal standby alignment. However, if a 
subsequent test (e.g., post-maintenance test) shows the train not to be capable of performing its safety function, the 
time between the return to normal standby alignment and the unsuccessful test is reclassified as unavailable hours.
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1 contained in a written procedure, must be uncomplicated (a single action or afew simple 

2 actions), and must not require diagnosis or repair. Credit for a dedicated local operator 
3 can be taken only if (s)he is positioned at the proper location throughout the duration of 

4 the test for the purpose of restoration of the train should a valid demand occur. The intent 
5 of this paragraph is to allow licensees to take credit for restoration actions that are 
6 virtually certain to be successful (i.e., probability nearly equal to 1) during accident 
7 conditions.  
8 
9 Tie individual p.ertforming thie restoration function can be the person cond.u.ci..ng. tile test 

10 and must be in communication with the control room.. Credit can also be taken for an 

11 oierator in the main control room provided s(he) is in close proximity to restore the 

12 efutýoment when needed. Norman stafflng for the test may satisfy the requirement for a 
13 dedicated operator. deruending on work assi~nments. 1, all cases. th.e staffinm must be 

14 considereld in advance and anl oineraor identified toý tajke thel approorate prom ot response 14..c..•.•.!.....d.............e..d ..n...a.d .. .. c...a. . d. a ...n .. ....o..... ....• f . ........< .........t . ... Pi .................. I • ........L .•.•.. ......  

15 For the testimn confiuuration inde-pendent of other controol room actions that mar be 
16 required 
17 
18 Under s~ressfuil chaotic conditions othe.lr0.se Sim•le m.u1L..tinje act.ions may not be 

19 accomn)ished with the virtual certainty called for by "he guidance (e.•.. lift test leads and 

20 laind NNwIres, or ceriacaritausV. in addition, some manual operations o"systems desi'ne-d.to 
21 opr5 uoatcllsch as mnanually controlling HPC-1 turbine to establish and Control 
22 W inf flowx are not virtually1t certain to be successful.L 2..•j ..e...c.......p....-..?. .x.. .[.............£.. ...t..y . ..#...£3 g. .............. •........ ..........e..•.s.t.......  

23 
24 
25 ° any modification that requires the train to be mechanically and/or electrically removed 
26 from service.  
27 
28 -" maintenance actix.t, ,*oes beond the oricjnallv scheduled tim-e frame. the additional hours 
29 Can -be con-side~red -n)anned. un.avail'able hours exceot ~vhenn cdue to detection of a new fafiled 

. .. ...... ......... ........................................................................t ..... .......... ....... . . . . ..................... ............  
30 con-,onert that w orexvent the train from perforininu its intended safety function.  

31 

32 Planned unavailable hours are included because portions of a system are unavailable during these 

33 planned activities when the system should be available to perform its intended safety function.  

34 

35 Note: It is recognized that such planned activities can have a net beneficial effect in terms of 

36 reducing unplanned unavailability and fault exposure unavailable hours (as discussed further 

37 below). If planned activities are well managed and effective, fault exposure unavailable hours and 

38 unplanned unavailable hours are minimized.  

39 
40 T, eatm-en of Ov- rm Qehau! 'ilai'eac 

4 0 .:.•.c................•! .e.:• . ...` . ..........!• .:. ..... ...O ...• .• <..!............. n.... • 

41 

42 Plants that perform on-line planned overhaul maintenance (i.e., within approved Technical 

43 Specification Allowed Outage Time) do not have to include planned overhaul hours in the 
44 unavailable hours for this performance indicator under the conditions noted below. ýN.ei. -eth,,i 

SOcralor in lhls circ[hi iance rclbrs go any olanit nersonnci qualified and dcsignatcd to pCrTonM Ilhc rosIoralion . .o.n ... rI
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I • . ........ *•< .. .. •• •... ..,-:ph "m c .. .... , , .rr. .. •.....I h ,.-r z ,-. • -S • "- • ÷-; 1 planincd miaihtur"ieehe an 4,-11 unla' id "-neii+_e hef ý,udb ~ peie spwu f 
2 in.de.at.....Thi..extetno.iw..oviiesteqt.z.+nat..r~eri•.wy..ae'• ~ •.~•-a .h~.@ 

3 ••-l~-v--r-ss--Iie:••..,•A~~vg-u--ag--T-im-•¢i-,.e~e --sve~aia..-manneane~m e..n•4-ne-Ao--net.-ej÷x-t.  

4 saifn*,erftncce a-"" a;;elil hourais ee-3ne oFf .- ie. Overnaul maintenlance- comprises those 
5activities that are undertaken, voluntarily and performed in accordance wi,,th an established 

6 preventive maintenance pr1ogram to improve ecuipment reliability and availability. Overhauls 
7 include disassembly and reassembly of maior components and may include replacement of parts as 

8 necessarQý..cleaning, ad!utmet..and lubrication as necessary,. Typical mnaor comp-onents ar-e: 
9 d.esel engine or Qenerator, DULpum 'ps, L pm morortbine driver-, or heat. exchangyers.  

10 
11 Am AOT sufficient to accommodate the overhaul hours may be considered. However. to aualifv 
12 for the egeinpion of uniavailable hours. licen-sees must have in polace a auantitative riSk
13 assessment. TIhis assessment must demonstrate that the p~lanined confliauration m-eets either thle 
14 requirements for a risk-informed TS change described in Regulatory Guide 1. 1 77. or the 
15 renuirements for normal work controls described ' .- 1- in NUMLARC 93-01, Section 1! .7.2.  
16 Otherwiise the unavailable hours mu~st be counted. The Safety System.I Unavailability in-dicator ........ ... .......! ....... ........ ......... .... .... .....-%.......... ...... .. .L...... ......... ........ ....... ......... ...... .  
17 CXIdes imainrtenance-ou~t-of-serfvice hours onl.a tr-ain that is not reqiuired to be operable ner 
18 technical specifications (TS). This normaltv occurs during reactor shutdowns. Onfine maintenance 
19 hours for systems that do not have installed sn)are trains would normall: be included in the 
20 indicator. However, somei licensees have been 2ranted extensions of certain TS allowed outave 2 1 ... ....' ... ....... ...... .' ... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .- .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .  

21 tmes AO~s to erfrm oline mai ntennc activities that have, in the pa~st. been performed, 
22 while shut down.  
23 
24 ITheriteria of Revuiatorv Guide i. I77 Include demonstration that the chan"e has onl a s.ma..  

25 cuanitativ impac on plant risk (less than 5xi!O:--7 incremental conditional core damage 
k .. ............:.. ...:..... • .e .........: c. .........•.; ..•....... .t .1...........•.•.c.: .•..... ..... ......L... ..•.. ..............`.• ....... . .. . •. g S%ý: -----------. 5 .......... .. - . .-

26 vrobabilitv). It is appr)ropriate and ecuitabie. for licensees who have demonstrated that tihe 
27 increased risk to the plant is small, to exclude unavailable hours for those activities for c t"he 
28 extended AOTs were granted. However, in keep.i, with the NRC's increased emnphasis on risk

29 inf'ormed reUuiation. it -is not appropriate to exclude unav,.ailabDle hiour-s for licen'sees w'~ho have not 
30 demonstrated that the increase in risk is small. In addition. 10 CFR 50.65(ahi4 requires licensees 
31 to assess and manac, e thie increase in r that may result from nroposed maintenance actmvft"es.  
32 Guidance on. a cantitative approachs to assess the isk i t of maintenance activities is 
33 cntainedi in th-e latest revision of Section 11L.37.2 of NNNMIARC 3-1That section allowvs the 
34 use of normal work controls for plant configuragions in which the :n-ce-etal core dam•ase 
35 probabilitv is less than I0-'. Licensees must demonstrate that thleir orooosed action compolies with 
36 either th-e ie-eouirements for- a risk-in1form ed TS chanuý.e or thle rý eq ,n for01 normIal work 3 7 . .c..9 ..,2......................................,_ ....................-.........  
37 controls described in 'NU.:_MARC 93-0 1.  
38 
39 The planmned O\ haul mainenance may be applied once per train per omeratin, cycle. The work 

40 ~nav be done in tw-o seum"en-1ts provided -that the total time to u~erfbrm thle. over11haul does n-ot 
41 exceed' one AOT p_ýeriod.  

4 .`.•..........b....e... ..........!e .j.:` ..- ...... •.•.g.•.e.... .. K ,..-.d. . h. t .... .tj3. . ..2 ! :2.J.. 5 • .1.-d ¢ ! 1 

42 
43 If additional ti.e is needed to remair equipment problems discovered durina the nanned overhaul 
44 th-.at -would, prevent the fiuifiliment. of a safety function, the additional. hours would be non-overhaul 

45 hours and/or potential fault exposure hours, and would count toward the indicator.  
46 
47 Other activities may be performed with the olamned overhaul activity as loni as the outane 
48 dumati!on is bounded by overhaul activities. If the overhaul actvtenr opetadteotg
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1continues due to non-overhaul activities, -the ad-ditional hours would be non-overhaul h1ours and 
2 :4•:9.:.a..• .............,...........a...............e................a......  

2 would coLunt toward the indicator.  
3 

4 Maior rebuild tasks necessitated by an unexpected comnonen.m failure that would -.reent the 
5flulfillment of a safety ifnwction cannot be counted as overh~aul m-ainten ance.  5 ..... ..... ........... ....n................ ..................... .......................................... ..................... ........ ............  

6 
7 This overhaul exenmttion does not normally applv to support systems ,Cexct 1nder cue ulant
8 soecific situations on a case-bv-case basis. Tile circumstances of -each situation are dfferent and 

9 should be Identified to t~he NRC so that a determination can be made. Factors to be taken into 
10 ----------- ..--..o.----..d..e.....a.t.-o..-...-.-- .....L .e... ..t ,....to s... .. .• ..: . +A .. ýL • :.O... ... ............./.....•. . :... ... ....... .. {........k• • • 

10 consideration for an exemnotion for support systemns include fa! tile results of aqualltitative risk 
11 assessment. (b) the expected improvement in plant performance as a result of the overhaul 
12 activity, and (c) the net chanae in risk as a result of the overhaul activitv.  
13 
14 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 
15 
16 Unplanned unavailable hours are the hours that a train is not available for service for an activity 
17 that was not planned in advance. The beginning and ending times of unplanned unavailable hours 
18 are known. Causes of unplanned unavailable hours include, but are not limited to, the following: 
19 
20 0 corrective maintenance time following detection of a failed component that prevented the 
21 train from performing its intended safety function. (The time between failure and 
22 detection is counted as fault exposure unavailable hours, as discussed below.) 
23 
24 * unplanned support system unavailability causing a train of a monitored system to be 
25 unavailable (e.g., AC or DC power, instrument air, service water, component cooling 
26 water, or room cooling) 
27 
28 0 human errors leading to train unavailability (e.g., valve or breaker mispositioning-- only 
29 the time to restore would be reported as unplanned unavailable hours-- the time between 
30 the mispositioning and discovery would be counted as fault exposure unavailable hours as 
31 discussed below) 
32 
33 Fault Exposure Unavailable Hours 
34 Te-eeeaeept-e f-fault exposure unavailable hours i-cct; a- e t....t.. at'ý h. a:..... e.. are th' 
35 time that a train spends in an undetected, failed condition. Three situations involving fault 
36 exposure unavailable hours can occur.  
37 
38 1. The failure's time of occurrence and its time of discovery are known. Examples of this type of 
39 failure include events external to the equipment (e.g., a lightning strike, some mispositioning 
40 by operators, or damage caused during test or maintenance activities) that caused the train 
41 failure at a known time. For these cases, the fault exposure unavailable hours are the lapsed 
42 time between the occurrence of a failure and its time of discovery.  
43 
44 For instances where the time of occurrence is determined to have occurred more than three 
45 years ago (12 quarters) faulted hours are only computed back for a maximum of 12 quarters.  
46 
47 For design deficiencies that occurred in a previous reporting period, fault exposure hours are
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1 not reported. However, unplanned unavailable hours are counted from the time of discovery.  
2 The indicator report is annotated to identify the presence of an old design error, and the 
3 inspection process will assess the significance of the deficiency.  
4 

5 'The absence or inade.uac. of a ;-eriodic inspection or test of a trai monitored Lw this .•. . ........ .....b . .e.1...c..e............... .... e. ..... I . a..... .. ........ .......... ....... ............•• ..... ¢ • Q . ...... .L ... ...... ... ... .4 .. ...... ..... .......... .... ... .. ....  

6 indicator that results in a long-standing unavailability of that traiM is considered. for oumnoses 
7 of this indicator, to be an old design issue that is not counted in the indicator.  
8 
9 2. Only the time of the failure's discovery is known with certainty. The intent of the use of the 

10 term -witli certaintv" is to ensure that anl apprO.L11ate analysis and review to determinhe the 

11 time. of failure is complieted, documented in the corrective action jjro~rann. and reviewed by 
12 mnanagement. The use of component failure analysis, circuit analysis, or event investigations 
13 are accentable. En-ineerine iud&ment may be used in conlunction with, analytical technioues to 
14 determne.the thime.. ofailure. It is improper to assume that the failure occurred at the time of 

15 discovery for these failures because the assumption ignores what could be significant 
16 unavailable time prior to their discovery. Fault exposure unavailable hours for this case must 
17 be estimated. The value used to estimate the fault exposure unavailable hours for this case is: 
18 one half the time since the last successful test or operation that proved the system was capable 
19 of performing its safety function. However, the time reported is never greater 
20 than three years (12 quarters). For example, if the last successful surveillance test was 24 
21 months ago, then the time reported would be 8760 hours (12 months). If the time since the 
22 last test was 74 months, the time reported would be 26,280 hours (36 months).  
23 
24 The unavaillab!e hours can be amended in a future .-eort if tunr, earnayss identifies The time 
25 of failure or deternmines that the affected train would ',a\,e been capable of ertebrrminn Is 
26 safetv Function duiin&g thIe -worst case ev-ent for which t'he tr1ain is realuired.  2 6..%... e...... .I '.-.. ...... ..... ....... ..... ... . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .t• • y • t • . .s.e . .y .. ... .. r. •5... ......k..• L.•.•.e... .. .. ... ---- -- --- -- -- --g -- --- -- 

27 
28 !-fa failure is identified when a train is not reculred to be available, fault exposure hours are 
29 estimated by countina froam the date of the failure back to one-hialfthe time since the last 
30 s-uccessfuld oper-ation and includnin,- onfl those houres darcn that periodwhen the tralne w;s 

31. reouired t-o be available.  3 1.....e . .......... ....;...b.. .............. ......... .  

32 
33 Note: For design deficiencies, faulted hours are not counted. However, unplanned hours are 
34 counted from the time of discovery. In these cases, the quarterly indicator report is annotated 
35 j to identif~y the presence of aR awier-. design error, and the inspection process will assess the 
36 significance of the deficiency.  
37 
38 3. The failure is annunciated when it occurs. For this case, there are no fault exposure 
39 unavailable hours because the time of failure is the time of discovery. These failures include 
40 the following: 
41 
42 * failure of a continuously operated component, such as the trip of an operating 
43 feedwater pump that is also used to fulfill a monitored system function, such as 
44 feedwater coolant injection in some BWRs, 
45 
46 * failure of a component while in standby that is annunciated in the control room, such 
47 as failure of control power circuitry for a monitored system, 
48
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1 When a failed or mispositioned component that results in the loss of train function is discovered 
2 during an inspection or by incidental observation (without being tested), fault exposure 
3 unavailable hours are still reported.  
4 
5 .... .. .. or "p ........ .. atde ge.t: pro;'c. . a Lka' ii .... ýý " -,eto , ed toiie

7 A' 
8 

9 ~ratr ctons to recover rma qInmn afnto ra overatin.g error, can ~e credited 9 )pe•:-~:..~c•..•s....:.r.ft.o: •....npnea•ren --a.•u. .ct•mi.o,.•..•..a.•i• ••••.•..r••r.` 

10 i-fthe function can be p~romp~tly restored from the contro~l room b a ouaiified op~erato-r tak-ina an 
11 uncomplicated action (a single action or a few simple actions) without diagnosis or repair (i.e.. the 
12 restoration actions are virtually certain to be successful durin, accident conditions' . Note that 
13 under stressful, chaotic conditions. otherwise simpie muItile, actions rnav not be accomL.ishe.d 

14 with the virtual certainty called for by the ,guidance (e.g, j.iift zest leads and land wires). In 
15 addition. some manual operations of systems designed to operate automatically, such as manually 
16 controlling HPCI turbine to establish and control injection flow. are not Virtually- -erain to be 
17 successfuw a f, 1 t 
18 
19 Small oil, water or steam leaks that would not preclude safe operation of the component during 
20 an operational demand and would not prevent a train from satisfying its safety function are not 
21 counted.  
22 
23 A train is available if it is capable of performing its safety function. For example, if a normally 
24 open valve is found failed in the open position, and this is the position required for the train to 
25 perform its function, fault exposure unavailable hours would not be counted for the time the valve 
26 was in a failed state. However, unplanned unavailable hours would be counted for the repair of 
27 the valve, if the repair required the valve to be closed or the line containing the valve to be 
28 isolated, and this degraded the full capacity or redundancy of the system.  
29 
30 Fault exposure unavailable hours are not counted for a failure to meet design or technical 
31 specifications, if engineering analysis determines the train was capable of performing its safety 
32 function during an operational event. For example, if an emergency generator fails to reach rated 
33 speed and voltage in the precise time required by technical specifications, the generator is not 
34 considered unavailable if the test demonstrated that it would start, load, and run as required in an 
35 emergency.  
36 
37 Reno•tincg..ault Exu.osure Tim.e 

38 
39 The fauit exposure unavailable hours associated with a comuonent failure may include unavailable 
40 hours coverin, several repor-ting periods (e.-. several guarters). The fault exposure unavailable 
41 hours should be assig(-ned to the appropiae.ýportjing periods. For examnple, if a faiiure ..... ......................................... . y. ....... u.................t...e.... Is[•s!•b L g._g!a3:m ~ u~e •.vAgL .s ..••: 
42 discovered on the 10th day of a ouarter and the estimnated numnber of unavailable hours is 30(?1
43 hours. then 240 hours should be counted for the current quarter and 60 unavailable hours should 
44 be counted for the previous ,auarter. Note: This will require an update of the previous ouarzer's 
45 data. Reove the double count bh removn the planned andunplanned hours which ohraad en with 
46 the fult exrosre hours. Put an expl1anation in the comment field. If vou later remove the fault 
47 expo~sure hours, restore the h ours wvhich had been removed
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1 Removing (Resetting) Fault Exposure Hours 
2 
3 Fault exposure hours associated with a single item may be removed after 4 quarters have elapsed 
4 from discovery, provided the following criteria are met: 
5 
6 1. The fault exposure hours associated with the item are greater than or equal to 336 hours 
7 and the green-white threshold has been exceeded.  
8 2. Corrective actions associated with the item to preclude recurrence of the condition have 
9 been completed by the licensee, and 

10 3. Supplemental inspection activities by the NRC have been completed and any resulting 
11 I open items related to the condition causing the fault exposure have been closed out in an 
12 inspection report.  
13 
14 Fault exposure hours are removed by submitting a change report that provides a revision to the 
15 reported hours for the affected quarter(s). The change report should include a comment to 
16 document this action.  
17 
18 Hours Train Required 
19 
20 The term "hours train required" is associated with the hours a train is required to be available to 
21 satisfactorily perform its safety function, if f ieq4ie. Unavailable hours are counted only for 
22 periods when a train is required to be available for service.  
23 
24 The default values identified below are typical; however, differences may exist in the number of 
25 trains required during different modes of operation. The calculational methodology 
26 accommodates differences in required train hours in these cases. The default value in the 
27 denominator can be used to sinmlifv. data colhection. However, the numerator must Zncle ad.  
28 unaii~able hiours duinii p~eriods that the train '. isO rekiie r'ei-,rdiess o-f the default- value.  

29 
30 * Emergency AC power system. This value is estimated by the number of hours in the reporting 
31 period, because emergency generators are normally expected to be available for service during 
32 both plant operation and shutdown.  
33 
34 * Residual Heat Removal System, This value is estimated by the number of hours in the 
35 reporting period, because the residual heat removal system is required to be available for 
36 decay heat removal at all times.  
37 
38 9 All other systems. This value is estimated by the number of critical hours during the reporting 
39 period, because these systems are usually required to be in service only while the reactor is 
40 critical, and for short periods during startup or shutdown. In some cases this value is already 
41 provided as part of the calculation, as in unplanned automatic scrams per 7,000 hours critical 
42 data.  
43 
44 Component Failures 
45 
46 Unavailable hours (planned, unplanned, and fault exposure) are not reported for the failure of 
47 certain ancillary components unless the safety function of a principal component (e.g., pump, 
48 valve, emergency generator) is affected in a manner that prevents the train from performing its
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1 intended safety function. Such ancillary components include equipment associated with control, 
2 protection, and actuation functions; power supplies; lubricating subsystems; etc. For example, if 
3 there are three pressure switches arranged in a two-out-of-three logic provide low suction 
4 pressure protection for a PWR auxiliary feedwater pump, and one becomes defective, 
5 unavailable hours would not be counted because the single failure would not affect operability of 
6 the pump.  
7 
8 Installed Spares and Redundant Maintenance Trains 
9 

10 Some power plants have safety systems with extra trains ef 'eei'npie& to allow preventive 
11 maintenance to be carried out with the unit at power without violating the single failure criterion 
12 (when applied to the remaining trains). That is, one of the remaining trains may fail, but the 
13 system can still achieve its safety function as required by the design basis safety analysis. Such 
14 systems are characterized by a large number of trains (usually a minimum of four, but often more).  
15 To be a t-iaintenance train. a train must not be required in the design basis safety analvsis foR- the 
16 syst-em to perform its safety function.  
17 
18 An "installed spare" is a component (or set of components) that is used as a replacement for other 
19 equipment to allow for the removal of equipment from service for preventive or corrective 
20 maintenance without violating the single failure criterion. To be an "installed spare," a component 
21 must not be required in the design basis safety analysis for the system to perform its safety 
22 function.  
23 
24 The following examples will help illustrate the system requirements in order to benefit from this 
25 provision: 
26 
27 * A system containing three 50% (flow rate and/or cooling capacity) trains would not meet the 
28 requirement since full design flow rate would not be available with one train in maintenance 
29 and one train failed (single failure criterion).  
30 
31 * A system with four 50% trains or three 100% trains may meet the criterion, assuming the 
32 system design flow rate and cooling requirements can be met during a design basis accident 
33 anywhere within the reactor coolant or secondary system boundaries, including unfavorable 
34 locations of LOCAs and feedwater line breaks. This statement is not intended to set new 
35 design criteria, but rather, to define the level of system redundancy required if reporting of 
36 unavailable hours on a redundant train is to be avoided.  
37 
38 Unavailable hours for an installed spare are counted only if the installed spare becomes 
39 unavailable while serving as replacement for another component. This includes planned and 
40 unplanned unavailable hours, and fault exposure unavailable hours..T.e...pp 
41 esti'mate fauit exposu-e hours is to count fi-om the date of failure back to on.e half the time since 
42 the last success.tl on)eration and include ornv those hours duri.'no that neriod when the eaui.mme-t 
43 w.as req-uired to beavailable 43 ............r... I.•!j..e...............[g . ...: . ....y . !L.•...?.•..  

44 
45 Planned unavailable hours (e.g., preventive maintenance) and unplanned unavailable hours (e.g., 
46 corrective maintenance) are not counted for a component when that component has been replaced 
47 by an installed spare.
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I
2 In some designs, specific systems have a complete spare train, allowing the total replacement of 
3 one train for on-line maintenance, or increased system availability. Systems that have such extra 
4 trains generally must meet design bases requirements with one train in maintenance and a single 
5 failure of another train.  
6 
7 Trains that are required as backup in case of equipment failure to allow the system to meet 
8 redundancy requirements or the single failure criterion (e.g., swing components that automatically 
9 align to different trains or units) are not installed spares.  
10 
1 Fault exposure unavailable hours associated with failures are counted, even if the failed 

12 train/component is replaced by an installed spare while it is being repaired. For example: a pump 
13 in a high pressure safety injection system (that has an installed spare pump) fails its quarterly 
.4 surveillance test. Unavailable hours reported for this failure would include the time needed to 
15 substitute the installed spare pump for the failed pump (unplanned unavailable hours), plus half the 
6 time since the last successful surveillance that demonstrated the train/system was capable of 

17 performing its safety function, or 36 months whichever is the shortest period.  
18 
19 In systems where there are installed spare components or trains, unavailable hours for the spare 
20 component or train are only counted against the replaced component or train. For example, if a 
21 system has an installed spare train that is valved into the system, any unavailable hours are 
Z2 counted against the replaced train, not the spare train. Thus, in a three train system that has one 
D3 installed spare train, the number of trains in the safety system unavailability equation is two. The 
Z4 system unavailability is the sum of the unavailable hours divided by two.  
Z5 

Z6 Systems Required to be in Service at All Times 
N7 
28 The Emergency AC power system and the residual heat removal RHR system are normally 
29 required to be in service at all times. However, planned and unplanned unavailable hours are not 
30 reported under certain conditions. The specific conditions for the emergency diesel generator are 
31 described in the Emergency Diesel Generator Section. For RHR systems, when the reactor is 

32 hudo nT Jit 1e inýý tevsehse ll-,S.em orp prions of systemis t'hat provicie sh utdown 
33 coolinL can be removed from service ýv;h.out in.curr.-.v.•.ýnned or.unn•ami.ed unavailable hours 

34 under the folowhu conditions--a~a----hews: 
35 
36 -RH R trinmav be remnoved frmservice provided anl N' RC aonproved, alterate -Method of 
37 Jdecaiv heat remnoval is verified to be available for each Ri•-s train removed from service. The 

38 Intent ; s thaoi at a. ties there Nvil be tio methods Ofdecay heat re.novai available, at least 
39 one of "whvich is a forced means o.' 1hat removal. .  

,42.
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1 

2 *. When Ehe reactor is defuieed or .ith--,tief--in--t-e-vesse--whe• the decay heat load is so 
3 low that forced recirculation for cooling purposes, even on an intermittent basis, is no longer 
4 required (ambient losses are enough to offset the decay heat load), any train providing 
5 shutdown cooling may be removed from service without incurring planned or unplanned 
6 unavailable hours.  
7 

9 
10 
11 o- ...... When the bulk reactor coolant temperature is less than 200 F, those trains or portions of 
12 trains whose sole function is to provide suppression pool cooling (BWR) may be removed 
13 from service without incurring planned or unplanned unavailable hours.  
14 
15 * When portions of a single train provide both the shutdown cooling and the suppression pool 
16 cooling function, the most limiting set of reportability requirements should be used (i.e.  
17 unavailable hours and required hours are reported whenever at least one function is required.) 
18 
19 Fault exposure unavailable hours are always counted, even when portions of the system are 
20 removed from service as described above.  
21 
22 When the plant is operating, selected components that help provide the shutdown cooling function 
23 of the RHR system are normally de-energized or racked out. This does not constitute an 
24 unavailable condition for the trains that provide shutdown cooling, unless the de-energized 
25 components cannot be placed back into service before the minimum time that the shutdown 
26 cooling function would be needed (typically the time required for a plant to complete a rapid 
27 cooldown, within maximum established plant cooldown limits, from normal operating conditions).  
28 
29 Support System Unavailability 
30 
31 If the unavailability of a support system causes a train to be unavailable, then the hours the 
32 support system was unavailable are counted against the train as eihe.. planned._ &F unplanned, or 
33 .•a.i en.osure -unavailable hours. Support systems are defined as any system required for the 

34 safety system to remain available for service. (The technical specification criteria for determining 
35 operability may not apply when determining train unavailability. In these cases, analysis or sound 
36 engineering judgment may be used to determine the effect of support system unavailability on the 
37 monitored system.) 
38 
39 If the unavailability of a single support system causes a train in more than one of the monitored 
40 systems to be unavailable, the hours the support system was unavailable are counted against the 
41 affected train in each system. For example, a train outage of 3 hours in a PWR service water 
42 system caused the emergency generator, the RHR heat exchanger, the HPSI pump, and the AFW 
43 pump associated with that train to be unavailable also. In this case, 3 hours of unavailability 
44 would be reported for the associated train in each of the four systems.  
45 
46 If a support system is dedicated to a system and is normally in standby status, it should be 
47 included as part of the monitored system scope. In those cases, fault exposure unavailable hours

37



1 caused by a failure in the standby support system that results in a loss of a train function should be 
2 reported because of the effect on the monitored system. By contrast, failures of continuously
3 operating support .-systems do not contribute to fault exposure unavailable hours in the monitored 
4 systems they support.  
5 
6 Unavailable hours are also reported for the unavailability of support systems that maintain 
7 required environmental conditions in rooms in which monitored safety system components are 

8 located, if the absence of those conditions is determined to have rendered a train unavailable for 

9 service at a time it was required to be available.  
10 
11 In some instances, unavailability of a monitored system that is caused by unavailability of a 
12 support system used for cooling need not be reported if cooling water from another source can be 

13 substituted. Limitations on the source of the cooling water are as follows: 
14 
15 for monitored fluid systems with components cooled by a support system, where both the 

16 monitored and the support system pumps are powered by a class lE (i.e., safety grade or an 
17 equivalent) electric power source, cooling water supplied by a pump powered by a normal 

18 (non class IE--i.e., non-safety grade) electric power source may be substituted for cooling 
19 water supplied by a class lE electric power source, provided that redundancy requirements to 
20 accommodate single failure criteria for electric power and cooling water are met. Specifically, 
21 unavailable hours must be reported when both trains of a monitored system are being cooled 

22 by water provided by a single cooling water pump or by cooling water pumps powered by a 

23 single class LE power (safety grade) source.  
24 
25 for emergency generators, cooling water provided by a pump powered by another class IE 
26 (safety grade) power source can be substituted, provided a pump is available that will maintain 

27 electrical redundancy requirements such that a single failure cannot cause a loss of both 
28 emergency generators.  
29 
30 Emergency AC power is not considered to be a support system. Unavailability of a train because 

31 of loss of AC power is counted when both the normal AC power supply and the emergency AC 
32 power supply are not available.  
33 
34 I -
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1 Data Example

2 
3

A B I C I D I E I F I G I H I J I K I L M N 0 P Q R

LSafety System UnavailabilitxySSU), AC Emergency Power. 'UNIT ONE

3 Train I A 20/95 30195 4Q/95 1Q/96 2Q/96 3Q/96 4Q/96I 1Q197 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Qrt0 

4 Planned Unavailable Hours 5 0 128 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 10 

5 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 0 48 0 5 0 0 36 0 12 0 0 24 0 48 

6 Fault Exposure Unavailable 5 32 0 504 0 0 336 0 36 0 0 24 0 128 

7 Hours Unavailable (quarter) 810 0 128 509 0 0 372 0 176 0 0 48 0 186 

8 Total Hours Unavailable 1280 1275 1323 1313 1419 

9 HoursTrain Required for Service 2160 21841 2208 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 2160 2184 1104 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 

10 Total Hrs Train Req'd for Service 1 1 25176 25176 25176 25176 25176 

11 Train Unavailability1 1 0.050842 0.050643 0.05255 0.052153 0.056363 
12 

14 Train S (Swing EDG) 2Q/96 3Q/95 4Q/95 1Q/96 2Q/96 3Q/96 4Q/96 IQ/97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 IQ/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Qrtr 

15 Planned Unavailable Hours 0 16 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 128 0 4 0 4 0 

16 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 11 0 0 0 56 11 0 1 0 0 12 0 0 1 0 0 

17 Fault Exposure Unavailable 0 60 0 0 0 70 148 0 65 0 131 3 0 0 19 0 

18 Hours Unavailable (quarter) 11 76 6 0 56 81 152 1 65 0 271 3 4 1 23 0 

19 Total Hours Unavailable 722 715 640 657 657 

20 HoursTrain Required for Service 10 1 2208 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 2160 2184 1104 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 

21 Total Hrs Train Req'd for Service 20125176 25176 25176 25176 25176 

22 Train Unavailability 1 0.028678 0.0284 0.025421 0.026096 0.026096 
23 
24 

25 For EDG system, two unit, one dedicated, one swing EDG 
26 Quarter 1 Q/98 2I I I98 I 3I/9 I I4Q/98 Prey.QT 

27 System unavailabilit 4.0% 4.0%1 3.9% 3.9% 4.1%

29
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B C D E F I G H I J K L M 
29 
30 
31 
32 EDG SSU, UNIT ONE 
33 
34 2Q/98 3OJ98 Quarter 4Q/98 Prev. Qrtr 
40 0.0% 

2 . %... .E.. ...  

439 41 

45 3 ...0.%.-.'..... .. ".............,.  

4534.0% :M "i•M 

48 
.... .... .... ... .. == =============================================================............. .............  

50 6.0% 
System Unavailability R 

51 
52 7.0% O 
53 .K:Xi * i 
54 6.0% .. ...... .......  

57 9.0% 
58 KK 

61 
62 11.0%RE 
63 
64 .2.0. .... '."...  
654. .. ..... .... . ...  
66 
67 
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1 ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR SPECIFIC SYSTEMS

2 Emergency AC Power Systems 

3 Definition and Scope 

4 This section provides additional guidance for reporting performance of the emergency AC power 
5 system. The emergency AC power system is typically comprised of two or more independent 
6 emergency generators that provide AC power to class 1E buses following a loss of off-site power.  
7 The emergency generator dedicated to providing AC power to the high pressure core spray 
8 system in BWRs is also within the scope of emergency AC power.  
9 

10 The function monitored for the indicator is: 
11 
12 * The ability of the emergency generators to provide AC power to the class IE buses upon a loss 
13 of off-site power.  
14 
15 Most emergency generator trains include dedicated subsystems such as air start, lube oil, fuel oil, 
16 cooling water, etc. Support systems can include service water, DC power, and room cooling.  
17 Generally, unavailable hours are counted if a failure or unavailability of a dedicated subsystem or a 
18 support subsystem prevents the emergency generator from performing its function. Some 
19 examples are discussed in the clarifying notes for this attachment.  
20 
21 The electrical circuit breaker(s) that connect(s) an emergency generator to the class IE buses that 
22 are normally served by that emergency generator are considered to be part of the emergency 
23 generator train.  
24 
25 Emergency generators that are not safety grade, or that serve a backup role only (e.g., an 
26 alternate AC power source), are not required to be included in the performance reporting.  
27 
28 Train Determination 

29 The system unavailability is calculated on a per unit basis using the train unavailability value for 
30 each emergency diesel generator (EDG) that provides emergency AC power to that unit. The 
31 number of emergency AC power system trains for a unit is equal to the number of class 1E 
32 emergency generators that are available to power safe-shutdown loads in the event of a loss of 
33 off-site power for that unit. There are three typical configurations for EDGs at a multi-unit 
34 station: 
35 1. EDGs dedicated to only one unit.  
36 2. One or more EDGs are available to "swing" to either unit 
37 3. All EDGs can supply all units 
38 
39 For configuration 1, the number of trains for a unit is equal to the number of EDGs dedicated to 
40 the unit. For configuration 2, the number of trains for a unit is equal to the number of dedicated 
41 EDGs for that unit plus the number of "swing" EDGs available to that unit (i.e., The "swing" 
42 EDGs are included in the train count for each unit). For configuration 3, the number of trains is 
43 equal to the number of EDGs.  
44
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1 Clarifyin2 Notes 

2 Emergency diesel generators that are dedicated to the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) in some 
3 BWRs should be included as a train in the Emergency AC Power calculation.  
4 
5 When a unit(s) is shutdown, one-emergency AC power trains at--a--P-ntle-may be removed from 
6 service in accordance with the plant's technical specilications without incurring planned or 
7 unplanned unavailable hours. underi h-e .e-vi ng, con dit .o 
8

"" I+ -- -1 14 I .. U

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44

51

Fault exposure unavailable hours are not counted for failures of an EDG to start or load-run if the 
failure can be definitely attributed to reasons listed in the General Clarifying Notes for Safety 
System Unavailability, or to any of the following: 

" spurious operation of a trip that would be bypassed in the loss of offsite power emergency 
operating mode (e.g., high cooling water temperature trip that erroneously tripped an EDG 
although cooling water temperature was normal).  

"F malfunction of equipment that is not required to operate during the loss of offsite power 
emergency operating mode (e.g., circuitry used to synchronize the EDG with off-site power 
sources, but not required when off-site power is lost) 

" a failure to start because a redundant portion of the starting system was intentionally disabled 
for test purposes, if followed by a successful start with the starting system in its normal 
alignment 

When determining fault exposure unavailable hours for a failure of an EDG to load-run following 
a successful start, the last successful operation or test is the previous successful load-run (not just 
a successful start). To be considered a successful load-run operation or test, an EDG load-run 
attempt must have followed a successful start and satisfied one of the following criteria:



1 * a load-run of any duration that resulted from a real (e.g., not a test) manual or automatic start 
2 signal 
3 
4 e a load-run test that successfully satisfied the plant's load and duration test specifications 
5 
6 * other operation (e.g., special tests) in which the emergency generator was run for at least one 
7 hour with at least 50 percent of design load.  
8 

9 When an EDG fails to satisfy the 12/18/24-month 24-hour duration surveillance test, the faulted 
10 hours are computed based on the last known satisfactory load test of the diesel generator as 

11 defined in the three bullets above. For example, if the EDG is shut down during a surveillance 

12 test because of a failure that would prevent the EDG from satisfying the surveillance criteria, the 

13 fault exposure unavailable hours would be computed based upon the time of the last surveillance 
14 test that would have exposed the discovered fault.  
15 
16 The emeruencv diesel generators are not considered to be avaiiable durin' the folioxvina " ortions 
17 of •eriodic surveillance tests unless the requireme'nt that recovery be virtually certain during 

18 accident condit--ions czn be sati'sfied.  1 a.:.€.i. de..........t ......o .. 1.'.4L ............................. t.i. .•.......  
19 
20 e Load-run test']g 20 • ~.L. .-..•........t............ iig_ 

21 e Fire Protection "rmff" testing 
22 o Barri'2 S............... ... %.;
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1 BWR High Pressure Injection Systems 

2 (High Pressure Coolant Injection, High Pressure Core Spray, and Feedwater Coolant 
3 Injection) 
4 
5 Definition and Scope 

6 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of three BWR systems 
7 used primarily for maintaining reactor coolant inventory at high pressures: the high pressure 
8 coolant injection (HPCI), high pressure core spray (HPCS), and feedwater coolant injection 
9 (FWCI) systems. Plants should monitor either the HPCI, HPCS, or FWCI system, depending on 

10 which is installed. These systems function at high pressure to maintain reactor coolant inventory 
11 and to remove decay heat following a small-break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) event or a 
12 loss of main feedwater event.  
13 
14 The function monitored for the indicator is: 
15 
16 The ability of the m onitored system to take suction ferm • . .en,,•. ate . ,stera . .ge ..... i 

17 from the suppression pool (•anc from. the conde..ate.s.oragean..if credited in the niants 
18 accident analysis) and inject at rated pressure and flow into the reactor vessel.  
19 
20 This capability is monitored for the injection and recirculation phases of the high pressure system 
21 response to an accident condition.  
22 
23 Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 show generic schematics for the HPCI, HPCS, and FWCI systems, 
24 respectively. These schematics indicate the components for which train unavailable hours normally 
25 are monitored. Plant-specific design differences may require other components to be included.  
26 
27 Train Determination 

28 The HPCI system is considered a single-train system. The booster pump and other small pumps 
29 shown in Figure 2.1 are ancillary components not used in determining the number of trains. The 
30 effect of these pumps on HPCI performance is included in the system unavailability indicator to 
31 the extent their failure detracts from the ability of the system to perform its monitored finction.  
32 The HPCI turbine, governor, and associated valves and piping for steam supply and exhaust are in 
33 the scope of the HPCI system. Valves in the feedwater line are not considered within the scope of 
34 the -PCI system.  
35 
36 The HPCS system is also considered a single-train system. Unavailability is monitored for the 
37 components shown in Figure 2.2. The HPCS diesel generator is considered to be part of the 
38 emergency AC power system.  
39 
40 For the feedwater injection system, the number of trains is determined by the number of main 
41 feedwater pumps that can be used at one time in this operating mode (typically one). Figure 2.3 
42 illustrates a typical FWCI system.  
43
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1 Clarifying Notes

2 The HPCS system typically includes a "water leg" pump to prevent water hammer in the HPCS 
3 piping to the reactor vessel. The "water leg" pump and valves in the "water leg" pump flow path 
4 are ancillary components and are not directly included in the scope of the HPCS system for the 
5 performance indicator.  
6 
7 For the feedwater coolant injection system, condensate and feedwater booster pumps are not used 
8 to determine the number of trains.
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1 BWR Heat Removal Systems

2 (Reactor Core Isolation Cooling) 
3 
4 Definition and Scope 

5 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of a BWR system that is 
6 used primarily for decay heat removal at high pressure: reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) 
7 system. This system functions at high pressure to remove decay heat following a loss of main 
8 feedwater event. The RCIC system also functions to maintain reactor coolant inventory following 
9 a very small LOCA event.  

10 
11 The function monitored for the indicator, is: 
12 
13 the ability of the RCIC system to cool the reactor vessel core and provide makeup 
14 water by taking a suction from either the condensate storage tank or the suppression 
15 pool and injecting at rated pressure and flow into the reactor vessel 
16 
17 Figures 3.1 shows a generic schematic for the RCIC system. This schematic indicates the 
18 components for which train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may 
19 require other components to be included.  
20 
21 Train Determination 

22 The RCIC system is considered a single-train system. The condensate and vacuum pumps shown 
23 in Figure 3.1 are ancillary components not used in determining the number of trains. The effect of 
24 these pumps on RCIC performance is included in the system unavailability indicator to the extent 
25 that a component failure results in an inability of the system to perform its monitored function.  
26 The RCIC turbine, governor, and associated valves and piping for steam supply and exhaust are in 
27 the scope of the RCIC system. Valves in the feedwater line are not considered within the scope 
28 of the RCIC system.  
29
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1 BWR Residual Heat Removal Systems

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of the BWR residual heat 
4 removal (RHR) system for the suppression pool cooling and shutdown cooling modes. The 
5 attachment also includes guidance for reporting performance of other systems used to remove 
6 heat to outside containment under low pressure conditions at early BWRs where two separate 
7 systems provide these functions with unique designs. The suppression pool cooling function is 
8 used whenever the suppression pool (or torus) water temperature exceeds or is expected to 
9 exceed a high-temperature setpoint (for example, following most relief valve openings or during 

10 some post-accident recoveries). The shutdown cooling function is used following any transient 
11 requiring normal long-term heat removal from the reactor vessel.  
12 
13 The functions monitored for the indicator are: 
14 
15 0 the ability of the RHR system to remove heat from the suppression pool so that pool 
16 temperatures do not exceed plant design limits, and 
17 
18 • the ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor core during a 
19 normal unit shutdown (e.g., for refueling or for servicing).  
20 
21 Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show generic schematics with the RHR system in the suppression pool 
22 cooling and shutdown cooling modes, respectively. Two variations of basic RHR system design 
23 are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. These are included to illustrate reporting for systems with 
24 redundant and series components, respectively. The figures indicate the components for which 
25 train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may require other components 
26 to be included.  
27 
28 Train Determination 

29 The number of trains in the RHR system is determined by the number of parallel RHR heat 
30 exchangers capable of performing suppression pool cooling or shutdown cooling. The following 
31 discussion demonstrates train determination for various generic system designs.  
32 
33 Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate a common RHR system that incorporates four pumps and two heat 
34 exchangers arranged so that each heat exchanger can be supplied by one of two pumps. This is a 
35 two-train RHR system.  
36 
37 Some trains have two heat exchangers in series, as shown in Figure 4.3. The system depicted in 
38 Figure 4.3 is also a two-train RHR system.  
39 
40 Figure 4.4 shows an arrangement with four parallel sets of a pump and a heat exchanger 
41 combination. This system is a four-train RHR system.  
42
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1 Other Systems: For some early BWRs, separate systems are used to remove heat to outside the 
2 containment under low pressure conditions. Depending on the particular design, one or more of 
3 the following systems may be used: shutdown cooling, containment spray, or RHR (torus cooling 
4 function). For example, a unit using a shutdown cooling system (with three heat exchangers)and a 
5 containment spray system (with two heat exchangers) would monitor each system separately for 
6 the safety system unavailability indicators. All components required for each safety system to 
7 perform its heat removal function should be included in the scope. The number of trains is 
8 determined by the number of heat exchangers in the systems that perform the heat removal 
9 function under low pressure conditions (five trains in this example).  

10 
11 Clarifying Notes 

12 The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI), steam cooling, and containment spray modes of RHR 
13 operation are not monitored.  
14 
15 Some components are used to provide more than one function of RHR. If a component cannot 
16 perform as designed, rendering its associated train incapable of meeting one or both of the 
17 monitored functions, then the train is considered to be failed. Unavailable hours (if the train was 
18 required to be available for service) would be reported as a result of the component failure.  
19 
20
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I PWR High Pressure Safety Injection Systems

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of PWR high pressure 
4 safety injection (HiPSI) systems. These systems are used primarily to maintain reactor coolant 
5 inventory at high pressures following a loss of reactor coolant. HPSI system operation following a 
6 small-break LOCA involves transferring an initial supply of water from the refueling water storage 
7 tank (RWST) to cold leg piping of the reactor coolant system. Once the RWST inventory is 
8 depleted, recirculation of water from the reactor building emergency sump is required.  
9 Components in the flow paths from each of these water sources to the reactor coolant system 

10 piping are included in the scope for the HPSI system. (Because the residual heat removal system 
11 has been added to the PWR scope, the isolation valve(s) between the RHR system and the HPSI 
12 pump suction is the boundary of the HPSI system. The RHR pumps used for piggyback operation 
13 are no longer in HPSI scope.) 
14 
15 There are design differences among HPSI systems that affect the scope of the components to be 
16 included for the HIPSI system function. For the purpose of the safety system unavailability 
17 indicator, and where applicable, the HPSI system includes high head pumps (centrifugal charging 
18 pumps/high head safety injection pumps) which discharge at pressures of 2,200-2,500 psig and 
19 intermediate head pumps (intermediate head safety injection pumps) which discharge at pressures 
20 of 1200-1700 psig, along with associated components in the suction and discharge piping to the 
21 reactor coolant system cold-legs or hot-legs.  
22 
23 The function monitored for HPSI is: 
24 
25 the ability of a HIPSI train to take a suction from the primary water source (typically, a 
26 borated water tank), or from the containment emergency sump, and inject into the 
27 reactor coolant system at rated flow and pressure.  
28 
29 The charging and seal injection functions provided by centrifugal charging pumps in some system 
30 designs are not included within the scope of the safety system unavailability indicator reports.  
31 
32 Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show some typical HPSI system configurations for which train functions 
33 are monitored. The figures contain variations that are somewhat reactor vendor specific. They 
34 also indicate the components for which train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design 
35 differences may require other components to be included.  
36 
37 Train Determination 

38 In general, the number of HPSI system trains is defined by the number of high head injection paths 
39 that provide cold-leg and/or hot-leg injection capability, as applicable. This is necessary to fully 
40 account for system redundancy.  
41
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1 Figure 5.1 illustrates a typical HPSI system for Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) reactors. The design 
2 features centrifugal pumps used for high pressure injection (about 2,500 psig) and no hot-leg 
3 injection path. Recirculation from the containment sump requires operation of pumps in the 
4 residual heat removal system. The system in Figure 5.1 is a two-train system, with an installed 
5 spare pump (depending on plant-specific design) that can be aligned to either train.  
6 
7 HPSI systems in some older, two-loop Westinghouse plants may be similar to the system 
8 represented in Figure 5.1, except that the pumps operate at a lower pressure (about 1600 psig) 
9 and there may be a hot-leg injection path in addition to a cold-leg injection path (both are included 

10 as a part of the train).  
11 
12 Figure 5.2 is typical of HPSI designs in Combustion Engineering (CE) plants. The design features 
13 three centrifugal pumps that operate at intermediate pressure (about 1300 psig) and provide flow 
14 to two cold-leg injection paths or two hot-leg injection paths. In most designs, the HPSI pumps 
15 take suction directly from the containment sump for recirculation. In these cases, the sump 
16 suction valves are included within the scope of the HPSI system. This is a two-train system (two 
17 trains of combined cold-leg and hot-leg injection capability). One of the three pumps is typically 
18 an installed spare that can be aligned to either train or only to one of the trains (depending on 
19 plant-specific design).  
20 
21 A HPSI system typical of those installed in Westinghouse three-loop plants is shown in Figure 
22 5.3. This design features three centrifugal pumps that operate at high pressure (about 2500 psig), 
23 a cold-leg injection path through the BIT (with two trains of redundant valves), an alternate cold
24 leg injection path, and two hot-leg injection paths. One of the pumps is considered an installed 
25 spare. Recirculation is provided by taking suction from the RHR pump discharges. A train 
26 consists of a pump, the pump suction valves and boron injection tank (BIT) injection line valves 
27 electrically associated with the pump, and the associated hot-leg injection path. The alternate 
28 cold-leg injection path is required for recirculation, and should be included in the train with which 
29 its isolation valve is electrically associated. Thus, Figure 5.3 represents a two-train HPSI system.  
30 
31 Four-loop Westinghouse plants may be represented by Figure 5.4. This design features two 
32 centrifugal pumps that operate at high pressure (about 2500 psig), two centrifugal pumps that 
33 operate at an intermediate pressure (about 1600 psig), a BIT injection path (with two trains of 
34 injection valves), a cold-leg safety injection path, and two hot-leg injection paths. Recirculation is 
35 provided by taking suction from the RHR pump discharges. Each of two high pressure trains is 
36 comprised of a high pressure centrifugal pump, the pump suction valves and BIT valves that are 
37 electrically associated with the pump. Each of two intermediate pressure trains is comprised of the 
38 safety injection pump, the suction valves and the hot-leg injection valves electrically associated 
39 with the pump. The cold-leg safety injection path can be fed with either safety injection pump, 
40 thus it should be associated with both intermediate pressure trains. The HPSI system represented 
41 in Figure 5.4 is considered a four-train system for monitoring purposes.  
42
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1 Clarifyin2 Notes 

2 Many plants have charging pumps (typically, positive displacement charging pumps) that are not 
3 safety-related, provide a small volume of flow, and do not automatically start on a safety injection 
4 signal. These pumps should not be included within the scope of HPSI system for this indicator.  
5 
6 Some HPSI components may be included in the scope of more than one train. For example, cold
7 leg injection lines may be fed from a common header that is supplied by both HPSI trains. In these 
8 cases, the effects of testing or component failures in an injection line should be reported in both 
9 trains.  

10 
11 At many plants, recirculation of water from the reactor building sump requires that the high 
12 pressure injection pump take suction via the lw pressure injection/residual heat removal pumps.  
13 For these plants, the low pressure injection/residual heat removal pumps discharge header 
14 isolation valve to the HPSI pump suction is included in the scope of HPSI system.  
15 
16
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1 PWR Auxiliary Feedwater Systems 

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of PWR auxiliary 
4 feedwater (AFW) or emergency feedwater (EFW) systems. The AFW system provides decay heat 
5 removal via the steam generators to cool down and depressurize the reactor coolant system 
6 following a reactor trip. The AFW system is assumed to be required for an extended period of 
7 operation during which the initial supply of water from the condensate storage tank is depleted 
8 and water from an alternative water source (e.g., the service water system) is required. Therefore 
9 components in the flow paths from both of these water sources are included; however, the 

10 alternative water source (e.g., service water system) is not included.  
11 
12 The function monitored for the indicator is: 
13 
14 the ability of the AFW system to take a suction from the primary water source 
15 (typically, the condensate storage tank) or from an emergency source (typically, a lake 
16 or river via the service water system) and inject into at least one steam generator at 
17 rated flow and pressure.  
18 
19 Some plants have a startup feedwater pump that requires a manual actuation. Startup feedwater 
20 pumps are not included in the scope of the AFW system for this indicator.  
21 
22 Figures 6.1 through 6.3 show some typical AFW system configurations, indicating the 
23 components for which train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may 
24 require other components to be included.  
25 
26 Train Determination 

27 The number of trains is determined primarily by the number of parallel pumps in the AFW system, 
28 not by the number of injection lines. For example, a system with three AFW pumps is defined as 
29 three-train system, whether it feeds two, three, or four injection lines, and regardless of the flow 
30 capacity of the pumps.  
31 
32 Figure 6.1 illustrates a three-pump, two-steam generator plant that features redundant flow paths 
33 to the steam generators. This system is a three-train system. (If the system had only one motor
34 driven pump, it would be a two-train system.) The turbine-driven pump train does not share 
35 motor-operated isolation valves with the motor-driven pump trains in this design.  
36 
37 Another three-pump, two-steam generator design is shown in Figure 6.2. This is also a three-train 
38 system; however, in this design, the isolation and regulating valves in the motor-driven pump 
39 trains are also included in the turbine-driven pump train.  
40 
41 A three-pump, four-steam generator design is shown in Figure 6.3. In this design, either motor
42 driven pump can supply each steam generator through a common header. The turbine-driven 
43 pump can supply each steam generator through a separate header. The turbine-driven and motor-
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1 driven pump trains do not share the air-operated regulating valves in this design. This is a three 
2 train system. Three-steam generator designs may be arranged similar to Figure 6.3.  
3 
4 Clarifying Notes 

5 Some AFW components, may be included in the scope of more than one train. For example, one 
6 set of flow regulating valves and isolation valves in a three-pump, two-steam generator system (as 
7 in Figure 6.2) are included in the motor-driven pump train with which they are electrically 
8 associated, but they are also included (along with the redundant set of valves) in the turbine
9 driven pump train. In these instances, the effects of testing or failure of the valves should be 

10 reported in both affected trains.  
11 
12 Similarly, when two trains provide flow to a common header, such as in Figure 6.3, the effect of 
13 isolation or flow regulating valve failures in paths connected to the header should be considered in 
14 both trains.
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1 PWR Residual Heat Removal System

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of the PWR residual heat 
4 removal (RHR) system for post-accident recirculation and shutdown cooling modes of operation.  
5 In the event of a loss of reactor coolant inventory, the post-accident recirculation mode is used to 
6 cool and recirculate water from the containment sump following depletion of RWST inventory.  
7 The shutdown cooling function is used to remove decay heat from the primary system following 
8 any transient requiring normal long-term heat removal from the reactor vessel.  
9 

10 The functions monitored for this indicator are: 
11 9 the ability of the RHR system to take a suction from the containment sump, cool the fluid, and 
12 inject at low pressure into the RCS, and 
13 
14 * the ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor during a normal unit 

15 shutdown for refueling or maintenance.  
16 
17 Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show generic schematics with the RHR system in the recirculation and 

18 shutdown cooling modes, respectively. The figures indicate the components for which train 

19 unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may require other components to be 

20 included.  
21 
22 Train Determination 

23 The number of trains in the RHR system is determined by the number of parallel RHR heat 

24 exchangers capable of performing post-accident heat removal or shutdown cooling. The 
25 following discussion demonstrates train determination for various generic system designs.  
26 
27 Figure 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate a common RHR system (for post-accident recirculation and shutdown 
28 cooling modes) which incorporates two pumps and two heat exchangers arranged so that each 

29 heat exchanger can be supplied by one pump. This is a two-train RHR system.  
30 
31 Clarifying Notes 

32 Some components are used to provide more than one function of RHR. If a component cannot 

33 perform as designed, rendering its associated train incapable of meeting one or both of the 
34 monitored functions, then the train is considered to be failed. Unavailable hours (if the train was 

35 required to be available for service) would be reported as a result of the component failure.
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1 SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL FAILURES 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors events or conditions that e prevented, or could have prevented, the 
4 fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to: 
5 
6 (a) Shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; 
7 (b) Remove residual heat; 
8 (c) Control the release of radioactive material; or 
9 (d) Mitigate the consequences of an accident.  

10 
11 Indicator Definition 

12 The number of events or conditions that alk-ne-prevented, or could have prevented, the fulfillment I 
13 of the safety function of structures or systems in the previous four quarters.  
14 
15 Data Reporting Elements 

16 The following data is reported for each reactor unit: 
17 
18 * the number of safety system functional failures during the previous quarter 
19 
20 Calculation 

21 unit value = number of safety system functional failures in previous four quarters 
22 
23 Definition of Terms 

24 Safety System Function Failure (SSFF) is any event or condition that .al4-)ie-could have prevented I 
25 the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to: 
26 
27 (A) Shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; 
28 (B) Remove residual heat; 
29 (C) Control the release of radioactive material; or 
30 (D) Mitigate the consequences of an accident.  
31 
32 The indicator includes a wide variety of events or conditions, ranging from actual failures on 
33 demand to potential failures attributable to various causes, including environmental qualification, 
34 seismic qualification, human error, design or installation errors, etc. Many SSFFs do not involve 
35 actual failures of equipment.  
36 
37 Because the contribution to risk of the structures and systems included in the SSFF varies 
38 considerably, and because potential as well as actual failures are included, it is not possible to 
39 assign a risk-significance to this indicator. It is intended to be used as a possible precursor to 
40 more important equipment problems, until an indicator of safety system performance more 
41 directly related to risk can be developed.
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1 Clarifying Notes 

2 The definition of SSFFs is identical to the wording of the current revision to 10 CFR 
3 50.73(a)(2)(v). Because of overlap among various reporting requirements in 10 CFR 50.73, some 
4 events or conditions that result in safety system functional failures may be properly reported in 

5 accordance with other paragraphs of 10 CFR 50.73, particularly paragraphs (a)(2)(i), (a)(2)(ii), 
6 and (a)(2)(vii). An event or condition that meets the requirements for reporting under another 
7 paragraph of 10 CFR 50.73 should be evaluated to determine if it also prevented the fulfillment of 
8 a safety function. Should this be the case, the requirements of paragraph (a)(2)(v) are also met 
9 and the event or condition should be included in the quarterly performance indicator report as an 

10 SSFF. The level ofjudgement for reporting an event or condition under paragraph (a)(2)(v) as an 
11 SSFF is a reasonable expectation of preventing the fulfillment of a safety function.  
12 
13 In the past, LERs may not have explicitly identified whether an event or condition was reportable 
14 under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) (i.e., all pertinent boxes may not have been checked). It is 
15 important to ensure that the applicability of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(v) has been explicitly considered 
16 for each LER considered for this performance indicator.  
17 
18 NUREG-1022: Unless otherwise specified in this guideline, guidance contained in the latest 
19 revision to NUREG-1022, "Event Reporting Guidelines, 1OCFR 50.72 and 50.73," that is 
"20 applicable to reporting under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v), should be used to assess reportability for 
21 this performance indicator.  
22 
23 Planned Evolution for maintenance or surveillance testing: NUREG-1022, Revision ..2, page ...6 
24 7-4, states, "The following types of events or conditions generally are not reportable under these 

25 criteria:... Removal of a system or part of a system from service as part of a planned evolution for 
26 maintenance or surveillance testing..." 
27 
28 The word "planned" is defined as follows: 
29 
30 "Planned" means the activity is undertaken voluntarily, at the licensee's discretion, and is 
31 not required to restore operability or for continued plant operation.  
32 
33 A single event or condition that affects several sstems: counts as only one failure.  
34 
35 Multiple occurrences of a ýystem failure: the number of failures to be counted depends upon 
36 whether the system was declared operable between occurrences. If the licensee knew that the 

37 problem existed, tried to correct it, and considered the system to be operable, but the system was 
38 subsequently found to have been inoperable the entire time, multiple failures will be counted 
39 y.het.ler or not they are re.pored in t-he same LER. But if the licensee knew that a potential 

40 problem existed and declared the system inoperable, subsequent failures of the system for the 
41 same problem would not be counted as long as the system was not declared operable in the 
42 interim. Similarly, in situations where the licensee did not realize that a problem existed (and thus 
43 could not have intentionally declared the system inoperable or corrected the problem), only one 
44 failure is counted.  
45 
46 Additional failures: a failure leading to an evaluation in which additional failures are found is only 

47 counted as one failure; new problems found during the evaluation are not counted, even if the
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1 causes or failure modes are different. The intent is to not count additional events when problems 
2 are discovered while resolving the original problem.  
3 
4 Engineering analyses: events in which the licensee declared a system inoperable but an 
5 engineering analysis later determined that the system was capable of performing its safety function 
6 are not counted, even if the system was removed from service to perform the analysis.  
7 
8 Reporting date: the date of the SSFF is the Report Date of the LER.  
9
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Data Examples 

Safety System Functional Failures

Quarter 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
SSFF in the previous qtr 1 3 2 1 1 2 0 1 

2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q Indicator: Number of SSFs over 4 Mtrs 7 6 4 4

Green -<5 
White >5 
Yellow N/A 
Red N/A

Safety System Functional Failures

3Q/98 Quarter 40/98 Prev. Q2Q/98 
0 

2 
3 

4 
Indicator, 5 
# SSFFs 

6 

7 .  

981 
9 

10

2 
3

85
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1 2.3 BARRIER INTEGRITY CORNERSTONE 

2 The purpose of this cornerstone is to provide reasonable assurance that the physical design 
3 barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system, and containment) protect the public from 
4 radionuclide releases caused by accidents or events. These barriers are an important element in 
5 meeting the NRC mission of assuring adequate protection of public health and safety. The 
6 performance indicators assist in monitoring the functionality of the fuel cladding and the reactor 
7 coolant system. There is currently no performance indicator for the containment barrier. The 
8 performance of this barrier is assured through the inspection program.  
9 

10 There are two performance indicators for this cornerstone: 
11 
12 e Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Specific Activity 
13 * RCS Identified Leak Rate 
14 
15 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

16 Purpose 

17 This indicator monitors the integrity of the fuel cladding, the first of the three barriers to prevent 
18 the release of fission products. It measures the radioactivity in the RCS as an indication of 
19 functionality of the cladding.  
20 
21 Indicator Definition 

22 The maximum monthly RCS activity in micro-Curies per gram ([tCi/gm) dose equivalent Iodine
23 131 per the technical specifications, and expressed as a percentage of the technical specification 
24 limit. Those pl.ants, .. hose techinical speci...ations are based. on i.ro.c.ries pe .or. n (u '.mCi 

25 total Iodine should use that measurement.  
26 
27 Data Reporting Elements 

28 The following data are reported for each reactor unit: 
29 
30 0 maximum calculated RCS activity for each unit, in micro-Curies per gram dose 
31 equivalent Iodine-13 1, as required by technical specifications at steady state Dower, for 
32 each month during the previous quarter (three values are reported).  
33 
34 * Technical Specification limit
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1 Calculation 

2 The indicator is calculated as follows: 
3 

the maximum monthly value of calculated activity 
Technical Specification limit 

5 
6 Definitions of Terms 

7 (Blank) 
8 
9 Clarifying Notes 

10 This indicator is recorded monthly and reported quarterly.  
11 
12 The indicator is calculated using the same methodology, assumptions and conditions as for the 
13 Technical Specification calculation.  
14 
15 Unl:ess otherwise defined 1w the licensee,. steady state is defined as continuous operation for at 
16 least three days at a Dower level that does not 'ary more than ±--5 percent.  
17 
18 This indicator monitors the steady state integrity of the fuel-cladding barrier .at..ower. Transient 

19 spikes in RCS Specific Activity following power changes, shutdowns and scrams may not provide 

20 a reliable indication of cladding integrity and should not be included in the monthly maximum for 
21 this indicator.  
22 
23 Samil)es" taken usin_,, techtical suecification methodoiogy when shutdown are n-ot re'or-ted.  
24 However, samlies taken usinna t.he technical sp-ecification methodoloav at steady state svower more 
25 frqetyta eurdare. to hbe re~ported.  --5 ...r e .g!L ..it..a............g~. I ................v ..:.;....... •.... . ~.... I--------

26 
27 If in the entire month, plant conditions do not require RCS activity to be calculated, the quarterly 
28 report is noted as N/A for that month. (A value of Ais reported.  
29 
30 Lice•n- shoe " u-e The m-ost -estrictiv'e rceulatory limjt (e. -g tecniical soecifications f TS) or .. .• ...... b S.... .--------- Mt ........... ................... ...•.... .. t, C l . ............. ..... ... ............. _- .: ....'..... ........ .................................................... .........  

31 license conditioni. H-owever. iffthe most restrictive reguiatory briit is insuficient to assure plant 
32 safetv, then NRC Admini.stra.ttve Letter 98-10 apMoies., which states that imrosition of 
33 acdmin--strattxe contrLo';s is an acceptfable sh-ort-ter correcti.ve. action. When an admni straix adt ..... :s ................................. e: ...n ,•,s.. a , `c ,:.?.......:.:£L .te.??.•L.•..•::.......~• o..:..•. :'..1 ..1 1 .1.  

34 cont-rol is in place as emoaymeasureC to-' ensr-Se that TS liisare met and, to ensure public 
35 heath and safety. that administrative limit should be used foi-r this P1.  
36 
37 
38 Fi-ee~- ...... s'".ked "2 .... ÷i ...  

• 15D Ques-t-io,
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Data Examples 

Reactor Coolant System Activity (RCSA)

4/ 5195/98 6/98 7/98 8198 9/98 10/98 11198 12198 1199 2/99 Prev. mth 
Indicator, % of T.S. Limit 10 20 5 4 0.5 2 20 50 60 40 30 10 
Max Activity pCIl/gm 1-131 Equlvale 0.1 0.2 0.05 0.04 0.005 0.02 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.1 
T.S Limit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
inresnolas Gsreen < 50% T.S. limit

White > 50% T.S limit 
_Yellow 1>100% T.S. limit

Reactor Coolant Activity 

Month Prev.  
4/98 5/98 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98 1/99 2/99 mth 
0.  

10 

20 

30 

40 
Indicator, 50 

% T.S. Limit ..  
60 - ::::...  

70 

F-HTE-

........... 

................... 
. ."...•!!!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

80 . .  

SNote: Yellow>100% Tech. Spec Limit 
100 

2 
3
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1 IREACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary, the second of the three 
4 barriers to prevent the release of fission products. It measures RCS Identified Leakage as a 
5 percentage of the technical specification allowable Identified Leakage to provide an indication of 
6 RCS integrity.  
7 
8 Indicator Definition 

9 The maximum RCS Identified Leakage in gallons per minute each month per the technical 
10 specifications and expressed as a percentage of the technical specification limit.  
11 
12 Data Reporting Elements 

13 The following data are required to be reported each quarter: 
14 
15 0 The maximum RCS Identified Leakage calculation for each month of the previous 
16 quarter (three values).  
17 , Technical Specification limit 
18 
19 Calculation 

20 The unit value for this indicator is calculated as follows: 
21 

the maximum monthly value of identified leakage x 100 22 unit value = 
Technical Specification limiting value 

23 
24 Definition of Terms 

25 RCS Identified Leakage as defined in Technical Specifications.  
26 
27 Clarifying Notes 

28 This indicator is recorded monthly and reported quarterly.  
29 
30 Normal steam generator tube leakage is included in the unit value calculation if required by the 

31 plant's Technical Specification definition of RCS identified leakage.  
32 
33 For those plants that do not have a Technical Specification limit on Identified Leakage, substitute 
34 RCS Total Leakage in the Data Reporting Elements.  
35 
36 a'j-JB -A,-calculations of RCS leakage that are computed in accordance with the calculational 
37 methodology requirements of the Technical Specifications are counted in this indicator.  
38 
39 If in the entire month, plant conditions do not require RCS leakage to be calculated, the quarterly 
40 report is noted as N/A for that month. (A value of N/A is reported).
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1 Data Examples

Reactor Coolant System Identified Leakaae (RCSLI
4/98 15198 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98 11/99 2/99 Prev. mth 

Indicator %T.S. Value 60 40 10 70 50 60 40 30 30 20 20 20 

identified Leakage (gpm) 6 4 1 7 5 6 4 3 3 2 2 2 

TS Value (gpm) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Threshold
4 1 4 L J L £ J.

Green •<50% TS limit 
White >50% TS limit 
Yellow >100%TS limit 

I 
Data collected monthly, reported quarterly II I

94

Identifed RCS Leakaqe

Month Prev.

4/98 5/98 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98 1/99 2/99 mth 

0 
10 
20 GI•EE: 
30 ...  

40.  
50 

Indicator, 60 

% of T. S. Limit 60 

100 10 Y, LLOW 1 11 0 !~i• i!!ii ! i!i iii ! i! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijii~ii~iii ~ii iii ~iiili iii~iii~ii ~ ~ i i:::.: ::i: :::: ::i: ::: i: : i: :i: :!::i... !:W . :: ::

120
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1 2.4 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS CORNERSTONE 

2 The objective of this cornerstone is to ensure that the licensee is capable of implementing 
3 adequate measures to protect the public health and safety during a radiological emergency.  
4 Licensees i "-t 'nely--a-sses.-ad-i:efiie-.hei-i-- this ca ability through 

5 Emergency Response Organization (ERO) participation in drills, exercises, actual events, training, 
6 and subsequent problem identification and resolution. Emple . e.. 8z .. aino.d '- e . :...h 
7 --- 

110 imoemaedt aecsinate imeasure toiwr orovect th aubfic halthv _andisaety oTheslie nse'sh ~ance t 

........~~~~~~~~~ ...............=..................... ............... A...... .... I ..... ., -............................ ...... -------,;r, -, *he -- ---e*-------nc --
11 iniplemient adequ-ate mieasures to ix-roect the p~ublic health and sgriety Ths •efoina 

12 .ndicators create a licensee response band that aliows N-RC oversiaht of Emergency Preparedness 
13 sr.o.orams thro:.th a baseline irnspection orogram.. These performance indicators measure onsite 
14 Emertenc. Prepar.ednes.s programs. Offsite programs are evaluated by FEMA.  

15 
16 The protection of public health and safety is assured by a defense in depth philosophy that relies 
17 on: safe reactor design and operation, the operation of mitigation features and systems, a multi
18 layered barrier system to prevent fission product release, and emergency preparedness.  
19 
20 The Emertencx Pren.aredness cornerstone ÷Mi-ste performance indicators 
21 are: 
22 
23 . Drill/Exercise performance (DEP), 
24 • Emergency Response Organization Drill Participation 'ERO), 
25 • Alert and Notification System Reliability.(AN.S.  
26 
27 DRILL/EXERCISE PERFORMANCE 

28 Purpose 

29 This indicator monitors timely and accurate licensee performance in drills and exercises when 
30 presented with opportunities for classification of emergencies, notification of offsite authorities, 
31 and development of protective action recommendations (PARs). It is the ratio, in percent, of 
32 timely and accurate performance of those actions to total opportunities.  
33 
34 Indicator Definition 

35 The percentage of all drill, exercise, and actual opportunities that were performed timely and 
36 accurately during the previous eight quarters.  
37 
38 Data Reporting Elements 

39 The following data are required to calculate this indicator: 
40 
41 * the number of drill, exercise, and actual event opportunities during the previous 
42 quarter.
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1 * the number of drill, exercise, and actual event opportunities performed timely and 
2 accurately during the previous quarter.  
3 
4 The indicator is calculated and reported quarterly. (See clarifying notes) 
5 
6 Calculation 

7 The site average values for this indicator are calculated as follows: 

8 

9 # of timely & accurate classifications, notifications, & PARs from DE &AEs * during the previous 8 quarters X 100 

L The total opportunities to perform classifications, notifications & PARs during the previous 8 quarters 

10 
11 *DE & AEs = Drills, Exercises, and Actual Events 
12 
13 Definition of Terms 

14 Opportunities should include multiple events during a single drill or exercise (if supported by the 
15 scenario) or actual event, as follows: 
16 
17 * each expected classification or upgrade in classification-shv-tu4be4i+&-tdet 

18 c each intial niotifcton of ani emergenc class declaato 18 ... ....... .....t , 1 

19 * each initial notification ot PARs or chance to PARs 
20 . each PAR devel.oieo.  
21 lie *.•.. ..... -. ;. . ia8, 4 4 te .. no+• n:A` rIF o.eall tie..... ....... f. r 
22i 
23 P-1J-- -1-ic.  
24 n......•u..te... a e .... c ;cncti"ch ' )c 
25 * .A ---.,.ue s He . i a. 1&-P---R---a --a-P--AR --a7e 
26 
27 Timely means: 
28 * classifications are made consistent with the goal of 15 minutes once available plant 
29 parameters reach an Emergency Action Level (EAL) 
30 * PARs are p*. eed. made consistent withl the coal of 15 minutes onc• data. is

31 availabi.ef-da-a--aI+ae:
32 * offsite notifications are initiated (vcba , ..--- ". within 15 minutes of event classification 
33 and/or PAR development/..(.s.e.e..cla.:r..itvr.i'...ctesI 
34 
35 Accurate means
36 ... t. : .atkczo tszcc:-:cnniasiti.... ;m and PAR appropriate to the event as specified by 

37 the approved plan and implementing procedures (see clarifisinc notesV: 
38 ~ ~.. 11... .. :.).N .LR u ..a.1.......... .. I .1:....sL.9 :[..• £ p =.. :.... . .•.•.u.§....•...........k £.•..... = 

38 Iniia] notificati'on forni conuyT)eted apu.ropriate to th event to i-l§11j.(see cial n 
39 note) 3 9 .•L..t...e..s.... .  

40 - Class of emergency 
41 - EAL number 
42 - Qgscfipoion of emerg,,ngy 43 -........ W ind . di....i.. o I .a.n..d.... sp.eed... ......  

43 - .......... .x~ ..........d.£•..c...t.'....a...a.......s. .e...e..•..
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1- Whether offsite protective ineasures are necessar 1 -~~~~~~....... .'........e.. ::.e..:.9..>..... ... e..... . .. ...... .. c. . tj .e....e...a.... ~ -.-.-a- ..- ..-.--.-.-, 
2 otentiaiiv, affected oopuat4ion and area,.  2..-................... ...... ........ q .. .. .. ... . .. .. ..  

3 - Whether a release is talcin, place 
4 - Date and time of declaration of emergency 

5-Whether the event is a drill or actual event 5 ........ .:.•....e. 1:..e.. .. t.. ..... e............e.:. ..• .•.......... .....d.i.L.•...a.......t.•.•.....e e... ..•......  
6.Plant and/Jor unit as anolicable 6 : ~~........... ., .! ..............J: .o.: ..u.u ..•... ....a.: .~.ca...l.....  

7 
8 Clarifying Notes 

9 While actual event opportunities are included in the performance indicator data • ,rtig, the 
10 NRC will also inspect licensee response to all actual events.  
11 
12 As a minimum, actual emergency declarations and evaluated exercises are to be included in this 
13 indicator. In addition, other simulated emergency events that the licensee formally assesses for 
14 performance of classification, notification or PAR development ..... -ui- ies--*ilma be included 
15 in this indicator. (opportunities cannot be removed from the indicator due to poor performance).  
16 
17 The following information provides additional clarification of the accuracy recquirements described 
18 above: 
19 
20 It is understood that :nitial notification forms are negotiated with otstite authorities. If t[e 
21 approved form does ;not inclde theseelements. they need not eadded,. Alternately, rf 
22 the -fi-n, Hincludes ,elements in addition to these, those elem-ents n.eed not b~e assessed 'for 2 3 .'.?.-.g k.... ..... a...c.3...:. . 1...... -.....d....e........--------.----- L ...:.:-. ....... E.. .. ....•. ... ....1............•.... .:.:.:2.•.. •.....•.. .... ....... ....e......... ......•....i... ...... aa..-.. r.s... .--------------------------
23 accuracy Xwhden detern-iininiathe DEP PI. It i's. howe,,,ver. exipected that e-rr-ors in such 
24 additional elements would be ciftiaued and addressed ('hrouuh the corective action 
25 system.  
26 
27 * The descriintion of the event causine the classification mnay be brief and need. not include a!l 
28 "lant conditions. At sonie sites. the EAL number is the description.  
29 
30 0 '-Release' me-ans a radioioeical release attributable to thae e-ne-1-encv event.  
31 
32 a MiAnor discrepancies in the vwinds-oeed and direction p0o01ded on the e ,nencv 

33 not-ification formn need not count as a mi-ssed, notification opprf nt poie h 
34 discrepancy does not result in an incorrect PAR being provided.  
35 
36 The licensee .sia 5.rh.Mdidentify, in advance, drills, exercises and other performance enhancing 
37 experiences in which DER opportunities will be formally assessed•...andbe T!'z.anbcdcno by 
38 -e:---,-• t-te.available for NRC review. The licensee has the latitude to include 
39 onoor-t-itles in the PI statistics as lona as the drill (in whatever forms)iMUlates the anoro.,-ate 
40 .leve.. ofinter-•-facilit. in.ter.acton. Tche criteria for suitable drilisheformance ennancina ex.eriences 4 1 .a........•- c...:.d.•..d............. ...v~~r .:..e.....E....R............D..:..........P...•..... .c..:.•...•. f................. ----n... ......................... .R~e•.  
41 are- or-ovided u-nder thne ERG rl Paý-icipat ion P1caIfyn notes.  
42 

44 pporo seep fior a 5intle ERG si'efe facility if it :c-roaisb-~ y in-,+ilctes the i:ntcractkecnT-rkl 
45 e-q-e eriat--m e: e-tha .e--ew-k-:de--lt-eR- a- apis-fa-e
46
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2 -, -- h e --T e - we al ---.S * • I -4 fOn-• -• e : -tT -S G --* ; 

3 
4 • ni Ei.re. n G--ie spe.zati,--s -aeilit- e.  
5 
6 
7 . .
8 
9 p.eformance statistics fr.om. .Operating shift simulator .i..g.evaluations may be included in this 

10 indicator only when the scope requires classification. Classification. PAR nNotifications and 

11 PARs may be included in this indicator if they are performed to the point of filling out the 

12 appropriate forms and demonstrating sufficient knowledge to perform the actual notification.  

13 However, there is no intent to disrupt ongoing operator qualification programs. Appropriate 

14 operator training evolutions should be included in the indicator only when Eemergency 
15 P-preparedness aspects are consistent with training goals.  
16 
17 Some licensees have specific arrangements with their State authorities that provide for different 

18 notification requirements than those prescribed by the performance indicator, e.g., within one 

19 hour, not 15 minutes. In these instances the licensee should determine success against the specific 
20 state requirements.  
21 
22 For Sites Nwith mutinpe auencies to notif•, the notification is considered to be initiated when 

23 contact is made with the first aaencv to transmit the initial notification infbrmation.  
24 
25 Si-ula--ion ofnotfication to of,'site agencies is allowed. It is not expected that Sate•.'Ioca ....... A,, ,c s ................................... ....a i ........................................ ., ................ ............ .......  

26 bne avai'labe to suport alI drils Condcted by licensees. The drill should reasonaby 

27 sima..te th, contact and th.e ,oarticioanes should demnonst.ate their abiiity to use the equpment.  
28 
29 Classification is expected to be made promptly following indication that the conditions have 

30 reached an emergency threshold in accordance with the licensee's EAL scheme. With respect to 

31 classification of emergencies, the 15 minute goal is a reasonable period of time for assessing and 

32 classifying an emergency once indications are available to control room operators that an EAL has 

33 been exceeded. Allowing a delay in classifying an emergency up to 15 minutes will have minimal 

34 impact upon the overall emergency response to protect the public health and safety. The 15

35 minute goal should not be interpreted as providing a grace period in which a licensee may attempt 

36 to restore plant conditions and avoid classifying the emergency.  
37 
38 If . rna occurred that resulted. in an emergencv classification wrhere no EAL was exceeded.  

39 the incorrect Jassiflca.ion shotuld be considered a missed opportunity. The subsequent notification 
40 sho-uld be ccmsideroiýd an OpDortini'tv and evaluated on its own mnerits.  

41 
42 Dumn.n! d":h ill",.mance. the ERO may not always classifv an event exactly the way that the 

43 s.en",ario seC;,fies.,. This could be due to conservative decision makina. Emergency Director 
44 iudui-nent call. oi- a slimiiator dri'ven sceniano that has t~he Potential for multip~le -forks' Situlations 

•. . .. .............................................. . " ........  

46 the expected scenario path. In such cases, evaluators should document the rationale supporting 

47 their decision for eventual NRC inspection. Evaluators must determine if the classification was 

48 aproprnate to the event as presented to the participants and in accordance with the ai .
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1 ..e..!?..e..•.g..ný - .c...n..n..j..Lt e...m...:.....n. .t? .. E!..: 

2 
3 If the expected classification levei is missed because an EAL is not recocnized within '5 minutes 
4 ofavailabilitv, but a subseauent E _AL for the same classification level is subseouentiv r.c.azeU.  
5 thle subse-ciuent classification is niot an i otnt o E ttsisTerao htt.  

6 classification is not an opp oruivi hat the apporae classification level was not attained ina 
........e ..s.. 1. .. ... ...... .... ...... ... ..... ...... .... .... .... ... .t.!.......................... .-....... ...........................y........................s.....................................e.....e.........o ..........,.............  

7 timely manner.  
8 
9 Faure to, appropriately c.assi'. . an even.t counts as only. one failure: This is because notification o0f 

10 the cia-ssificatioQ. developmient of any PARs and PAR notitication are subse-uent actions to 
11 classification.  
12 
13 Thle uotificati~on associated wiha PAR is counted se-parately: -. 4. - an e~vent t* fri 1!g j~ a GE 
14 classification wNouldrepresent a total of 4 opportunTities: 1 for classification of the GE, I for-, 1 4 ....... ..... ..... ......... .. .. .. ... ..I .. .. ... ................ .... ..., .... , ,. ...... ..... .... ............ .... .. ... .. .. ..... .................... .......-----

15 notification of the GE to the State and/or local government authorities, 1 for development ot a 
16 PAR and 1 for notification of the PATR..  
17 
18 If P-ARs at, the SAE are in the site Emergý,ency Plan th-ey could't be counted as oppmortun-ities.  1 8 [......3d......................L t! . .e... .. a .. ...... .....t7......s.i.`..... .......:.• .rg.... ..... .. g.•............. . ........ ý: .!.............. .2 '• * .. •.......... -. .......• 2. •.........  
19 However. this would only be appropriate where assessment and decision makina is involved in 
20 d. eveloment of the PAR. Automatic PARs with itt le or no assessment reguired wouLd not be an 
21 apprprate coP42OT ntri buItor to thle Riý PA RS liminted to i'vestock or- crops and no PAR niecessary .a E .•..• • ..... ...•. -------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- .- ------- ---------------- R------ .*.................  
22 ... c...... r..... ......... a.....s....... ..... t...... .. ..... p ..a.priat..e 
23 
24 Dose assessment and PAR development are exuected to be made promptlv filowinc indications 
25 that thle conditi'ons have reached, a th1reshold in accordance With thle -licensee's PAR schemle. The0 
26 15 mi :nute -0oal from data availabi'lity is a reasonable p-eriocd ofr time to dlevelop orexpand a.PA-R 2 6 ..•.... i.. .......... .g .•. ir........ .. •.. ...............a..:.a..i.... .....b . .i .....i..s..•. ...e...a........•. ..a. ..... ... e.•. ... ------1d.. ... ........ ........ . •.....--------- -------------------
27 Plant condition.s. eteorolouical data, field mo ni data. and/or radiation monitor data should 
28 orovide sufficient information to deterxidne the need to chance PARs. If radiation monitor 
29 reading,4s provide d t m s sn n s tt va...... ........ u.....................c..............ent................... dta ..or. ase sm ns ....s..not..a.nr..pr..a.e..to..wait ..for ..field ...n.on.to...n.  
30 to Dtecumre available- tovconfirm the need to 'xand the PAIR. The 15 minu'wte, goal should not be 3 0 ..:...•..e..c....................:a. .i..a:. ! .•.l. ---..• . .....?.•.`.4 . .r ... ...............• e . .d.. ...... .............h .P A .. .. T..... ..... ..... ..•... •.u.t. e . .. g.a.... ... •.•. ------------------. .  
31 inrer..e.. d as orovidin, a grace period in which the licensee max' attenmt to restore conditions 
32 andavo makine the PA'R reconmm-endat:on.  
33 
34 If a Iicensee discovers after the -act (,greater than i5 minutes) that an event or condition had 

35 existed which exceeded an EAL. but no emergencv had bee-n declared and -the EAL is no longer 
36 exceeded at the time of discovery, the followina apoiies: 
37 * f.the indication of the event- was not avaiable- to t1he,- oprerator, the event should not be 
38 evaluated tf-r P1 purooses.  

---- --- ---- ... .. * ...*------ --- -- --- *'' ...... . ...,. .. *I -- ---- -- --- --- ------ *, --- -- ----- --- --- --- -- ----. -- 
.c .... ...... .................... ...! l. .................... ....s...........................................s............ !..• .. ... .......-. . ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- -----39 * If ethe r i dca tio oftes i ed bvent wa" v il b e t the ope ato bu no e o n z d. i h u d b 40 consider-ed an unsuccessful classification onportlunitv.  

41 * In either case described above, notification should be performed in accordance with NIJ.,•REG
42 .1022 and not beti evaluated as n.o.tfcation ..o.pporjtuities.  

43 
44 F-eqenll ........ ,,,.l ,.^f¢,,^,ft..  

45 
M Question
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1 Data Example

Emergency Response Organization 
DrilllExercise Performance 

I I I I I 3Q196 4Q/96 1Q/97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1 Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 
Successful Classifications, Notifications & PARs over qtr 1_0 0 11 11 0 8 10 0 23 11 
Opportunities to Perform Classifications, Notifications, & PARs in qtr 0 0 12 12 0 12 12 0 24 12 
Total # of succesful Classifications, Notifications, & PARs in 8 qtrs 40 63 74 
Total # of opportunities to perform Classification, Notifications & PARs in 8 qtrs 48 72 84 

I 1 1 1 1 1 2oe98 3./98 4./98 
Indicator expressed as a percentage of Opportunities to perform, 83.3% 87.5% 88.1% 
Classifications, Communications & PARsj I I I

EP Drill/Exerclse Performance
100%

90%

80%

70%

60% 29

2Q195 4Q�98 Prey. 0

2
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I EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION DRILL PARTICIPATION

2 Purpose 

3This indicato-r Trcks the participation of kev niembers of the Eniergency Response Organization 

4 in re--tonnance enhanciin experiences, and through linkage to the DEP ind-icator ensures that the 

5 r. isk significant aspects of classification. notification, andi PAR deve opment are evaiua d 
6 included.in.the.P..process..This indicator measures the percentage of key ERO members who 
7 have participated recently in -pr.a.ce *e!ieieny enhancing .;-.x..ces.sU.ch as drills, 

8 exercises, W.il-•i-n- .- i:+es.--or in an actual event.  
9 

10 Indicator Definition 

11 The percentage of key ERO members that have participated in a drill, exercise, or actual event 

12 during the previous eight quarters, as measured on the last calendar day of the quarter.  
13 
14 Data Reporting Elements 

15 The following data are required to calculate this indicator and are reported: 
16 
17 • total number of key ERO members 
18 • total key ERO members that have participated in a drill, exercise, or actual event in the 
19 previous eight quarters 
20 
21 The indicator is calculated and reported quarterly, based on participation over the previous eight 
22 I quartnoe 

23 
24 Calculation 

25 The site indicator is calculated as follows: 
26 
27 # of Key ERO Members that have participated in a drill, exercise or actual event during the previous 8 qrts × 100 

Total number of Key ERO Members 

28 
29 Definition of Terms 

30 Key ERO members are those who fulfill the following functions: 
31 
32 . Control Room 
33 
34 Shift Manager (Emergency Director) - Supervision of reactor operations, responsible 
35 for classification, notification, and determination of protective action recommendations 
36 
37 Shift Communicator - provides initial offsite (state/local) notification 
38 
39 Technical Support Center 
40 
41 • Senior Manager - Management of plant operations/corporate resources
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1 • Key Operations Support 
2 ° Key Radiological Controls - Radiological effluent and environs monitoring, 
3 assessment, and dose projections 
4 * Key TSC Communicator- provides offsite (state/local) notification 
5 * Key Technical Support 
6 
7 • Emergency Operations Facility 
8 
9 ° Senior Manager - Management of corporate resources 

10 * Key Protective Measures - Radiological effluent and environs monitoring, assessment, 
11 and dose projections 
12 . Key EOF Communicator- provides offsite (state/local) notification 
13 
14 * Operational Support Center 
15 
16 • Key OSC Operations Manager 
17 
18 Clarifying Notes 

19 When the- ftinctions o e ERG miembers inclu de-lsiiain notiflication, or PAR, developmnýent .9... ... ..... .t !• .: .............. .............. . ....................... . ............................................... .......... Id...............  
20 opufluties thesuccessmrte olfthese opportuni~e must contribute to Dr-ill/Eecs ...p..c. ..L....... ...:..e....s...!...........::..:.•.... . ........................t~ • . . .p . ... m ýAe . m................•: sr b.•.................D ... . &s...  

21 Performance (DEP) statistics for, pa:ticiipat'ion of those Pev ERO members to contr-o'ute to ERG 
22 Drill Pa-ticination.  
23 
24 Th 'lcensee mnay designate drills a.s not contributina to DEP anld, if the dri'll rvce 
25 performance enhancing experience as described herein, those key ERO mem,.bers whose functions 
26 do not invotve classification, .otification or PARs max: be nven credit for ERG Drill 
27 Pai6cination• Additionally. the licensee may designate elemnents of the dulls not contributim, to 
28 DEP2 (e.g,.. classifi-cations will not cont~ribute buit notifications ,,iicnrbuet\,?. nti ..... ......... .e.: ̀.c..•.. ... i.t..c...........•.:....•.•......I .n.. cQ . i .e.b.....•~ j • • • ..• . .... I . .....• 1'c .. 1:rJbU-e. to D EP... In..this 
29 case. the naticipation of all key ERO members, except those associated vwith the non-contributing 
30 elenrents. may cont~ribute to ERO Drill Paricimation. The licensee must document such 
31 desiganat.1uons in advan-ce of drill pe-rform-.ance and m-alke the-se records available ftor NRC 
32 in,-soection.  3 .•.s. ..c.'...i.....'.  
33 
34 Evaluated simulator training evolutions that contribute to -Zlhe Drill/Exercise Performance indicator 
35 statistics eeL1. a,.av. be considered as opportunities for key ERO member participation and may be 
36 used for this indicator. The scenarios must at least contain a formally assessed classification and 
37 the results must be included in DEP statistics. However, there is no intent to disrupt ongoing 
38 operator qualification programs. Appropriate operator training evolutions should be included in 
39 this indicator only when l.Eemergency ... reparedness aspects are consistent with training goals.  
40 
41 If a key ERO member or operating crew member has participated in more than one drill during 
42 the eight quarter evaluation period, the most recent participation should be used in the Indicator 
43 statistics.  
44 
45 If a change occurs in the number of key ERO members, this change should be reflected in both the 
46 numerator and denominator of the indicator calculation.
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1 
2 If a person is assigned to more than one key position, it is exp)ected that the person be counted in 
3 the denominator for each position and in the numerator onlv for drill participation that addresses 
4 each position. Where the skill set is similar, a single dril! miglht be counted as parttcipaton in both 
5 n :ositions.  

6 
7 When a key ERO member changes f-rom one key ERO nosition to a different key ERO position 
8 with a skill set i••lar to ftieold one. the last drill/exercise particiat•i macnt. ifthe S•l! Set 
9 for the new position is sigt€nificantlv different from the old position then, the orevious paniciationt 

10 would not count.  
11 
12 Participation may be as a participant, mentor, coach, evaluator, or controller, but not as an 
13 observer. Multiple assignees to a given key ERO position could take credit for the same drill if 
14 their participation is a meaningful opportunity to gain proficiency in the assigned position.  
15 
16 The meaning of "drills" in this usage-; is intended to include ern.,rance tieicny-enhancing 
17 evolutien:. ex. p ene (exercises, functional drills, simulator drills, table top drills, mini drills, 
18 etc.) that reasonably simulate the interactions between appropriate centers and/or individuals that 
19 would be expected to occur during emergencies. For example, control room interaction with 
20 offsite agencies could be simulated by instructors or OSC interaction could be simulated by a 
21 control cell simulating the TSC functions, and damage control teams.  
22 
23 In aeneral. a drill does not have to include a ll ERO facilities to be counted in this indicator. A 
24 drill is of adequate scone if it reasonably simulates the interaction between one or more of the 

25 follow mia faciliies, as would be expected To occur durgn-e.nergenc.es: 

26 
27 * t*-e Control room.-, 

28 * the Technical Support Center (TSCI, 
29 * the Operations Support (enter 

30 * the Emergency Operations Facility (EQE) 
3 1 * field m'on!itorin:g tams.• 

32 * damnae control teams, and 
33 * ofr['-•s.4e..:'oe!itaiatoiis_ 

. . .......I ,.p ~ m na .. u... .to..es.  
34 
35 The licensee need not develop new scenarios for each dr11 or each team. However. it ;s expected 
36 that the iicensee will maintain a reasonable level of confidentiality so as to ensure the drii is a 
37 performiance ena cin xperience, Ar-easonabie level of conifidentia"t. en ht oeseai 
38 information could be' .inadverte--ntly revealed and the Grill remaiin a valid perfrmnance ehn~~ 
39 experience. it is expected that the licensee xvili remove from i drill performance statistics any 
40 opportunities considered to be compromisedl. There are many processes for the maintenance of 
41 scenario confidenitiaiitv that are generally successful. Examnles •• av include confidentialit 

.4 2 .. ....a ...e.,. ................... ...... !.-. ....e .. ......... ..... ... .......... .... ... .................. .................. .. ....... ......... .. ...... ..... e............ ......... .. .---
42 statemaents. oni the siagned attenda-nce- sheets and spok-en aomnon~in-ons by drill controllers. EI-xainies 

43 ofpractices that maw ciallenge scenario confidentiality include drill controllers or evaluators or 
44 mentors, who nave scenario know ledc•, becomtin participants in subseguent uses of the samne 
45 cearios and use of scenario reviewers as Darti cipnt.  

46
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Data Example 

Emeruencv Response Oraanization (ERO) Participation
__II_'1 2Q/98 3Q198 4Q/98 P rev. Q 

Total number of Key ERO personnel 1 1 56 56 64 64 
Number of Key personnel participating in drill/event In 8 qtrs 48 52 54 53 

_ 1___1_12Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Indicator percentage of Key ERO personnel participating in a drill in 8 qtrs 86% 93% 84% 83% 

TII I
Thresholds
Green Ž:80% 
White <80% 
Yellow <60% 
No Red Threshold

2
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1I ALERT AND NOTIFICATION SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors the reliability of the offsite Alert and Notification System (ANS), a critical 
4 link for alerting and notifying the public of the need to take protective actions. It provides the 
5 percentage of the sirens that are capable of performing their safety function based on regularlv 
6 scheduled test-,.  
7 

8 Indicator Definition 

9 The percentage of ANS sirens that are capable of performing their function, as measured by 
10 periodic siren testing in the previous 12 months.  
11 
12 Periodic tests are the regularly scheduled tests (d..ur.. -.. in..he kicensee'. s test . la. o

13 g.i:.i..).that are conducted to actually test the ability of the sirens to perform their function 
14 (e.g., silent, growl, siren sound test). Tests performed for maintenance purposes should not be 
15 counted in the performance indicator database.  
16 
17 Data Reporting Elements 
18 The following data are reported:..(see cia..j!. ng•. notes.  

19 
20 9 the total number of ANS siren-tests during the previous quarter 
21 * the number of successful ANS siren-tests during the previous quarter 
22 
23 Calculation 

24 The site value for this indicator is calculated as follows: 
25 
26 # of succesful siren - tests in the previous 4 qtrs X 100 

total number of siren - tests in the previous 4 qtrs 

27 
28 Definition of Terms 

29 Siren-Tests: the number of sirens times the number of times they are tested. For example, if 100 
30 sirens are tested 3 times in the quarter, there are 300 siren-tests.  
31 
32 Successful siren-tests are the sum of sirens that performed their function when tested. For 
33 example, if 100 sirens are tested three times in the quarter and the results of the three tests are: 
34 first test, 90 performed their function; second test, 100 performed their function; third test, 80 
35 performed their function. There were 270 successful siren-tests.  

36 Clarifying Notes 

37 1 The purpose of the ANS PI is to provide a uniform industry reporting aaiti approach and is 
38 not intended to replace the FEMA Alert and Notification reporting requirement at this time.  
39
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Data Example 

Alert & Notification System Reliability 

Quarter 3Q/97 4Q/97 1 Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 

Number of succesful siren-tests in the Otr 47 48 49 49 49 54 52 

Total number of sirens tested in the qtr 50 50 50 50 50 551 55 

Number of successful siren-tests over 4 qtrs 193 195 2011 204 

Total number of sirens tested over 4 qtrs 200 200 205 210 

2Q/98 3Q/98 4QI98 Prev. Q 

Indicator expressed as a percentage of sirens 96.5% 97.5% 98.0% 97.1% 

Thresholds 
Green >94% 

White <94%/o 

Yellow <90% 

Red

2
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ANS Reflabi!ty 
100.0% 
98.0% 

96.0% 

94.0% 

92.0% 

Indicator90.0 % 

88.0% 

86.0% 

84.0% 

82.0% 

80.0% 

2Q/98 3Q/98 , 4Q/98 Prev. Q
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1 2.5 OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION SAFETY CORNERSTONE 

2 The objectives of this cornerstone are to: 
3 
4 (1) keep occupational dose to individual workers below the limits specified in 
5 10 CFR Part 20 Subpart C; and 
6 
7 (2) use, to the extent practical, procedures and engineering controls based upon sound 
8 radiation protection principles to achieve occupational doses that are as low as is 
9 reasonably achievable (ALARA) as specified in 10 CFR 20.1101 (b).  

10 
11 There is one indicator for this cornerstone: 
12 
13 * Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness 
14 
15 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS 

16 Purpose 

17 The purpose of this performance indicator is to address the first objective of the occupational 
18 radiation safety cornerstone. The indicator monitors the control of access to and work activities 
19 within radiologically-significant areas of the plant and occurrences involving degradation or failure 
20 of radiation safety barriers that result in readily-identifiable unintended dose.  
21 
22 The indicator includes dose-rate and dose criteria that are risk-informed, in that the indicator 
23 encompasses events that might represent a substantial potential for exposure in excess of 
24 regulatory limits. The performance indicator also is considered "leading" because the indicator: 
25 
26 e encompasses less-significant occurrences that represent precursors to events that might 
27 represent a substantial potential for exposure in excess of regulatory limits, based on industry 
28 experience; and 
29 
30 * employs dose criteria that are set at small fractions of applicable dose limits (e.g., the criteria 
31 are generally at or below the levels at which dose monitoring is required in regulation).  
32 
33 Indicator Definition 

34 The performance indicator for this cornerstone is the sum of the following: 
35 
36 0 Technical specification high radiation area (>1 rem per hour) occurrences 
37 0 Very high radiation area occurrences 
38 0 Unintended exposure occurrences 
39
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1 Data Reportin,2 Elements

The feiiea•..... data listed below are reported for each site."For multiple unit sites. an occ"r.en. e at ....................... ........[ .....c.!.•..•... I..........k .•1.. 1.... ...e......... ....... ...c...•... .... ! .c.......  

3 one unit is reported identicallv as an inp~ut for each unit. Howvevei.; the occurr-ence 15 onJlV counte-,d 
4 once a-ainst the site-wide th.reshold value.  
5 
6 0 The number of technical specification high radiation area (>1 rem per hour) 
7 occurrences during the previous quarter 
8 0 The number of very high radiation area occurrences during the previous quarter 
9 0 The number of unintended exposure occurrences during the previous quarter 

10 
11 Calculation 

12 The indicator is determined by summing the reported number of occurrences for each of the three 
13 data elements during the previous 4 quarters.  
14 
15 Definition of Terms 

16 Technical Specification High Radiation Area (>1 rem per hour) Occurrence - A 
17 nonconformance (or concurrent"; nonconformances) with technical specifications - .-ry, bWe 
18 
19 rcadiatio, a...... c, and, ..or " comparable requirements in 10 CFR 20• applicable to technical 
20 specification high radiation areas (>1 rem per hour) that results in the loss of radiological control 
21 over access or work activities within the respective high-radiation area (>1 rem per hour). E2r 
22 h; gh- ra"oiatJon areas > I rem r ris PI does not include nonconformance with licensee
23 iiitdcontrols that are bevond what is r-equi-ed bv technical spoecifications and the coi.ral 
24 rirovisions inl 1) CFR Part 20.  2 4 i ... • >. t s.... . . ... . . . . .. . ..'. . . ......n...., .. R p .. a r.. a .... . . .  

25 
26 Technical Specification high radiation areas, commonly referred to as locked high radiation areas, 
27 includes any area, accessible to individuals, in which radiation levels from radiation sources 
28 external to the body are in excess of 1 rem (10 mSv) per 1 hour at 30 centimeters from the 
29 radiation source or 30 centimeters from any surface that the radiation penetrates, and excludes 
30 very high radiation areas. Technical specification high radiation areas, in which radiation levels 
31 from radiation sources external to the body are less than or equal to 1 rem (10 mSv) per 1 hour at 
32 30 centimeters from the radiation source or 30 centimeters from any surface that the radiation 
33 penetrates, are excluded from this performance indicator.  
34 
35 9 "Radiological control over access to technical specification high radiation areas" refers to 
36 measures that provide assurance that inadvertent entry into the technical specification high 
37 radiation areas by unauthorized personnel will be prevented.  
38 
39 * "Radiological control over work activities" refers to measures that provide assurance that 
40 dose to workers performing tasks in the area is monitored and controlled.  

I.:L:PoncurrcnC*iczions tha Ihe ( 11on0confoninalnces occur as a rosu t, of thce same causec and, in a coimmon, Itincfmamc.  

Q)r copaabe p)roi ios in liccense promcuc iftcicnicai spcc 0Ifaios do) not inhilde 1r),Cos o higb 

radiation arcas.  
I nchdes 1,) CER 2- . •S20 1601 ai. (b). Ici. and (d) and i 20, 1902(b).
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1 

2 Examples of occurrences that would be counted against this indicator include:.  
3 

4Fatu- eto post an are a as required by% technical speci ficationis~ -- .... r...!.u .ý!.. g. ... ! ..a......a......a .K.r.• 1.r. [........ .................. I ...............•.E.• ..  

5 , --a--F-failure to secure an area against unauthorized access, 
6 ___E-failure to provide a means of personnel dose monitoring or control required by technical 
7 specifications, 
8 Failure to maintain administrative control over a key to a barrier lock as reouired by technical 

9 speci-ficatiolns. or 9 •~.p..e..c..[.f..c..t.o...... ........  

10 ---A-an aet-a! occurrence invoivitn unauthorized or unmonitored entry into an area.  
11 
12 Exampldes. ofocwcurrenices that are not counted include the foliiowin, 12 . .g.... ..j..e..I.......... ..... ..'.. .• . ......c.!4 ..e.!c...:~...... ...... r...e.....!.... ...... . t !... ..d.j.! 4d...........t.!.. .] •}........  

13 
14 e Situations involvine areas in which close rates are less than or eaual to 1 tern Der hour.  
15 e Occurrences associated wvitht isolated equiprnenjt failures. This might incl-qde. for example, 
16 discovery., of a bunt-out -,. .lht where flashirin lights are usedi as a technicai specification 
17 control for access, or a failure of a lock. hinae, or mountine bolts, when a barrier is checked 
18 Or tested 189...t..... ..d......  

19 
20 Very High Radiation Area Occurrence - A nonconformance (or concurrent nonconformances) 
21 with 10 CFR 20 and licensee procedural requirements that results in the loss of radiological 
22 control over access to or work activities within a very high radiation area. "Very high radiation 
23 area" is defined as any area accessible to individuals, in which radiation levels from radiation 
24 sources external to the body could result in an individual receiving an absorbed dose in excess of 
25 500 rads (5 grays) in 1 hour at 1 meter from a radiation source or 1 meter from any surface that 
26 the radiation penetrates 
27 
28 * "Radiological control over access to very high radiation areas" refers to measures to ensure 
29 that an individual is not able to gain unauthorized or inadvertent access to very high radiation 
30 areas.  
31 
32 * "Radiological control over work activities" refers to measures that provide assurance that 
33 dose to workers performing tasks in the area is monitored and controlled.  
34 
35 Unintended Exposure Occurrence - A single occurrence of t.he degradation or failure of one or 
36 more radiation safety barriers tha.tresults.- in unintended occupational exposure(s)...as defined 

38 
39 Foio.... nu are .\a.n.ies of-an occurrence of deoradation or failure of a radiation safety barrer 
40 included within, Fhis indi-cator: 4 X..c.•............................. ..!• !K [3 .1 • ...g.t.-.i...  
41 
42 * ½aiiur, to. identify\ and nost a radioloaical area 
43 * ....c.. ipemn.equre hvia controls over access to a radiologicpl area, 

43 • •).i.•.'•..r..e..•.`¢..imp.]....m.•n~ ..<.q i.e..d............?.•s .i..a .......•.......].......•.K.......•.[ tq ~ •.  
" Presuming• h.Da• ihe equtl[ipinelfl IS .u bjee, io a routine. nspP)el •on or i 'everuativ' maintenanee 

i.'o1zr:-1m. tt;-1 t the ccurrn•ne was indeod ai. -nd thrat th.- ca'.u-s condition w-as co-rmeted 
1)romnI~tv imon ifl'nntificnr'i'nn
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S 

S 

0

failure to survey. and identif, radiolouical conditions 
failure to train or.lnstruct work ers on.1 radiolo.gcal conditions and! radiologicald •work controls
failure to imuiement radiological work controls (e.g.. as part of a radiation work permit)

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17

Sected to ser s cre cteria," only for the ourpose of determining whaethera
occurrence of deuradation or fai"lre of a • adition safety bar.ier should be counted under this
indicator. T'he dose, criteria should not be taken to rresent .ee .or.....ose...that....are.......sk..  
sini-ficant." In, fact., the dose criter a selectej td for screening iourp-oses in this indicator ar

generallv at or below dose levels that are required by reglaton to be monitored or to be rou.t-, el 
renorted to the NRC as occunational dose records.  

Table: Dose Values Used as Screening Criteria to Identify an Unintended Expjosure

Occurrence in the Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness P1

2?%b of the stochastic limit in 10 CFR 210. 1201 on t.o9.tal. etect.ve dose equivalent. The 2.% val..ue is 

0. 1 em.

i U ? :othe non-stoc.luasic limits in 10 CCFR 20 1 YI. The 10% values are as follows:

5 rein the sum. of the deep-dose ecauivalent and the committed dose equivalent to 

any individuai organ or tissue 

1. 5 rem the lens dose eonuivaient to the lens of the eve 

5 remn the shallow-dose emuivalent to the skin or an etrenitv. other than dose 

receI ved 'ron, a atscrete radioctv -arIc

2.Q.•:•.~~ ~~ .• h ..im ... ... .... .. : g.....:.....................L.n.. .....9.& .Q..:........n..•!;..•• . j .••..• • -----------

20%. of tilhe ..limi, in-, CFR 20.12.7 and 20.12O on dose to minors. aid declared prenant 

women The 20% ova!lue; isO1 rn

M0Y)", of the li•it on shallc.wV-'Jose equival.ent trom a d.screte radioactive particle. The curret,
value is 50 reim.

"'1-----","..!2-�-.U...A.CA
el�eQf+e-nt3e:

A.--�-. :c�-r2g

10 The NRC is currently proceeding with rulemaking that may result in a change to the limit on shallow-dose 

equivalent from a discrete radioactive particle. At the time a final rule is issued, the performance indicator value 
will be revised as needed.

122

Arn occurrence of the dearadation or faiure of one or more radiation safetv barriers is on.v 
counted undeo r ths indicator if the occurrens c resulted i.nunint.e.nLd occu.national e.. osure( 

egua-l to or exceeding any of the dose crtrasncfe in the table below, The dose crier'a wvere

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23

I

te ee- 6c,

value 

is 5<) rein.! ¢

,J7_1_, •_A ..-,.a •a..:

U ;-;ýz "Ci
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45
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"deUn,-+in l- tende&d ýg expsua refers to i- 4+exposue, thatj v -rtesuilt in doeinecs fteamnsrtv 

:-fi-.ihi=;e~- -t i)'ý4ý aia et ~daepa fe 

ýe eqr.4ed~cnc fac raiatf:on s Couldpoectalýv count anaatst tha 

* miluro toa jj plinne4, diolcaicalf w-ýork ggfl.-lst (e-_ as ppon of o ad, zo or mt 

"Unintended exposure" refers to exposure that results in doseis in excess of the administrative 
&-e.e guideline(s). set by ttlicenseess as part of thejg~ radiological controls for access or entry into a 
radiological area. Administrative dose guidelines may be established 

* -within radiation work permits..proeue..... or other documents, 
* via the use of alarm setpoints for personnel dose monitoring devices, or 
* by other means, as specified by the licensee.  

it is incumbent upon the licensee to specifyR the method(s) being used to administratively control 

dose. -&ued-i-Aan administrative dose guideline set by the licensee is not a regulatory limit and does 
not, in itself, constitute a regulatory requirement. A revisilon to an administrative dose . gf.elin.§( 
durina ob performance is acceptable (wi•h ,eeard to this P1. if conducted in accordance with ......... ... ............................ . ............. I".................. ................ . ..... .... .... ..................... .• ....•. ..•:......... ..... •...L. ......... .......................... .. ...... ...:....•...  

Dlant procedures or nmrograms 

If -a ..ec.i. c type of ... c. . e •xpsr e was n tici pa f ed q pi or s pei f ,: icallv i'ncuded as part of Job planning or 

conttrols, the full amount ofthe dose resulzinQ- fron that toe oe sue shoud, be cosidered as 

"unintended" in matking a comnarison with the criteria in the Pl. For example, this might include 
Comritted Effecrive Dose Ecuivalient (CEDE), Commntted Dose Ea..uivalent (CDE)., or Shallow 
Dose Eciuivalent ('SDE).  ........ ............... .D.. ...  

Clarifying Notes 

An oOccurrences (or concurrent occurrences) that potentially meet the definition of more than 
one element of the performance indicator will only be counted once. In other words, an 
occurrence .(.o2con..currenourrencesj will not be double-counted (or triple-counted) against the 
performance indicator. If two or more individuals are exposed in a singie occurrence, the 

occurrence 1s only counted Once.  
Radio.raphy work conduct-ed at a p.lant uqnder another 1icensee'•s 10 CFR Part 34 lcense is 

geerlly outid th cp fhsP.Hwever, i a Pant 50 licenlsee opts t establish additional 
radiological controls under its own urogram consistent with technical specifications or comprable 
provisions in ,0 CFR Part 20. then a non-conformance with such additional controls or 

uninteded doe, reutifom the non-conformance shall be evaluated under the criteria in the 
P1.L
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1 Data Example

Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness 
Quarter 3Q/95 4Q/95 1Q196 2Q196 3Q/96 4Q/96 1Q/97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 IQ/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Qrtr 

Number of technical specification high radiation 
occurrences during the quarter 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of very high radiation area occurrences 
during the uarter 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of unintended exposure occurrences 

during the quarter 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10t 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Reporting Quarter I 0 I I 2Q/96 3Q196 4Q196 I 10Q97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1.Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q198 lPrev. Qrt 

Total # of occurrences in the previous 4 qtrs I _ 1_ 1_ 4 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 1

Thresholds 
Green <-2 
White >2 
Yellow >5 
No Red Threshold

Occupational Exposure Control
2Q/98 
0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

SOccurrences 7 
In 4 qtrs 

8

30/98 Quarter 40/98 Prev. Qrtr

10 

11 

12 

13 

14

2 
3
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1 2.6 PUBLIC RADIATION SAFETY CORNERSTONE

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 Note:
11 (1) Values are derived from the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications (RETS) or similar 
12 reporting provisions in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), if applicable RETS 
13 have been moved to the ODCM in accordance with Generic Letter 89-01.  
14 (2) The dose values are applied on a per reactor unit basis in accordance with the RETS/ODCM.  
15 (3) For multiple unit sites, allocation of dose on a per reactor unit basis from releases made via 
16 common discharge points is to be calculated in accordance with the methodology specified in 
17 the ODCM.  
18 
19 Data Reoortin2 Elements

Number of RETS/ODCM Radiological Effluent Occurrences each quarter involving assessed dose 
in excess of the indicator effluent values.  

Calculation 

Number of RETS/ODCM Radiological Effluent Occurrences per site in the previous four 
quarters.  

Definition of Terms 

A RETS/ODCM Radiological Effluent Occurrence is defined as a release that exceeds any or all 
of the five identified values outlined in the above table. These are the whole body and organ dose 
values for liquid effluents and the gamma dose, beta dose, and organ dose values for gaseous 
effluents.

133

RETS/ODCM RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT OCCURRENCE 

Purpose 

To assess the performance of the radiological effluent control program.  

Indicator Definition 

Radiological effluent release occurrences per site that exceed the values listed below: 

Radiological effluent releases in excess of the following values: 
Liquid Effluents Whole Body 1.5 mrem/qtr 

Organ 5 mrem/qtr 
Gaseous Effluents Gamma Dose 5 mrads/qtr 

Beta Dose 10 mrads/qtr 
Organ Doses from 7.5 mrems/qtr 
1-13 1, 1-133, H-3 
& Particulates

20 
21 
22 
23 

24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31



1 
2 Clarifying Notes 

3 The following conditions do not count against the RETS/ODCM Radiological Effluent 
4 Occurrence: 
5 
6 * Liquid or gaseous monitor operability issues 
7 

8 * Liquid or gaseous releases in excess of RETS/ODCM concentration or instantaneous 
9 dose-rate values 

10 
11 * Liquid or gaseous releases without treatment but that do not exceed values in the table 
12 
13 Not all effluent samptle (eu.. comnosite sampnle analvsis) results are reouired to be finalized at the 

14 time of submittinu, the quarteriv PI reports. Therefore, the reports should be based upon the best
15 a-vajlable data. If suibseqiuently av,.ailable data indi'cates that the nunter of ýoccurrences for this P1 is 
16 different t han that repo~rt ed. then the rep rn. shoul Id be revised., ai og wit,ýh an explaination regzarding-l 

15 ....x..a.:..a.....e..........d.?..•.0..:.......s.t... ... ..:.. * :------------ ..-------- :..-------*.e.............• t .• ......................g.: ..•.g .J A •.... .. .-------------- ---------------------.[ L .d ...• ......  

17 the basis for the revision.  
18 
19 *Fjrffl-w-rrAy--sk-e4-Otuestioris 

1-f Question
9 .T4 .p..5 ul.•M.•gee~a~2.re.....eie~z-rr•,aaseies--tma'i43s.t er-Of:m-te-e t&ee,•-•e S-taC

Sass eps-in-lve i-nz--a4es s ed os e-i -e e e.-t es s--Gf- h .rod 13e a.,te--v a-I.e t t.I 4 e a:nw e- i r .e e-at--u-n.,e -.  
a • z. m .. .. o;. . . S r.. . r.a.. . . .. l cjz, a i ' o f u e n .: : " " b C n ; z a i zn ~ .. ..U W ... . i n z, r q ua.t z : > 
tŽ- P-l-;rIpot ... g...t"m :A ,... .... '..•. .. .. f ... - '' " 

*Restp.s-e 

uAtZ-."C .. . •...• ... su rqu ni .d.bic .. ^ "•.. ... i--,- .l^ C . - . , l A,.o- . .  

d-at.... .....t...... .. ....................................... .. e ..ber o cur. ees his P- is 

tilai.- vsa ei3--.,e4. .."i"e". 11,r.e-•.•.:.p`••[I al'•-w. .a *.•e 4a ... •-a-, en Ft.adkt tea[[ bale • b 

'4.4- -" - " - • .55. 4.. 542 . .:, 4.4 5) , 4 ' .'. .. . ,"5* . 5.. 5.

-na}&at-iet+57 

20 
21 
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Data Example 

RESTSIODCM Radiological Effluent Indicator 
-- L I I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Quarter 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q1/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Number of RETS/ODCM occurrences in the qtr 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

1~ 1_ 1 1 1 2Q198 3QI98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
Number of RETS/ODCM occurrences in the previous 4 qtrs 1 2 1 1 2

135

RETS/ODCM Effluent Occurrences 

2Q/98 3Q/98 Qatr 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
0.. ....... .. ...  

.. ... .  
.niatr WHITE. ... ..  

.... of Occurrences...  
.3 ............... 

.. .  
4RE 

Not No... I..."ed.*.'*. Threshold 
.. ..... .. ... ...

2



1 2.7 PHYSICAL PROTECTION CORNERSTONE

2 Performance indicators for this cornerstone were selected to provide baseline and trend 
3 information needed to evaluate each licensee's physical protection and access authorization 
4 systems. The regulatory purpose is to provide high assurance that these systems will function to 
5 protect against the design basis threat of radiological sabotage as defined in 10 CFR Part 73. As a 

6 surrogate to any engineered physical security protection system, posted security officers provide 

7 compensation when a portion of the system is unavailable to perform its intended function. The 

8 performance indicator value is not an indication that the protection afforded by the plant's 
9 physical security organization is less than required by the regulatory requirements.  

10 
11 An effective access authorization (AA) system minimizes the potential for an internal threat.  
12 Basic elements of this program are the personnel screening program, the fitness-for-duty (FFD) 

13 program and the continual behavior observation program (referred to as CBOP). When there has 

14 been a programmatic failure or significant degradation in the AA system, the licensee is required 

15 to take corrective action and report the event to the regulator. These reportable events are the 
16 basis for the performance indicators (PI) that are used to monitor program effectiveness.  
17 
18 There is one performance indicator for the physical protection system, and two indicators for 

19 access authorization. The performance indicators are assessed against established thresholds 
20 using the data and methodology as established in this guideline. The NRC baseline inspections 
21 will validate and verify the testing requirements for each system to assure performance standards 
22 and testing periodicity are appropriate to provide valid data.  
23 
24 Performance Indicators: 
25 The three physical protection performance indicators are: 
26 1. Protected Area Security Equipment Performance Index, 
27 2. Personnel Screening Program Performance, and 
28 3. Fitness-for-Duty (FFD)/Personnel Reliability Program Performance.  
29 
30 The first indicator serves as a measure of a plant's ability to maintain equipment-to be available 
31 to perform its intended function. When compensatory measures are employed because a segment 
32 of equipment is unavailable-not adequately performing its intended function, there is no security 
33 vulnerability but there is an indication that something needs to be fixed. The PI provides trend 
34 indications for evaluation of the effectiveness of the maintenance process, and also provides a 
35 method of monitoring equipment degradation as a result of aging that might adversely impact 
36 reliability. Maintenance considerations for protected area and vital area portals are appropriately 
37 and sufficiently covered by the inspection program.  
38 
39 The remaining two indicators measure significant programmatic deficiencies in the access and 
40 trustworthiness programs. These programs verify that persons granted unescorted access to the 
41 protected area have satisfactorily completed personal screening and, as a result, are considered to 
42 be trustworthy and reliable. Each indicator is based on the number of reportable events, required 

43 by regulation, that reveal significant problems in the management and operation of the licensee's 
44 access authorization or fitness-for-duty programs.  
45
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1 PROTECTED AREA (PA) SECURITY EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE INDEX 

2 Purpose: 

3 Operability of the PA security system is necessary to detect and assess safeguards events and to 
4 provide the first line of the defense-in-depth physical protection of the plant perimeter. In the 
5 event of an attempted encroachment, the intrusion detection system identifies the existence of the 
6 threat, the barriers provide a delay to the person(s) posing the threat and the alarm assessment 
7 system is used to determine the magnitude of the threat. The PI is used to monitor the 
8 unavailability of PA intrusion detection systems and alarm assessment systems to perform their 
9 intended function.  

10 
11 Indicator Definition: 

12 PA Security equipment performance is measured by an index that compares the amount of the 
13 time CCTVs and IDS are unavailable, as measured by compensatory hours, to the total hours in 
14 the period. A normalization factor is used to take into account site variability in the size and 
15 complexity of the systems.  
16 
17 Data Reportin2 Elements: 

18 Report the following site data for the previous quarter for each unit: 
19 
20 e Compensatory hours, CCTVs: The hours (expressed to the nearest tenth of an hour) 
21 expended in posting a security officer as required compensation for camera(s) unavailability 
22 because of degradation or defects.  

23 * Compensatory hours, IDS: The hours (expressed to the nearest tenth of an hour) expended in 
24 posting a security officer as required compensation for IDS unavailability because of 
25 degradation or defects.  

26 9 CCTV Normalization factor: The number of CCTVs divided by 30. If there are 30 or fewer 
27 CCTVs, a normalization factor of 1 should be used.  
28 
29 9 IDS Normalization factor: The number of physical security zones divided by 20. If there are 
30 20 or fewer zones, a normalization factor of 1 should be used.
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1 Calculation 
2 
3 The performance indicator is calculated using values reported for the previous four quarters. The 
4 calculation involves averaging the results of the following two equations.  
5 
6 IDS Unavailability Index = ]IDS Compensatory hours in the previous 4 quarters 

IDS Normalization Factor x 8760 hrs 
7 
8 

9 CCTV Unavailability Index = CCTV Compensatory hours in the previous 4 quarters 

CCTV Normalization Factor x 8760 hrs 
10 
11 

12 Indicator Value = IDS Unavilability Index + CCTV Unavailability Index 

2 
13 
14 Definition of Terms 

15 Intrusion detection system UDS) - E-fields, microwave fields, etc.  

16 CCTV - The closed circuit television cameras that support the IDS.  

17 Normalization factors - Two factors are used to compensate for larger than nominal size sites.  

18 - IDS Normalization Factor: Using a nominal number of physical security zones across the 

19 industry, the normalization factor for IDS is twenty. If a site has twenty or fewer intrusion 
20 detection zones, the normalization factor will be 1. If a site has more zones than 20, the 
21 factor is the total number of site zones divided by 20 (e.g., 50 + 20 = 2.5).  

22 - CCTVNormalization Factor: Using a nominal number of perimeter cameras across the 
23 industry, the normalization factor for cameras is 30. If a site has thirty or fewer perimeter 
24 cameras, the normalization factor is 1. If a site has more than 30 perimeter cameras, the 
25 factor is the total number of perimeter cameras divided by 30 (e.g., 50 - 30 = 1.7).  

26 Note: The normalization factors are general approximations and may be modified as 
27 experience in the pilot program dictates.  
28 
29 Compensatory measures: Measures used to meet physical security requirements pending the 
30 return of equipment to service. Protected Area protection is not diminished by the use of 
31 compensatory measures for equipment unavailability.  
32 
33 Compensatory man-hours: The man-hours (expressed to the nearest tenth of an hour) that 
34 compensatory measures are in place (posted) to address a degradation in the IDS and CCTV 
35 systems. When a portion of the system becomes unavailable-incapable of performing its 
36 intended function-and requires posting of compensatory measures, the compensatory man-hour 

37 clock is started. The period of time ends when the cause of the degraded state has been repaired, 
38 tested, and system declared operable.  
39 
40 If a zone is posted for a degraded IDS and a CCTV camera goes out in the same posted area, the 

41 hours for the posting of the IDS will not be double counted. However, if the IDS problem is
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1 corrected and no longer requires compensatory posting but the camera requires posting, the hours 
2 will start to count for the CCTV category.  
3 
4 Equipment unavailability: When the system has been posted because of a degraded condition 
5 (unavailability), the compensatory hours are counted in the PI calculation. If the degradation is 
6 caused by environmental conditions, preventive maintenance or scheduled system upgrade, the 
7 compensatory hours are not counted in the PI calculation. However, if the equipment is degraded 
8 after preventive maintenance or periodic testing, compensatory posting would be required and the 
9 compensatory hours would count. Compensatory hours stop being counted when the equipment 

10 deficiency has been corrected, equipment tested and declared back in service.  
11 
12 Clarifying Notes 

13 Comoensatorv posting: 

14 e The posting for this P, is only for thle protected area perineter. not vital area doors or other 
15 places such u osin6n may be reonired.  

16 o Postines for LDS seaments for faise alarms in excess of security proanrm limits would be 
S....... 

...?.. .•.............................  
17 counted in the Pb.  

18 _ Soe postins] are tile result of ,on-e qun ..ent fiiurs. wi).. .ay .. the result o.f 

19 test/mnaintenance, conditions. For exanit-e, in. a situation w.%here a arofteDSitaken ou t
S........................................................................................... .g ....p. .................................................. .... .............. .. ........ ....  

20 of-service to chkeck a condition for a small number ofifalse alarms, but not in excess of seculty 
21 orourIam false alairn limits. The test results in a sensitivi-v adiustment but the equioment is 
22 op.erable on restoration. so the compensatory hours for this "precautionary" measure would 
23 ,aol cou,,nt If there has beený no1 eqluipment malfunction and the system would still' have . ......o . .. ... .....:. ...n .... .... ..... .... .............. .............. ........ ..... .............. ............... .............. .............. ..... ........ .............. .............. ..............  

24 alarmned dunnu intrusion (still capable ofuerfonnir-. its Intended fimction). then the 
25 comn>ensarorv hours that were est.ablished as nart of the activity would not be counted. -r te 
26 eqipmenet-s ..... mmed to hiave mal.nctioned it is nor overabie and maintenance/repa~ r is 
27 reqouirer.! the hours would count.  

28 
29 * omearhusexpended to address simultaneous eaiuinment uroblemns OWDS & CCTVN .2....... ................ ......... ...... ........ ........ ......... ........ .. .... ......... ........ ........ .... ..... )..... ................ ........  

3...a co........... n e in nin with the initial )iece of eu-in.me..n that reuired compensatory hours.  
31 When his fir Piece of equirment is returned to service and no onuer reouires compensatoiw 
32 Min..a uCýS. I•ne second cov-ered -nece of eluinrment carries the hours. ifone IDS zone is 
33 reurdto be- Cavre b. -more tLhan. one coimuensauon rv osy, the total ma-or of 
34 c n acton are to. be counted. If mu-tile IDS zones are covered by one 

.3 3. ..................% .. ........................ ........................ ........................ .. .-.. " '. .. .." ". ... " 

35 cth,.n,,...-x- r.st. we man-hours are only counted once.  

36 * iD> e.ui-meni issues that do not reouire compensatorv ours woudnot b counted 

37 * The P1 metric is based on expended compensatorw hours and starts when the IDS or CCTV is 
38 actuallv posted. There are no "fault exposure hours' or other consideration beyond the actual 
39 p 'scal copnaoypsi' lo hsidcato onyue op a ry mail-hour to 40 prov _ide an i o of CCsor ths un ly If a PaalTift..Z...... .... . , . pT..9 ...s.... .. c.a.m.er......... ........ d.......a.. 1. . .o .r.....-,......... ....... ... --------.- o..- s...t---.  40Orvd nniaino CVo D naalblt.H a-itZon PZ
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1 Other naturally occurring conditions that are beyond the control of the licensee, such as damage 
2 or nuisance alarms from animals are not counted.  
3 
4 lhdependent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSts): This indicator does not include orotect-ve 
5 measues associated with such installations.  

6 
7 Intended function: The ability of a component to detect the presence of an individual or display 
8 an image as intended by manufacturer's equipment design capability and/or as covered in the PSP.  
9 

10 Onerational sup ort: E-fields or equivalent that are taken out of service to suppoort plant 
11 oerations and are not eouipment failures but are conmpensatoniiv oosted do not count.. flor this PI.  
12 
13 Scheduled equipment upgrade: 
14 
15 *_In the situation where system degradation results in a condition that cannot be corrected under 
16 the normal maintenance program (e.g., engineering evaluation specifies the need for a 
17 system/component modification or upgrade), and the system requires compensatory posting, 
18 the compensatory hours stop being counted feir toward the PI for those condjitons addressed 
19 within the scope of the modification after such an evaluation has been made and the station 
20 has formally initiated a commitmet.in wrting wvith descriptive iformatoion about the u "grade .a...c.9..'3 )..•.:.:!. .!.. .:..-.n.....v...r..t... ...n . .y. .!..........,.. ........ I -..h-.........e........,.:.o.. 3. .. ....o.. ......o. ........ : ................ •. • . e......  

21 nianrinciudina scone of thle proiect. vanicinated schedule, and expected eoniue.Ti .......1. ......,ii ..... --- ---------.. ................... ....... ...................... ............................................................... . i * t-.tir e s ,` .T th i ' 

22 fobr.mallv inlitiated. g•.-rade is the result of established work practices to design fond, procure
23 install and test The proiect. A note should be made i-n the coment section of"he P's 'ub-ittal 
24 that the compensatory hours are bein excluded u.nder this prov'isonthe mod'the P 
25 fe-tieF. Comnpensatory 'hourcoutin resumes when the ipgrad......mn- e----4.-,aj~.ý 

2 4 .............e..............v... .. .........................................g. . ..•$ ] .• [ 9 .................. ...... A.... ....... .... ... ........ a 

26 inten'ded as determined by site requirements for sign-off. Reasonableness should be applied 
27 with respect to a iustifiable length of time the c,,•o•ens.aorv hours are excluded from the P1.  
28 
29 For the case wheth_ ... . are a few varticularly t-oublng•,.. zones that result in fornmai initiation 30 of at.,. entire system apt,-a, .... o ;r al! "one U;" sio "n 

30dtarSCae ra zones, countn, commensato-w hours would stop only for 
31 zones out of serviZce for the upgrade. Howev-er, if subs-aeo failu1res wou'ld have been 3 2 ....... ..... ............ ................... a:................r de.. ...................... ............................a....................,..l............................................. ................c.n t..i..s..,.  
32 or-evenited b\ roe olianned uparade those would a'so be excluded! from, the cou nt. Thlis 
33 excf.so, apoes r.euardiess , .w.heher the failures are in a zone that m-ecipitated ffe upgrade 
34 action or n-ot, as ton..e as they are in a zone that will be affected by the upgrade, and the 
35 u'nurade wvu.id iae prevented the failure.  

36 
37 
38 Preventive maintenance: 
39 
40 o Scheduled preventive maintenance (PM) on system/equipment/component to include 
41 probability and/or operability testing. Includes activities necessary to keep the system at the 
42 required functional level. Planned plant support activities are considered PM.  
43 
44 a If during preventive maintenance or testing, a camera does not function correctly, and can be 
45 compensated for by means other than posting an officer, no compensatory man-hours are 
46 counted.  
47
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* Predictive maintenance is treated as preventive maintenance. Since the equipment has not 
failed and remains capable of performing its intended security function. am: maintenan.ce 
p..ert.,ed in advance ofits actual failure is preventive. I' is not the intent to create a 

disincentive to pertbnning mainternance to ensure the secuiity systems perform aw their peak 
reliability and capabili1ty.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9

.j2 �JLL.L.t.%�.' fpI\...tL.1.AI %....? O.SQL�'siL,4-'.Q�. II .�..I (II �..fl.. �. Ide-ii.4 .. j
4

J4.a. -Re

10 Scheduled system upgrade: Activity to improve, upgrade or enhance system performance, as 
11 appropriate, in order to be more effective in its reliability or capability.  
12 
13 1 F..-......+" Aske• Qu es...t.iot.ns.

i-D Questie,*
Rennzo LILnggxIor for Muiki Unit sik 

Fo u4-4 uSit- to ho;;- grcth CCTV at !S ComRp ponzazcýy i=-r bo boropot&dr ks:ez 

Response 

pA~c~e34astiflcptee-, n di lad, i~I-.eiF itf 3s4alhQ.ti :,e n e: mai±Ga bFei. Pera .fr aau 4 eeF

iston Z ýu2 t:T flt; ta' se~ie eseiiatý i-.. a ,-.~a~e .. s...e iiŽ.' te1 -f 

Response 
i54 *4' . I-- .2. e...  

Me-w-Psms.fe&mk 4GimnhFi±e 
_t'IDi M:e tr 

- -.-..1.lfl Lapl AALLI i~ASl - eR- l1 I-L LIa. L4.L-1 .5t A~-,4..I 

Res Pense 
TotlzienaovWn:or huob ono.Th:ptrac nc .~.... r:~L 1.4 *
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Data Example 

Protected Area Security Equipment Performance Indicator

PA Security Equipment Indicator
Quarter 4Q/98 Prev. Q20/98 

0.00 !

0.05

0 

, 0.10 

0.15

0.20

2

147

3O/98

Quarter 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
IDS Compensatory Hours in the qtr 36 48 96 126 65 45 60 55 
CCTV Compensatory Hours in the qtr 24 36 100 100 48 56 53 31 
IDS Compensatory Hrs in previous 4 qtrs 306 335 332 296 225 
CCTV Compensatory Hrs in the previous 4 qtrs 260 284 304 257 188 
IDS Normalization Factor 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
CCTV normalization Factor 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
IDS Unavailability Index 0.033268 0.034765 0.034454 0.030718 0.02335 
CCTV Unavailability Index 0.024734 0.024939 0.026695 0.022568 0.016509 

2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Indicator Value 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02



I PERSONNEL SCREENING PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 

2 Purpose: 

3 The screening program performance indicator is used to verify that the unescorted access 
4 authorization program has been implemented pursuant to 10 CFR §§ 73.56 & 73.57 to evaluate 

5 trustworthiness of personnel prior to granting unescorted access to the protected area. The 
6 screening program includes psychological evaluation, an FBI criminal history check, a background 

7 check and reference check. The program should be able to verify that persons granted unescorted 

8 access to the protected area have satisfactorily completed personal screening and, as a result, are 

9 considered to be trustworthy and reliable.  
10 
11 Indicator Definition 

12 The number of reportable failures to properly implement the regulatory requirements.  
13 
14 Data Reporting Elements 

15 The number of failures to implement requirement(s) of 10 CFR Part 73.56 and 73.57 that were 
16 reportable during the previous quarter...u.id.er.1..0..C.R .P.ai.t...73 .. edi... .... j.....G.  
17 
18 Calculation: 

19 The indicator is a summation of the values reported for the previous four quarters.  
20 
21 Definition of Terms: 

22 Reportable event: - a failure in the licensee's program that requires prompt regulatory 
23 notification. This is in contrast to a loggable event, which is not considered significant.  
24 
25 Clarifying Notes:

26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41

Týhe only re-oertabie event is that detined in the P1 - "a fai:ure in the iicensee's program that 

re-•uir, ,.romot reuulatort notification.' If you are not reonired to make a one-hour renort 
,:,;cn -nmo a s•,nif can.t failure to meet readulation it is not icluded for P1 purposes. Thns indicator 

OF•ovides a measure of the efecciveness of pro~rarnmatic efforts to implem1ent ey.Uiatory 
...... ............................... ................. ..................... A......I.................................,..........  

ruileienvs outli-ed i; -0 CFR $. 73.56 and 73.57 only and does not atply to the rest of Pa. t 
73-. It does not include any renortable even-ts that result from the orogram operathnw as hitended.  
For ex-anie. if a bacKground ;-vest izatloi, reveals a sighificant eventit ,,o icernint a con.tract 
.,•:............. . I: .. ..•... .t....e..s..:.o...... ....d. ..a..c... ..e. .. b. ... ... •: L b.eet .g .a.................I.. r. -.-.-.--..-..-.---.---------.--.-.--..-.--.--.---, ..t.h.i .A .... '...o...  
wcorker but uinescort-ed access had niot been, aranted and oroe atnwas taken., this does not 
.............. ............................................................................. ................................A...  
count as a data reporting "eeent It is not a failure to 'mDierient the recuirernents because the 
• nroafram fiactioned as implem-ented in comp-iance with the recluirements.  

Where at eacgramneatic failure affected multiple sites, the instance is reported for each affected 
un.ilt at each affiected site.
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Data Examples 

Personnel Screening Program Indicator

Quarter 2Q197 3Q/97 4Q/97 I 1Q198 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
10 CFR §73.56 One Hr Reports 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 
Reportable Events in previous 4 qtrs 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 

5 5 2 2 

Thresholds 
Green <_2 
White >2 
Yellow >5

Personnel Screening Program Performance
3Q/98 Quarter 4Q/98 Prey. Q

0

1

2

3

# Reportable Events 4

5 

6 

7 

8

2 
3
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I FITNESS-FOR-DUTY (FFD)/PERSONNEL RELIABILITY PROGRAM PERFORMANCE I

2 
3 Purpose: 

4 The fitness-for-duty/personnel reliability program performance indicator is used to assess the 
5 implemented program for reasonable assurance that personnel are in compliance with associated 

6 requirements, 10 CFR Part 26 and § 73.56, to include: suitable inquiry, testing for substance 

7 abuse and behavior observation. This trustworthiness and reliability program is designed to 

8 minimize the potential for a person's performance or behavior to adversely affect his or her ability 

9 to safely and competently perform required duties.  
10 
11 Indicator Definition 

12 The number of reportable failures to properly implement the requirements of 10 CFR Part 26 and 

13 10 CFR 73.56.  
14 
15 Data Reporting Elements: 

16 The number of failures to implement fitness-for-duty and behavior observation requirements, 
17 reportable during the previous quarter.  
18 
19 Calculation: 

20 The indicator is a summation of the values reported for the previous four quarters.  
21 
22 Definition of Terms: 

23 Reportable event: a failure in the licensee's program that requires prompt regulatory notification.  

24 This is in contrast to a loggable event, which is not considered significant.  
25 
26 Clarifying Notes: 

27 This indicator proqides a measure of the effectiveness of prorammatic efforts to implenment 

28 re..4 yj:t.. .?.)..i..'e..i.e. ....s outined in 10. CFR Pa.rt 26 and. "art 3•. 6 ani.d does not include any 
29 reportable events that result from the program operating as intended. .Fo exa._.e., if a contract.  

30 suuervisor is selected fo- a -andom drug test. tests nositive, and proper action is taken, this does 

31 not count as a tal reuocrtil element. It is no, a fa-lure io imlement the reauirements because 
32 the, vrotzrarr lf-bctioned asý i-i-il eme-nt~ed in omia&with, theLrequjireets of 10 CfFR Part 216.  

33 
34 Sialnificaint nro0-Y--IIrnInatic Efalures of the iimniemented regulatoryV requi1rements that, w.ouldd amount 

35 to one-hour tvwe reports are the only reports included in the PIs for access authorization or 
36 titness-for-dur\'.  

37 
38 Wh ere a roaramntatic failure affected m~ultiple sites, the instance is reported for each affected, 

39 unit at each affected site.  
40
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Data Example 

FFD/Personnel Reliability

Quarter 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
10 CFR Part 26 Prompt Reports 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

2QR98 301b98 4QE98 P rev. Q Reportable Events in previous 4 qtrs 2 2 1 1

FGreen •52 
White >2 
Yellow >5 
Red N/A

FFD/Personnel Reliability Pro-gram

Quarter 4Q/98 Prey. Q2Q/98 
0m 

2 

3 

#Reportable 4 
Events 

5 

6 

7 

8

2
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APPENDIX A

Acronyms & Abbreviations2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45

A-1

I

AA 
AC 
AFW 
ALARA 
ANS 
BWR 
CBOP 
CFR 
CCTV 
DC 
DE & AEs 
EAL 
EDG 
EOF 
EFW 
ERO 
ESF 
FBI 
FEMA 
FFD 
FSAR 
FWCI 
IDS 
ISFSI 
HPCI 
HPCS 
HPSI 
HVAC 
LER 
LPCI 

LOCA 
MSIV 
N/A 
NEI 
NRC 
ODCM 
OSC 
PA 
PARs 
PI 
PRA

Access Authorization 
Alternating (Electrical) Current 
Auxiliary Feedwater System 
As Low As Reasonably Achievable 
Alert & Notification System 
Boiling Water Reactor 
Behavior Observation Program 
Code of Federal Regulations 
Closed Circuit Television 
Direct (Electrical) Current 
Drills, Exercises and Actual Events 
Emergency Action Levels 
Emergency Diesel Generator 
Emergency Operations Facility 
Emergency Feedwater 
Emergency Response Organization 
Engineered Safety Features 
Federal Bureau of Investigations 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Fitness for Duty 
Final Safety Analysis Report 
Feedwater Coolant Injection 
Intrusion Detection System 
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation 
High Pressure Coolant Injection 
High Pressure Core Spray 
High Pressure Safety Injection 
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
Licensee event Report 
Low Pressure Coolant Injection 
Low Pressure Safetyv n.ect.on 
Loss of Coolant Accident 
Main Steam Isolation Valve 
Not Applicable 
Nuclear Energy Institute 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 
Operations Support Center 
Protected Area 
Protective Action Recommendations 
Performance Indicator 
Probabilistic Risk Analysis



1 PORV Power Operated Relief Valve 
2 PWR Pressurized Water Reactor 
3 RETS Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications 
4 RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 
5 RCS Reactor Coolant System 
6 RHR Residual Heat Removal 
7 SSFF Safety System Functional Failure 
8 SSU Safety System Unavailability 
9 TSC Technical Support Center

A-2
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APPENDIX B 

2 STRUCTURE AND FORMAT OF NRC PERFORMANCE INDICATOR DATA FILES 

3 Performance indicator data files submitted to the NRC as part of the Regulatory Oversight Process 
4 should conform to structure and format identified below. The NEI performance indicator Website 
5 (PiWeb) automatically produces files with structure and format outlined below.  
6 
7 File Naming Convention 

8 Each NRC PI data file should be named according to the following convention. The name should contain 
9 the unit docket number, underscore, the date and time of creation and (if a change file) a "C" to indicate 

10 that the file is a change report. A file extension of .txt is used to indicate a text file.  
11 
12 Example: 05000399_20000103151710.txt 
13 
14 In the above example, the report file is for a plant with a docket number of 05000399 and the file was 
15 created on January 3, 2000 at 10 seconds after 3:17 p.m. The absence of a C at the end of the file name 
16 indicates that the file is a quarterly data report.  
17 
18 General Structure 

19 Each line of the report begins with a left bracket (e.g., "[") and ends with a right bracket (e.g., "]").  
20 Individual items of information on a line (elements) are separated by a vertical "pipe" (e.g., "r').  
21 
22 Each file begins with [BOF] as the first line and [EOF] as the last line. These indicate the beginning and 
23 end of the data file. The file may also contain one or more "buffer" lines at the end of the file to minimize 
24 the potential for file corruption. The second line of the file contains the unit docket number and the date 
25 and time of file creation (e.g., [050003991 1/2/2000 14:20:32]). Performance indicator information is 
26 contained beginning with line 3 through the next to last line (last line is [EOF]). The information 
27 contained on each line of performance indicator information consists of the performance indicator ID, 
28 applicable quarter/year (month/year for Barrier Integrity indicators), comments, and each performance 
29 indicator data element. Table B-I provides a description of the data elements and order for each line of 
30 performance indicator data in a report file.  
31 
32 Example: 
33 [IEO 113 Q1998 Comments here1212400] 
34 
35 In the above example, the line contains performance indicator data for Unplanned Scrams per 7000 
36 Critical Hours (IEO 1), during the 3rd quarter of 1998. The applicable comment text is "Comments here".  
37 The data elements identify that (see Table B-i) there were 2 unplanned automatic and manual scrams 
38 while critical and there were 2400 hours of critical operation during the quarter.
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TABLE B-1 - PI DATA ELEMENTS IN NRC DATA REPORT

Performance Indicator Data 
Element 
Number

Description 

Performance Indicator Flag (i.e.. GEN) 

Report quarter and year (e.g., I Q2000) 

Comment text 

Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., IEO 1) 

Quarter and year (e.g., 1Q2000) 

Comment text 

Number of unplanned automatic and manual scrams while 
critical in the reporting quarter 
Number of hours of critical operation in the reporting quarter 

Performance Indicator Flag (i.e.. IE02 
Quarter and year (e.g., 1Q2000) 

Comment text 
The number of automatic and manual scrams while critical in 
the reporting quarter in which the normal heat removal path 
through the main condenser was lost 
Performance Indicator Flag (i.e.. lIEO3) 
Quarter and vear (e.g., IQ2000) 

Comment text 

Number of unplanned power changes, excluding scrams, 
during the reporting quarter 
Number of hours of critical operation in the reporting quarter 

Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., MSOI) 
Quarter and year (e.g , 1Q2000) 

Comment text 
Planned Unavailable Hours 
Unplanned Unavailable Hours 
Fault Exposure Unavailable Hours 
Hours Train Required for Service 
Items 4 to 7 are repeated for each train

I Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., MS02) 
2 Quarter and year (eg.. 1Q2000) 

3 Comment text 
4 Planned Unavailable Hours 
5 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 
6 Fault Exposure Unavailable Hours 
7 Hours Train Required for Ser-ice 

Items 4 to 7 are repeated for each train 

I Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., MS03) 

2 Quarter and year (e.g., 1Q2000) 
3 Comment text
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Data Description 
Element 
Number 

4 Planned Unavailable Hours 
5 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 
6 Fault Exposure Unavailable Hours 
7 Hours Train Required for Service 
* Items 4 to 7 are repeated for each train 
1 Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., MS04) 
2 Quarter and year (e. g., 1Q2000) 

3 Comment text 
4 Planned Unavailable Hours 
5 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 
6 Fault Exposure Unavailable Hours 
7 Hours Train Required for Senrice 
* Items 4 to 7 are repeated for each train 
I Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., MS05) 

2 Quarter and year (e.g., IQ2000) 

Comment text 

4 Number of safety system functional failures during the 
reporting quarter 

1 Performance Indicator Flag (i. e., BI01) 

2 Month and year (e.g., 3/2000) 

3 Comment text 

4 Maximum calculated RCS activity, in micro curies per gram 
dose equivalent Iodine 131, as required by technical 
specifications, for reporting month 

5 Technical Specification limit for RCS activity in micro curies 
per gram does equivalent Iodine 131 

1 Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., B102) 

2 Month and year (e.g., U/2000) 

3 Comment text 
f4 Maximum RCS Identified Leakage calculation for reporting 

month in gpm 
5 Technical Specification limit for RCS Identified Leakage in 

gpm 
I 1 Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., EPO1) 
2 Quarter and year (e.g., 1Q2000) 

.3 Comment text 

4 Number of drill, exercise and actual event opportunities 
performed timely and accurately during the reporting quarter 

5 Number of drill, exercise and actual event opportunities during 
the reporting quarter 

1 Performance Indicator Flag (i.e.,EP02) 
2 Quarter and year (e.g., 1Q2000) 

3 Comment text 
4 Total Key ERO members that have participated in a drill.  

exercise, or actual event in the previous 8 qrtrs 
5 Total number of Key ERO personnel at end of reporting 

quarter



Performance Indicator Data Description 
Element 
Number 

Akiert Naof••watitiSytnR a ilfty I Performance Indicator Flag (i.e.. EP03) 

Quarter and year (e. v.. I Q2000) 

3 Comment text 

4 Total number of successful ANS siren-tests during the 

reporting quarter 
Total number of ANS sirens tested during the reporting 

: :quarter 
toccwpafionil Emwstre (:iMtrol I Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., OROI) 

2 Quarter and year (e.g., 1Q2000) 

* 3 Comment text 
4 Number of technical specification high radiation area 

occurrences dunng the reporting quarter S5 Number of very high radiation area occurrences during the 

6 reporting quarter 
6 The number of unintended exposure occurrences during the 

* reporting quarter 
1RETSl1O)CMf Radiolo*I EMffluet I Performance Indicator Flag (i-e., PRO l) 

: 2 Quarter and year (e g.. 1Q2000) 

Comment text 

4 Number of RETS/ODCM occurrences in the quarter 

Prowleted Ar" Semirit yEp ii i-ii 1 Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., PPOI) 
Nvforaniee Idiator 2 Quarter and year (e-g., 1Q2000) 

S3 Comment text 

4 IDS Compensator? Hours in the quarter 
5 CCTV Compensator- Hours in the quarter 
6 IDS Normalization Factor 
7 CCTV Normalization Factor 

Persneiw ScreminPmgrae n m•ndkator I Performance Indicator Flag (i.e., PP02) 

2 Quarter and xear (e g., Q2000) 

3 Comment text 

4 10 CFR §73.56 One Hr Reports 
!M ersonnel Rablity 1 Performance Indicator Flag (i.e.. PP03) 

2 Quarter and Near (e.g. 1Q2000) 
.3 Comment text 

4 Number of failures to implement fitness-for-duty and behavior 

observation requirements. reportable during the reporting 
quarter.
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1 

2 APPENDIX C 

3 

4 Background Information and Cornerstone Development 
5 

6 INTRODUCTION 

7 This section discusses the overall objectives and basis for the performance indicators used for each 
8 of the seven sk cornerstone areas. A more in-depth discussion of the background behind each of 
9 the performance indicators identified in the main report may be found in SECY 99-07.  

10 INITIATING EVENTS CORNERSTONE 

11 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

12 The objective of this cornerstone is to limit the frequency of those events that upset plant stability 
13 and challenge critical safety functions, during shutdown as well as power operations. When such 
14 an event occurs in conjunction with equipment and human failures, a reactor accident may occur.  
15 Licensees can therefore reduce the likelihood of a reactor accident by maintaining a low frequency 
16 of these initiating events. Such events include reactor trips due to turbine trip, loss of feedwater, 
17 loss of offsite power, and other reactor transients. There are a few key attributes of licensee 
18 performance that determine the frequency of initiating events at a plant.  

19 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

20 PRAs have shown that risk is often determined by initiating events of low frequency, rather than 
21 those that occur with a relatively higher frequency. Such low-frequency, high-risk events have 
22 been considered in selecting the PIs for this cornerstone. All of the PIs used in this cornerstone are 
23 counts of either initiating events, or transients that could lead to initiating events (see Table 1).  
24 They have face validity for their intended use because they are quantifiable, have a logical 
25 relationship to safety performance expectations, are meaningful, and the data are readily available.  
26 The PIs by themselves are not necessarily related to risk. They are however, the first step in a 
27 sequence which could, in conjunction with equipment failures, human errors, and off-normal plant 
28 configurations, result in a nuclear reactor accident. They also provide indication of problems that, 
29 if uncorrected, increase the risk of an accident. In most cases, where PIs are suitable for identifying 
30 problems, they are sufficient as well, since problems that are not severe enough to cause an 
31 initiating event (and therefore result in a PI count) are of low risk significance. In those cases, no 
32 baseline inspection is required (the exception is shutdown configuration control, for which 
33 supplemental baseline inspections is necessary).
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1 MITIGATING SYSTEMS CORNERSTONE

2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

3 The objective of this cornerstone is to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems 
4 that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core damage). When 
5 such an event occurs in conjunction with equipment and human failures, a reactor accident may 
6 result. Licensees therefore reduce the likelihood of reactor accidents by enhancing the availability 
7 and reliability of mitigating systems. Mitigating systems include those systems associated with 
8 safety injection, residual heat removal, and emergency AC power. This cornerstone includes 
9 mitigating systems that respond to both operating and shutdown events.  

10 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

11 While safety systems and components are generally thought of as those that are designed for 
12 design-basis accidents, not all mitigating systems have the same risk importance. PRAs have 
13 shown that risk is often influenced not only by front-line mitigating systems, but also by support 
14 systems and equipment. Such systems and equipment, both safety- and nonsafety-related, have 
15 been considered in selecting the PIs for this cornerstone. The PIs are all direct counts of either 
16 mitigating system availability or reliability or surrogates of mitigating system performance. They 
17 have face validity for their intended use because they are quantifiable, have a logical relationship to 
18 safety performance expectations, are meaningful, and the data are readily available. Not all aspects 
19 of licensee performance can be monitored by PIs. Risk-significant areas not covered by PIs will be 
20 assessed through inspection.  

21 BARRIER INTEGRITY CORNERSTONE 

22 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

23 The purpose of this cornerstone is to provide reasonable assurance that the physical design barriers 
24 (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system, and containment) protect the public from radionuclide 
25 releases caused by accidents or events. These barriers play an important role in supporting the 
26 NRC Strategic Plan goal for nuclear reactor safety, "Prevent radiation-related deaths or illnesses 
27 due to civilian nuclear reactors." The defense in depth provided by the physical design barriers 
28 which comprise this cornerstone allow achievement of the reactor safety goal.  

29 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

30 The performance indicators for this cornerstone cover two of the three physical design barriers.  
31 The first barrier is the fuel cladding. Maintaining the integrity of this barrier prevents the release of 
32 radioactive fission products to the reactor coolant system, the second barrier. Maintaining the 
33 integrity of the reactor coolant system reduces the likelihood of loss of coolant accident initiating 
34 events and prevents the release of radioactive fission products to the containment atmosphere in 
35 transients and other events. Performance indicators for reactor coolant system activity and reactor 
36 coolant system leakage monitor the integrity of the first two physical design barriers. Even if 
37 significant quantities of radionuclides are released into the containment atmosphere, maintaining 
38 the integrity of the third barrier, the containment, will limit radioactive releases to the environment
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1 and limit the threat to the public health and safety. The integrity of the containment barrier is 
2 ensured through the inspection process.  
3 
4 Therefore, there are three desired results associated with the barrier integrity cornerstone. These 
5 are to maintain the functionality of the fuel cladding, the reactor coolant system, and the 
6 containment.  

7 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS CORNERSTONE 

8 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

9 Emergency Preparedness (EP) is the final barrier in the defense in depth approach to safety that 
10 NRC regulations provide for ensuring the adequate protection of the public health and safety.  
11 Emergency Preparedness is a fundamental cornerstone of the Reactor Safety Strategic 
12 Performance Area. 10 CFR Part 50.47 and Appendix E to Part 50, define the requirements of an 
13 EP program and a licensee commits to implementation of these requirements through an 
14 Emergency Plan (the Plan). The performance indicators for this cornerstone are designed to 
15 ensure that the licensee is capable of implementing adequate measures to protect the public health 
16 and safety in the event of a radiological emergency.  

17 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

18 Compliance of EP programs with regulation is assessed through observation of response to 
19 simulated emergencies and through routine inspection of onsite programs. Demonstration 
20 exercises involving onsite and offsite programs, form the key observational tool used to support, 
21 on a continuing basis, the reasonable assurance finding that adequate protective measures can and 
22 will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. This is especially true for the most risk 
23 significant facets of the EP program. This being the case, the PIs for onsite EP draw significantly 
24 from performance during simulated emergencies and actual declared emergencies, but are 
25 supplemented by direct NRC inspection and inspection of licensee self assessment. NRC 
26 assessment of the adequacy of offsite EP will rely (as it does currently) on regular FEMA 
27 evaluations.  

28 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE CORNERSTONE 

29 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

30 This cornerstone includes the attributes and the bases for adequately protecting the health and 
31 safety of workers involved with exposure to radiation from licensed and unlicensed radioactive 
32 material during routine operations at civilian nuclear reactors. The desired result is the adequate 
33 protection of worker health and safety from this exposure. The cornerstone uses as its bases the 
34 occupational dose limits specified in 10 CFR 20 Subpart C and the operating principle of 
35 maintaining worker exposure "as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)" in accordance with 
36 10 CFR 20.1101. These radiation protection criteria are based upon the assumptions that a linear 
37 relationship, without threshold, exists between dose and the probability of stochastic health effects 
38 (radiological risk); the severity of each type of stochastic health effect is independent of dose; and
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1 nonstochastic radiation-induced health effects can be prevented by limiting exposures below 
2 thresholds for their induction. Thus, 10 CFR Part 20 requires occupational doses to be maintained 
3 ALARA with the exposure limits defined in 10 CFR 20 Subpart C constituting the maximum 
4 allowable radiological risk. Industry experience has shown that the occurrences of uncontrolled 
5 occupational exposure that potentially could result in an individual exceeding a dose limit have 
6 been low frequency events. These potential overexposure incidents are associated with radiation 
7 fields exceeding 1000 millirem per hour (mrem/hr) and have involved the loss of one or more 
8 radiation protection controls (barriers) established to manage and control worker exposure. The 
9 probability of undesirable health effects to workers can be maintained within acceptable levels by 

10 controlling occupational exposures to radiation and radioactive materials to prevent regulatory 
11 overexposures and by implementing an aggressive and effective ALARA program to monitor, 
12 control and minimize worker dose.  

13 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

14 A combined performance indicator is used to assess licensee performance in controlling worker 
15 doses during work activities associated with high radiation fields or elevated airborne radioactivity 
16 areas. The PI was selected based upon its ability to provide an objective measure of an 
17 uncontrolled measurable worker exposure or a loss of access controls for areas having radiation 
18 fields exceeding 1000 millirem per hour (mremihr). The data for the PI are currently being 
19 collected by most licensees in their corrective action programs. The PI either directly measures the 
20 occurrence of unanticipated and uncontrolled dose exceeding a percentage of the regulatory limits 
21 or identifies the failure of barriers established to prevent unauthorized entry into those areas 
22 having dose rates exceeding 1000 mrem/hr. The indicator may identify declining performance in 
23 procedural guidance, training, radiological monitoring, and in exposure and contamination control 
24 prior to exceeding a regulatory dose limit. The effectiveness of the licensee's assessment and 
25 corrective action program is considered a cross-cutting issue and is addressed elsewhere.  

26 PUBLIC EXPOSURE CORNERSTONE 

27 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

28 This cornerstone includes the attributes and the bases for adequately protecting public health and 
29 safety from exposure to radioactive material released into the public domain as a result of routine 
30 civilian nuclear reactor operations. The desired result is the adequate protection of public health 
31 and safety from this exposure. These releases include routine gaseous and liquid radioactive 
32 effluent discharges, the inadvertent release of solid contaminated materials, and the offsite 
33 transport of radioactive materials and wastes. The cornerstone uses as its bases, the dose limits 
34 for individual members of the public specified in 10 CFR 20, Subpart D; design objectives detailed 
35 in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 which defines what doses to members of the public from effluent 
36 releases are "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA); and the exposure and contamination 
37 limits for transportation activities detailed in 10 CFR Part 71 and associated Department of 
38 Transportation (DOT) regulations. These radiation protection standards require doses to the 
39 public be maintained ALARA with the regulatory limits constituting the maximum 
40 allowable radiological risk based on the linear relationship between dose received and the 
41 probability of adverse health effects.
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1 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

2 One PI for the radioactive effluent release program has been initially developed to monitor for 
3 inaccurate or increasing projected offsite doses. The effluent radiological occurrence (ERO) PI 
4 does not evaluate performance of the radiological environmental monitoring program (REMIP) 
5 which will be assessed through the routine baseline inspection. For transportation activities, the 
6 infrequent occurrences of elevated radiation or contamination limits in the public domain from this 
7 measurement area precluded identification of a corresponding indicator. A second PI has been 
8 proposed for future use to monitor the inadvertent release of potentially contaminated materials 
9 which could result in a measurable dose to a member of the public. These indicators will provide 

10 partial assessments of licensee radioactive effluent monitoring and offsite material release activities 
11 and were selected to identify decreasing performance prior to exceeding public regulatory dose 
12 limits.  

13 PHYSICAL SECURITY CORNERSTONE 

14 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

15 This cornerstone addresses the attributes and establishes the basis to provide assurance that the 
16 physical protection system can protect against the design basis threat of radiological sabotage as 
17 defined in 10 CFR 73.1 (a). The key attributes in this cornerstone are based on the defense in depth 
18 concept and are intended to provide protection against both external and internal threats. To date, 
19 there have been no attempted assaults with the intent to commit radiological sabotage and, 
20 although there has been no PRA work done in the area of safeguards, it is assumed that there 
21 exists a small probability of an attempt to commit radiological sabotage. Although radiological 
22 sabotage is assumed to be a small probability, it is also assumed to be risk significant since a 
23 successful sabotage attempt could result in initiating an event with the potential for disabling of the 
24 safety systems necessary to mitigate the consequences of the event with substantial consequence to 
25 public health and safety. An effective security program decreases the risk to public health and 
26 safety associated with an attempt to commit radiological sabotage.  

27 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

28 Three performance indicators are used to assess licensee performance in the Physical Protection 
29 and Access Authorization Systems. The PIs were selected based on their ability to provide 
30 objective measures of performance.  
31 
32 The performance of the physical protection system will be measured by the percent of the time all 
33 components (barriers, alarms and assessment aids) in the systems are available and capable of 
34 performing their intended function. When systems are not available and capable of performing 
35 their intended function, compensatory measures must be implemented. Compensatory measures 
36 are considered acceptable pending equipment being returned to service, but historically have 
37 been found to degrade over time. The degradation of compensatory measures over time, along 
38 with the additional costs associated with implementation of compensatory measures provides the 
39 incentive for timely maintenance/I&C support to return equipment to service. The percent of time 
40 equipment is available and capable of performing its intended function will provide data on the
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1 effectiveness of the maintenance process and also provide a method of monitoring equipment 
2 degradation as a result of aging that could adversely impact on reliability.  
3 
4 Two performance indicators are used to measure the Assess Authorization System. The 
5 performance indicators for this system will count the number of reportable events that reflect 
6 program degradations. This data is currently available and there are regulatory requirements to 
7 report significant events in the areas of Personnel Screening and FFD. The Behavior Observation 
S significant events are captured in the FFD reporting requirements.  
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APPENDIX D 

Plant Specific Design Issues 

This appendix identifies resolutions to performance indicator reporting issues that are specific to 
individual plant designs.  

Oyster Creek 

Issue: Oyster Creek does not have a high pressure coolant injection system. The function 
performed by the HPCI system is accomplished at the Oyster Creek station by a combination of 
pressure reduction using the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) and injecting coolant into 
the vessel using the Core Spray System (low pressure coolant injection). The core spray system 
consists of two redundant trains each having redundant active components (pumps and valves).  

Resolution: For the HBPCS indicator, Oyster Creek will report system availability of the Core 
Spray System and consider ADS as a support function required for system operability. Note: 
Technical Specifications for Oyster Creek require plant shutdown if ADS is inoperable.  

At this point, Oyster Creek will consider core spray as a two train system and consider similar 
configurations at other plants, the WANO definition, and how unavailability is reported to 
WANO.  

Dresden Station 

Issue: At Dresden Station, the RHR function as defined in NEI 99-02 is accomplished using both 
the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) and the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) Systems. LPCI 
performs the suppression pool heat removal function while SDC performs the reactor core decay 
heat removal function.  

The LPCI System has two parallel heat exchangers and the SDC System consists of three 100% 
capacity parallel trains. The configuration of the SDC system can be treated as two trains with 
one installed spare train as described in Section 2.2 of NEI 99-02.  

Resolution: Dresden is utilizing two trains of LPCI and two trains of SDC to meet the reporting 
requirements of NEI 99-02. The third train of SDC should be treated as an installed spare and is 
subject to the reporting requirements in NEI 99-02.
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Kewaunee And Point Beach

Issue: The Kewaunee and Point Beach sites have overlapping Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ).  
We report siren data to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) grouped by 
criterion other than entire EPZs (such as along county lines). May we report siren data for the 
PIs in the same fashion to eliminate confusion and prevent 'double reporting' of sirens that exist in 
both EPZs? Kewaunee and Point Beach share a portion of EPZs and responsibility for the sirens 
has been divided along the county line that runs between the two sites. FEMA has accepted this, 
and so far the NRC has accepted this informally.  

Resolution: The purpose of the Alert and Notification System Reliability PI is to indicate the 
licensee's ability to maintain risk-significant EP equipment. In this unique case, each neighboring 
plant maintains sirens in a different county. Although the EPZ is shared, the plants do not share 
the same site. In this case, it is appropriate for the licensees to report the sirens they are 
responsible for. The NRC Web site display of information for each site will contain a footnote 
recognizing this shared EPZ responsibility.  

Surry, North Anna and Beaver Valley Unit 1 

Issue: The Safety System Unavailability Performance Indicator for PWR RHR monitors: 

"* The ability of the RHR system to take a suction from the containment sump, cool the 
fluid, and inject at low pressure to the RCS, and 

"* The ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor during normal 
shutdown for refueling and maintenance.  

The RIHR system for Surry Units 1 & 2, North Anna Units 1& 2 and Beaver Valley Unit 1 
provides function 2, shutdown cooling, and does not provide for function 1, post accident 
recirculation cooling. Function 1, is provided by two 100% low head safety injection pumps 
taking suction from the containment sump and injecting to the RCS at low pressure and with the 
heat exchanger function (containment sump water cooling) provided by four 50% capacity 
containment recirculation spray system pumps and heat exchangers. How should the Safety 
system unavailability for these units be calculated? 

Resolution: The RHR Performance Indicator should be calculated as follows. The RHR system 
should be counted as two trains of RHR providing decay heat removal, function 2. The low head 
safety injection and recirculation spray pumps and associated coolers should be counted as an 
additional two trains of RHR providing the post accident recirculation cooling, function 1.
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Four trains should be monitored as follows: 

Train 1 (recirculation mode) 
"A" train consisting of the "A" LHSI pump, associated MOVS and the required "A" train 
recirculation spray pumps heat exchangers, and MOVS.  

Train 2 (recirculation mode) 
"B" train consisting of the "B" LHSI pump, associated MOVS and the required "B" train 
recirculation spray pumps, heat exchangers, and MOVS.  

Train 3 (shutdown cooling mode) 
"A" train consisting of the "A" RHR pump, associated MOVS and heat exchanger.  

Train 4 (shutdown cooling mode) 
"B" train consisting of the "B" RHR pump, associated MOVS and heat exchanger.  

Beaver Valley Unit 2 

Issue: The Safety System Unavailability Performance Indicator for PWR RHR monitors: 

"* The ability of the RHR system to take a suction from the containment sump, cool the 
fluid, and inject at low pressure to the RCS, and 

"* The ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor during normal 
shutdown for refueling and maintenance.  

The RHR system for Beaver Valley Unit 2 provides function 2, shutdown cooling, and does not 
provide for function 1, post accident recirculation cooling.  

Function 1, is provided by two 100% containment recirculation spray pumps taking suction from 
the containment sump, and injecting to the RCS at low pressure. The heat exchanger function is 
provided by two 100% capacity containment recirculation spray system heat exchangers, one per 
train.  

How should the safety system unavailability for BVPS Unit 2 be calculated? 

Resolution: The RHR Performance Indicator should be calculated as follows. The two 
containment recirculation spray pumps and associated coolers should be counted as two trains of 
RHR providing the post accident recirculation cooling, function 1. The RHR system should be 
counted as two additional trains of RHR providing decay heat removal, function 2.
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Four trains sh6uld be monitored as follows:

Train 1 (recirculation mode) 
Consisting of the containment recirculation spray pump associated MOVS and the required 
recirculation spray pump heat exchanger and MOVS.  

Train 2 (recirculation mode) 
Consisting of containment recirculation spray pump associated MOVS and the required 
recirculation spray pump heat exchanger, and MOVS.  

Train 3 (shutdown cooling mode) 
Consisting of the "A" RHIR pump, associated MOVS and heat exchanger.  

Train 4 (shutdown cooling mode) 
Consisting of the "B" RHR pump, associated MOVS and heat exchanger.  

ANO-2, Calvei Cliffs, Fort Calhoun. Millstone 2. Palisades, Palo Verde. San 

Onofre. St. Lucie, and Waterford 3 

For CE desigzned NSSS systemns the fimnctions r-eported under tlhe.R'HR SSU nert'or-nance.  

indiato ar accmplshe by ultolesystms.Howshould CE niants collect and. report diatfo 
.......................e * ................N * ----------------- ------------------------.............................................. ........................................................................  

this indicator? 

!sstue: The Safe~ty System Unavailabilty Performance Indicator for PWVR RHR monitors: 

The abilivt of the RHR system to take a suction fiom the containment sump. cool the fluid, and 
inect at low pressure Lno the RCS- and

Ihe ability of the- RI-B. systema to remove dec-ay heat from. the reactor dutrhing nrirmai, shutdowvn fo~r ....... ... ...... ..... ................................................................................. ............ :................................ .........................................  

"retu~ein2 and maintenance.  

('E ECCS desig4ns differ from- the MAR desnpo an tpcalfe ue nNT 90.C ei 

run all ECCS o~uaos nurina t~he injection oha se (Containm.ent Spray±(CS),Hiah Pressure Safety 

Injection (HPSI). and Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSIf). and on Recirculation Actuation 

Siunal (RAS, t.he LPSI Numus are automatically shutdown. and the suction of the IPSI and CS 
pimpsjp Is shifted to the containment sump . Th...... V lDe HPS I pumots then provide the recireulation p~hasg -----. .............................................................................. ... .... . ............ .1 ..-4 .............! ... ..... ,.................... .. .......... •.o. '! .~ h {..s.e..  
core in~ection. aind the CS.pumjps by ;ýta Yout of thei ms potinu iýý t in heal 

excihangers, and spraving the cooled water into containment, supoort the core injection inventorc 
coolina, How sh-ould CE desimns reoort the RIMB. SSU Performance Indicator: 

Resoluiiion: For the first fiunction: "The ability fteRD system to 'take a su.ction from-1 the 
containment: sum!) cool the fluid. and inject at low pressure into the RCS." 

1Ž C plat deig uses HPSI to "take a suctio fromr the sump", CS to "cool the fluid"., and .•.3e...•K.~. .•...•................................f..N..........................-.ja......•].......................5.•.2. . ..... •...•.J 
ipB . ½t±J 'ettat low pressure into the RCS". Duze to these desisan differences, CE p~lanlts with 

this design should monitor this function in the following manner. The HPSI pumps and their 
suction valves are already monitored under the !-PSI function, and no monitorinu under the RHR 
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P1 is necessary or required. The two containment spray orums and associated sshould be 
counted as two trains of RHR providing the nost accident recirculation cooling.  

during normal shutdown for refieling and maintenance." 

The CjE.plnd estgn uses LPSl pumpsto P)UPn- the water fr-om the RC.S- through. the SDC heat, .IhLj..j ...... ...................................S.........---. ---. -----. ---------------------------------------------------- *h ---------------- -, -----------------
exchangers, and back to the RCS. Du e to this CE desigun differenice, the SDC system should be 
counted as two trains of RHR providing the decay heat removal functon.  

Therefobre. for the, CE desi ~ned plants four tains should be m~o-niored, when the 1)a, icular 
.. .........................f . . .c..t ..:.i ..s .......e u .r.e..4 ..X.. ...e.... t....... ....aL..p...... ....... .c .a. ........................  

affete^..d. ~nction is reqJuired. iv Technlical Specjfications. as follows.  

Train I (recirculation mode') Consistinu of the "A" containment spray pump, the retuired s•pray 
oumpi hieat exchanger and associated flow n)ath valves.  ------I..u . .e..a.............x.-.ha .g . .............. s.. . a.t....c.........t.. ......w . . ....a..t...........,..:. ....  

Train 2 (recirculation mode) Consisting of the "B" containment spray pumap, tlhe required spray 
punp heat exchanger and associated flow path valves.  

.......ncolignmode) Consistmag of the "A" SDC pup associated ------ path.............  T ..a. .n.... ... .s... ...... .......•.4 , .. ..... o.!. n.. .. :. - ... .... .....C. .•. ... i.•.. .... .. .... .. h... .. ..... .. .. ...... :.. S.. .... ...... .. u. . a .. .s .. .. i .t ~e .d ..fl ..o w. .. .p • r h . .v a l v e s 
and heat exchanner.  

Train "I(shu'down cooling. mod-e) Consisting- of the "B" SDC pump. associated flow pOath valves ..........!4................ ----------.*- ---------------------.*.- -------------------.-*h.................... ------------------------ --------.-c---------e-.-----------------------------------
and hieat exchanzger.  ..a..•..d...e..'........e.....x........a..... ....e..  

Note tlha, recuired hours and unavailable hours xiii be determined by technical soeciflcation 

reorrmets n ot 'dfaul hursalal huskjl 

Reportinu o0r R H R data should follow this xiidance beuinninT with the second ouarter 2000 data 
submarral Historical data was org,,all, reported as two trains. A change report must be 
submitted to p,,rov'ide historical data for four trains. This can be accomplished in either of two x..":..... :... ................... t.:..... .:...... ... :.: ........ ... . ........... •.- ................... .. ..: ...a.: ..- ..-.---.....------ --" ----------. I. ....... . .. . ... ........ x .......... .... :.......................  

. Maintain Tr-.. ] and Train 2 historical data as is. For Train 3 and 4. repeat Train I and Train 2 

2n R--vui'se afl h!toncai data using this uuidance.  

Provide com.ent .th the change report to identifv the manner in which the historical data has 
..b..e.e..:... :-.. :. ....... t... ,,s ,
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Palo Verde

Issue: NEI 99-02. revision 0 states "Some plants have a startup feedwater pump that reauires 
manual actuation. Startup feedwater pumps are not included in the scope of the AFW system for 
thisindicator." Our plIants have stagtup feed water puLmp.s that. reruire mnanual actuation. Th r 

no aeyrelated. but they are credited hin the safety analvsis repo as yj prvdng, additio-nal a..o............a ..f .e..t . .......e %...l.a ..........u.. ..e.5.... .... c...r........ .. it..d.... •.......L....s.......e................. . ..m..5.s.'... ... r.....p.. Q ..... p ..o.v:9• g • . . • 

reliabi1itxavalability to the AFW system and are reauired by Technical Specifications to be 
operable in modes i. 2 and 3. They are also included in the olant PRA and are classified as blab 
r-isk sigificant Should these puumps be treated as third train of auxilia.r feedwater for NEI 99-02 

monitorina Aurposes or does the startus feedvater pump exempt ion apply'? 
....................... P...............  

Resoluton: Based on the information provided, these -arricular SSCs should be considered a 
third train of auxiliary feedwater for- NE] 99-02mnioig u?~...  ..-! ....i.•....t...`l .............•..f ..x.-.i.i.•...f..e.....e.. ...........a.t.e.J . .:.N............... ....... ~ •% . •r• •. .  

North Anna 

Issue: At North Anna PowerStation onlyv one par, time CCTV camera is used as oart of the PA 
uer, meter threat assessment during refielin. outan4es. With one part time CCTV camera. that has 
been r~ebiabke we nave not had any comuensatorv hours to report for this portion of the PI. T'his 

..... ........................ ...................................................................... ......................  

results in what minhht seem to be an artificially hIiah perf-ormance index for this PI since the CCTV 
camera Portion of the indicatoris ecuallv weiahted,, wNiti- the T-S nortion. Is it aporopriate to 
continue to reort CCTV camera compensatory hours for- a -site wsith a•low number of and 
cot inu ............. .r........p.o : C.................a..).e..r...... ....•....• .e.'• a.t.. ..B•.W .5.t•.£•.j•.¢i• .. 5 ••• 3?• . .  
inrnetl sdCT. Lcame~ra s:? 

Resolution: Continue to r,-nort, in accordance with the current izuidance in NfI 99-02. That is.  
r-r co mpen.sato-,ry hours for the part time C('TV camera as they occur-. Put a note for this P1 in ....i •..• .c. ... .e:, . ... .................... :.. .................... 7.. .... .... :....................................................................Lx............................. ý ,z................. ......... .............  
the comments secuon subm-itted to the NRC skm'tar to the foiowin" ."Pertormance data reflects 

zero. (or X). hours of CCTV camera op.eration donn. this reportina period" 

Suriw 

Issue: At Surrv Power Station onlh one fuill time CCTV camera is used as part of the PA 
oer•meter threat assessment. With only one CCTV camera, that has been reliable, we have not hiad 
any compensatory hours to report fbr this portion of the PTI. This results in what mitht seem to be 

...................................... .................................................................... !t...............  

an artificia"lv hih performance index for this P1 since the CCTV camera portion of the indicator 
is euiuallv\ .eihted with the IDS portion. Is it anoroomrtae to continue to report CCTV camnera 
compensatory hours for a site with such a low P.vnumber of CCTV camer as? 

Resolution: Continu to report accordance with the current suidance in NEI 9-02. That is.  
report comoensatorv hours for the sinale CCTV camera as they occur. Put a note 6or, this PI in the 
comment section submitted to the NRC similar to the following: "-Performance data reflects. on e 

............. ....................................................................... . . . .
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Indiail Point 3 

I~s.su...e: ..Regarding, the HPSI indiator, our )]ant has a unicque flow oath for- hitub head r-c-irculation.11 

If thi;as flow path was found isolated by a manual valve. wouLd thult exp~osure hocurs necessarily! be 
counted. even if the main flow path was available? 

Our .plant jhas three trains of HPSI w'ith three intermuediate prsue punnos fedbseateafy .g :..: ....p. ].a..• .t..b..a:>:..t.!3 : .e. • ... ..r-.---.---..-..-.---..--..-----.-.--t.. ...................... .. .....d.......e........................... ..........d........ ... ..... ..... ... ... .........  

relted pwr supplies. Our three trains share common suction sup plies. For the recirculation .r.e.!.: .e.d..p: .• .: s • ~ : . .O..• : ...e..e...r......: ....s.!..a...e....c....... m.o. : *s---------*..•... .c. .• ...... u.. •.i..e...s....... .9 .. !... : ......t...c'* ..-.:... .• * .........  
phase of an accident, two HPSI pumps are required in t'he short term if the event was a small 
break LOCA. For a large break LOCA. the IPSI pumps are not required until we transfer to hot 

earcruainwhich is reqouired to occur- between 14 and 23 .4 hours after the LOCA. During ........... .... .......--.----------- ...................s........e................................................................,...... .  
high head recirculation (hot or cold leg). the HPSI suction is supplied b-y the outptL oflow head 

vumps. We have two internal SI Recirculation pumps located in the containment that provide the 
primary choice for low head recirculation and for supplyingr the Suction of the BPS! Dumns. The 

extrnl HR&uispoieabc to the internal Si Regirculation. pumpsfrbt fmtos .•B.• .t... .s- . --..-- --- ----e ... e1 ................................... ........................................t. ..............•t~u •.  
Both sets of pumnps deliver flow through the RIHR H.Xs that can thenl be routed to a. comlmon 
header for the suction of the HPSI pumps.  

In1 the case of a p~assive Ifailure requiring4 the isolation of thie flow path- to the commnon HS ...,............... ................ .....a. I. .......................................... I ............ t.. ............................................................... ....................................................................  

mc onppuj&.e hav a unque dsign in that a separate flow path ishinsalled to deliver a 

suctior, suo•lv to iust one of our three SI pumps (specifically, the 32 SI pumtp.), This flow.Pam*.h 
bypasses the RHR !as and would deliver sump fluid directly from the RIHR numno discharue to 

the ~ Lý suto fte3 1~ Teiternal recirculation pumps can not supp-,or-t t~his fiowpathjobut 
thvycan still be ru~n for containment heat removal via recirculation sp-ray if reauired. This alternate 
t..h.e.....-..c.•.o........ ..T..t.}...... -.............•...:.•.•..... i .'........... .::!.::a g..........c.......-........:.........: ,.:..... ~ * .......... --------------- *...a..u..: ....:. • *f ----------------------------------
low to hiuh head flowoath does not fit into the tvyical "train" design common in the industry 
because it is not used in the event of any active failure, and it relies on powering Dumps and valves 

troni~ ~ ~~~~~,4 al 3 forE).Orsse is also unique in that loss of the alenat flw .at is nota 
faf-ilure that equates to theINET- guildance. It appears that the mspoositroning of a valve inth 
...... ..... .... ... .............. .. ..... ... ..... ..... ...... ...:.... .. ................ ............................u..... .: ..t..............................:....................t.................... ..........................................  

designs of the NEI guidance would cause the loss of one of two trains used for high head injection 
considering either and active or passive railure.  

Thejý 'ipstinn o* f thne valve was.s rported in LER 2001.The LER reported a bounding 

risk assessment since the IPE does not model the passive failure flow oath to the HHSI pumos 
heaider. The risk assessment determined that the core damage frequency (CDF) would be 

Qroxim-ately- 3E-8 p)er year -withf a conditional CDF of appr'Oxiatl 7v.5E-9 for a prod of 
th-ree months (approximate time of val vewsoito This is not risk sienifleant.  

Resolution: The faiuli exposure hours do not have to be counted. Except as specifically stated in 
thle inrdicator definition and re Drtg udne no attemptm is made to mnonitor or give cr-edi in tOne 
rnoicator results for the presence of other systems (or sets of conivonents) thapt add diversity to ... ........ .................... ........ ........... ....... ...... ....................... ................,....... ...a..t....e......... ........-. ......a..d..... .............................................................n........ .  

the mitigation or prevention of accidents. The passive failure mitigation features described as 
supporting the high head recirculation function, while serving a system diversity function, are not 
included as nart of the hiuh head safety iniection system comnonents monitored for this indicator.
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EFP- I is safetv-reiated and tested. However. EFP-I is not reouired to be OPERABLE in any 
MODE in accordance with the Imoroved Technical Specifications (ITS'i. EFP-- - .. cannot re.,place 
EFP-3 to meet two train EFW 'ITS requiremn.ents. EFP-I is included in the PRA 'but 's not a "risk 
--.. --.. --. --. --.... ----..-...................................................................... i ........ ............ .... : ........................ ..... ; .............. = ............... :. ........ .. :' ..................... I ..=...  

sianificant" comnonent. EFP-I is credited in the FSAR as noted above for orovidina defense-in, 

depth and maintained for votential use in certain seismic and Appendix R condttions.  

Shnould thi-s be reported as a. third train of AFW? .•..•..............1! .t . ........b....r . ..•............e....• ...... ... J .t ............t.r ..i u.o... ..............  

Resolution: No. since the numu has no operability requirernents in the Technical Specifications.  

C(rvstal River Unit 3 (CR-3) 

Issue: CR-3 has an independent motor driven pumre and independent pipiing system for the 
u...xi..e..e.....e.....A..........stem a is separate •f•rom the . Syste.m. The •.•W •p•jrmpFWP.  

secndasscated comiponents are designed to provide an additional non-safety grade source of 

secondary cooling water to the steam, gzenerators should a loss of all main and EF occur. This 
reduces reliance on the Hih Pressure Iniection•Power Onerated Relief Valve (I-ThIPORV) mode 
of.. .. long term cooling. This ABY sour e: was added to CR1' in 1988 in response to NRC concerns ............ .. .......... ...c..............................E c .................. ... ......s .. aa................ ...... .. ---.t.------ ......................... .............................................. ... .........e .....  
on thie issue of EF reliability (Generic Issue 124) 

Per the FSAIR. "The AkFW source is non-safetvy rade and is not Class IF powered or electricallv 
connected to the e- erg.encyv diesel uenerators. As such., it is -not relied up)on dujigu design basis 

S:-- .e..----.------ .:. .... .A .......... ...... ......n ; .... ...r..... .:........... ............................ I........................................... ...................s.. ...`.. ..........e. 9 -1.... ...... .. !. ..  
events and is intended for use on an "as available" basis only. TW performs no safety function 

and there is no impact on nuclear safety if it fails to operate..... It is not environmentally qualified 
nor Apoendix R protected ...... AMthough the AYW, source is non-saf.ety nrade it is credited by the 
_N-RC as. a compei)nsatig fea turein enhancing tne reliability of secondary. decay beat remloval.  
Au.xiliary feedwater may be used. as dees-ndnh during emrec istation w~hen steam 
2enerator pressure has been reduced to the point where EFP-2 is no longer available or to avoid 
EFP-2 cyclic ...oper-ation." 

FWvP-7l is pcowýered by an indep-endent, non-safety related. diesel. FWP-7 is a manually -started 

punip and the associated control valves are manually controlled from thle Main Control Room.  

FA!P-7 i.s not safety related.  . ......-.i............ .......s.. ev...........................re .ted 

FWP-7 is not required by ITS to be OPERABLE in any MODE.  

FWP-. cann.ot replace either EFP-2 or EFP-3 to mneet two train EFW ITS requirementes. Q.R-3 
..:..... .s..g ..a. . .... .. ..... ..a........... : ...............: . ... . ... .• ........,. .! .... t: .e.• :.:4 .e.:] ',..~.v:?-.o; ... ~ .::.... .:.' ...... .-.--.---.-..--.----.-..e..-.-... -.-...-.  

oei' nduaeof FWNP-7 does not fit the NFlI definition a~-_tbera "ntlled spare" or a 
"redundant extra train" as given on pages 30 and 3 ! of NEI 99-021 Rev. 0.  

FWvP-7 is credited in the F SAR fo rxdn ees-ndepth and as an additional source non.
safety-- grade s u....eo...s...ea....y l w r t s .g...e....e...a..o..............r............ ........... s.....K........... ... L ..................... !..I ..... .. ......... L ......... .  safer\ urade source of secondary coolina, water .to steam ,,enerators.

D-9
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Resolution: No. since the pump has noo oera-bility requirements in the Technical S pecilications.  

Indian Point 2, Indian Point 3 

Issue: The ECCS designs ftor Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 include two safetv injection 
recirculation pumps, the recirculation sums inside containment. piping and associated valves 
located -iside containment, and twvo RHR/LHSI punws. pmings. containment sump (dedicated to 

~±E .p~i jp nv tw UR- heat exchangersa d so ae.v le .T s \v u sSe ........................... an aso iae valves.................................................. These.t.o.subsy.stems .are 
identified in the Technical Specifications and FSAR. The RHRJiLHS! system is automatically 
started on an SI. takes suction from the RWST as do the hig. .head SI pumps (3). provides water 
in......e. ..t injie...c..t..io. ph.a. ... of e n o f a.. a c..qc..cid...ac .ient. ardi is secured dui•ng.r the. transfer to the reci.culation h.0. ase.  

of the accident. The recirculation pumps re~main in stanidbv in the injectiophsan are startec 

by c,,eatoor action during switchover for the .ecirculation thase. The recirculation pniusp (2) take 
suction from their dedicated sumo and have the ca.abilitv to feed the low head iniecti•on lines, the 
containment spray headers. and the suction of'the high head SI puuns for high head injection. The 

RRhead exchaitaers can provide cooling, for both the IRIR and recirculation flowypaths.Th 

recirculation puimps are inside containment and can not be -tsted during operation 

The RI-R -mnumps ierfbrmn th-e normnal decay heat i-emo\-al f~inmction during4 shutdown opoerations.  

and an lsobe liged br post accident recirculation . However, the two redlundant recirculation 

pumps represent the pirimarv providers of the low head recirculation finction. If a single active 
"failure were to occur. then one recirculation pump would remain available and provides sufficient 

£ -Ž.cl o m-eet tile core and containment cooling requirenments. Only"in the event Of a passive 
failure or ntuitipie active failures would it be necessao- to al-g9 the-RIW.pumps for- recilrcLA-aianq 

Use of'the RHR pu,.us for re-,cut ruresoen two ,motor operated valves aligned in 
series to atiow suction from the containmenlt sums.  

Bovx s'hould the recirculation1 '_'subsysemI un~availabillity be reported tinder the mj1iga-irtg svstem PI 

for RHR? 

Resoluton Tl:-.. Safety System Unavailabiiitx- Perfor"mance Indicator for RIHR monitors twvo 

The abilittv of the Ri-.R system to draw suction fi-om the containment sunm. cool the fluid, iniect 

-9Wg y p res u ri e "t 'o "t 'h e "R C ý'S'. " a n 'd 
The ability of the RUI-R System to remnove decay heatl fiomn the reactor durn1 4niilsudw 
.a......... ......y .. .¢..s..s...... .•.... h...............(. .................................................................. ......................  

for i-e~deling an'.d iaintenance.  

c-omponents shouldik be counted as two trains of RHR p~roviding post accident recirculation 
& L..:.•..:.. ..... .....P.. :..... ..... L.:.•.t.a... ....... ...-..̀ ...`..1....e..t.5.... ..... .. . .e ...;.......-------------------.-- . *..u...P.....?.?.....s ...............a. •...a.. ... ......a....e.. ..............v•L.e..a... .  

cooling. function i. The two RHR pumps and associated valves and components should be 
counted as :wo trains of RPH providing decay heat removal, function 2. The RHR Heat 
Ex.fchiansgers and associated compone.nts and valves which serve both RHR and recirculat1io 
funct ions should be shared by an RI-R atnd an SI Recirculation. Pump train, functions 1 andi2

D-1O
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The two RHR pumps are also capable of proxidina backup to fanction I. Except as specifically 
stated in the indicator definition and re""ort.ing .umont or awve g•,o m uidance, no attemp, is made to mr; 
credit in the indicator results for the oresence of other systemrs (or sets of coirmponents) that add 
............r... -------- . ...........`........................ ............................................................... ..... .. ............................. ...........`: I ....................  
ajversitv to, th-,e rn'dtigaton or p~revention ot accidents. The RI-W pumpi suction fll at'rom t-he 
Contanment Suin,, pmovides nassive failure mitigation features which. while suoportinir a svstemn 

diversity function. are not included as par! of the RIhM system components monitored for this 

Four (4) trains should be monitored as follows: 

Train I (shutdown cooling mode) 
"A train consisting of the "A" RIThR numD, "A" R-HR heat exchan-aer. and associated valves.  

Train 2 (shutdown coolina mode) 
"B' traincnisiao the "B'4 R HR pump. "B" RHR, heat exchamg)er,4Jid associated valves.  ....B.............. .-..........s..:.....o.......... ..... .....R.I ........ ...B .........................................::.............................................  

Train 3 (recirculation mode) 
"A" train.consist•na of the "A SI Recirculation o-.umD. "A" R-IM heat exchanger. and 

a~ss~ociated-valves..  

Train 4 _(recirculation mode) 
"B' train consistim- of the "B" SI Recirculation ,ump. "B" RHR heat exchanaer. and 
associated valves.  -------.a.. o ...c~ .a..........:.•. e.... .....  

The required hours for trains I & 2 differ from trains 3 & 4. and will be determined usinsz existing 
zuideiines. Reportina of RBR data should follow .this Quidance beginning with the first quarter 

200 1l data submittal.  

Catawba Site 

Issue: A' recently issued' FAQ) for the NRC Perforiranc_ indficators Proaram revised` thle oositions 
taken for unavailability associated ;ith planned overhaul hours. FAO 1 78 was withdrawn fi-on 
NEI 99-02 and rep-laced with FAQ 219. The new FAQ. efiective for fourth quarter renortina.  

adds twvo ciari14ngs -uestions and an swers to the -rvious FAQ 1718. These twvo a~dditionalitm .a ..d. .-- .- ....---------...c ..-- .- ..--- .-- .-- . ....... ...lw .!.... ..... .. .a...............................o........................ !.•.:.:.... ....... ......................................:........ .....t .....:. ..... ....... ...... .  

are.: ....r...e...  

0. What is considered to be a maior comnonent for overhaul purposes? 

A. A. miajor component is a primec "'over - a dCiesel enaine or. f-or fluid sy,-stems. the oulnm or its .. ... ...... ...... ... ... .. ..... .... .... -.... .. ...... .... .. ... .. ...... ... ....... .. .... .. .... ...... ... .... ... ... ... .. ............. ... -- -- --- ------- --.... ... .... .... .. ... .. ....... ...... ... ... ...... .. ...,. ... ... .. .. ... ........... ..  

mnotor or turhine driver or heat exchanuers.  

.Q.. Dos the imitation on exempetion of pdanned .unavailable hours due to overhaul maintenance of 
"oncepertrai ne opeatia ccle"extnd t suportsysemsfor a. monitored systm
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